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For Hamer Hall as we know it,
the final chord has sounded
Frank Van Straten reports on the upgrade of Melbourne’s Hamer Hall.

G

oodnight Hamer Hall was the odd

John Foreman and the Australian Girls’

public with a gala concert on 6 November

title the Arts Centre chose for the

Choir. The following day hundreds of

1982. It immediately became the city’s

final concert in Melbourne’s

Melburnians wandered through the

major venue for a wide range of concerts

premier concert venue, prior to its $128.5

building, intent on a last nostalgic look

and for a bewildering variety of other

million refurbishment.

before the wreckers moved in.

events, from silent movie screenings to

The line up for the 3 July concert

Designed by the late Sir Roy Grounds,

company annual general meetings. During

included Rachael Beck, David Hobson,

with spectacular interior décor by the late

Melbourne’s bid for the 1996 Olympics,

Silvie Paladino, Ian Stenlake, the

John Truscott, the Melbourne Concert Hall

it was even promoted as a possible venue

Melbourne Youth Orchestra conducted by

(as it was originally known) opened to the

for wrestling.

Architect’s rendering of the refigured Hamer Hall. The new ‘Civic Stair’ is on the extreme left; next to it is the
tower housing the new 24-hour lift. The new river terrace entrance to the building can be seen through the first
opening. The other openings provide views or the new restaurants.

*

in The Australian as saying: ‘It has nothing to

Hall, but at the St Kilda Road end of the

do with the building it’s getting stuck on to.

lower river terrace. This will be served by

much loved features of the building, such

dramatically alter the 27-year-old building

I think you’ve got to preserve the architect’s

an external ‘civic stair’ and a 24-hour lift

as Michel Santry’s spectacular ‘Arcturus’

inside and out, opening it up to the Yarra

original idea, or at least respect it.

near St Kilda Road; these will transport

light sculpture, which Truscott used subtly

River, the city and St Kilda Road, while

Unfortunately this design runs the risk of

visitors between the river terrace level and

to guide visitors to the lower levels of the

W

Installation of a small performance area.

maintaining some of its heritage features.

continuing the unempathetic changes that

the upper terrace. The existing wide upper

building, or for most of Sidney Nolan’s

W

Installation of windows to provide

One of Heritage Victoria’s stipulations was

have occurred elsewhere in the Arts Centre

terrace will be demolished and replaced

exquisite ‘Paradise Garden’ paintings,

that the only exterior element of the Hall

precinct.’

with a narrower terrace that allows light into

which were specially commissioned for the

W

Installation of a new box office.

stalls foyer walls. These are destined for

W

Demolition of all escalators.

Backstage:

storage, along with the Grand Concert

W

Installation of new, wider escalators

W

W

Installation of a new bar in the Coles-

W

Reconfiguration of around 40 per cent of

W

Removal of most of Sidney Nolan’s 816

W

Upgraded toilets on all levels.

The Hamer Hall redevelopment is an

W

Alterations to the Baxter Room.

alliance between Arts Victoria, Major

W

Improved disabled access.

Projects Victoria, the Victorian Arts Centre

The new plans, approved by Heritage
Victoria, call for a major upgrade that will

that could not be altered was the bulk of the

The FJMT designs were quietly dumped.

the lower level, which will house several

building above the outside balcony.

In April 2009 Ashton Raggatt

new restaurants.

The work is scheduled to take two years,
with the Hall set to reopen in mid-2012. This
means that many regular hirers have
sought alternative accommodation.
The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra
is moving its major concerts to the
Town Hall, its previous home. It is

McDougall (ARM) were appointed. Their
portfolio includes the Melbourne Recital

In a press release, ARM’s Ian McDougall
said his firm ‘was ecstatic to be selected for

‘It’s a bit like doing a makeover
on the Queen. We have to get it
right.’

the project. It is our great delight to be
able to work with the Arts Centre,

millions of dollars needed to refurbish and

city place; connected, contemporary,

The northern frontage:

Melbourne Recital Centre and elsewhere.

Federation Square and the Perth Arena.

He added: ‘It’s a bit like doing a makeover

Other presenters are switching to the Regent

They will work in association with Peter

on the Queen. We have to get it right.’
ARM’s ambitious plan has not been

W

Demolition of the outer perimeter of the

W

Construction of new northern façade.

W

Construction of new foyer entry from

upper terrace.

Theatre, the Plenary at the new Convention

Elliot Architects, specialists in urban design.

Centre and several other venues.

The acoustic consultant is Harold Marshall

universally welcomed. The National Trust

of Marshall Day Acoustics. Marshall worked

has expressed concern over the intrusive

W

Construction of new exterior lift.

closely with ARM on the design of

design of the upper portion of the exterior

W

Demolition of EQ restaurant.

Precinct, has been on the drawing boards for

Elisabeth Murdoch Hall. Also on board is

lift and the loss of much of the spectacular

W

Provision for several new restaurants on

some years. It was originally announced in

Schuler Shook, a Chicago-based theatre

foyers as conceived by John Truscott.

September 2008, when designs by architects

consulting firm.

The upgrade, which is the first part of a
grand plan to revamp the entire Arts

Francis-Jones Morehen Thorp (FJMT) were

The building contractors are

There is particular apprehension over
the loss of the foyers’ voids, cleverly used

lower terrace level.

lower terrace level.
Replacement of outer balcony flooring

released and widely publicised. These

Baulderstone, whose previous projects

by Truscott to give a feeling of openness to

featured a large glass pyramid on the roof of

include the convention centres in Sydney

the otherwise oppressive subterranean

the rear of the building, beneath which were

and Adelaide, the Warner Roadshow

lower levels.

to be another entrance and space for more

Studios on the Gold Coast, and upgrades to

restaurants and function rooms.

the Sydney Opera House and the National

criticised as being out of character with the

Gallery of Victoria.

‘purity’ of Grounds’ circular concept for the

The foyers:

building, and too ‘trendy’ in its emulation of

W

the geometric forms of Federation Square.

Removal of the ‘Arcturus’ light sculpture.

Mr Brumby called the proposed
structure ‘a crystalline form’, but Melbourne
architect and critic Neil Clerehan was quoted
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Like the earlier proposal, the ARM
design incorporates a second entry to the

W

panoramic city views.

Installation of moving electronic signage

Myer stalls foyer.
existing public stairways.

ON STAGE

W

Reworking of the existing St Kilda Road

The auditorium:
W

New carpeting and wider seating on

W

Removal of the lower extremities of

W

Relocation of the side walls to improve

W

New balcony front with integrated

all levels.
upper balcony to improve acoustics.
overall acoustics.
lighting positions.
W

Winter 2010

New acoustic treatment for the
auditorium walls.

W

New hybrid displacement air
conditioning system.

public entrance.
Filling of all existing voids.

W

Installation of a curved acoustic ceiling
with technical zone, flying system and
winch room above.

W

New choir layout and seats.

W

Removal of the concert organ.

W

New stage floor and doors.
Installation of new dedicated lifts for
performance loading area and for food
and beverage loading dock.

W

Installation of a scenery lift from dock
to stage.

W

Alterations to principals’ dressing rooms.

W

Alterations to former Green Room area.

‘Paradise Garden’ paintings.

on outside of balcony.

The exterior design has also been

Removal of acoustic discs.

servicing every level.

with translucent panels.
W

Reworking of the existing entrance from

The stage:
W

St Kilda Road.

The building’s exterior:
W

Construction of a new entry from the
lower river terrace.

reinstall it.

transforming its future into a new, true

open and bustling, right there on the river.’

W

Organ, which will forlornly await the many

The project’s principal
features are…

retaining the best of the original, and

Centre, the MTC Theatre, Storey Hall,

also scheduling concerts in the new

As well, there is no place for several

W

Reconfigured seating will slightly
reduce capacity.

Trust, ARM architects and Baulderstone.
This is the first time a public building in
Victoria has been delivered under the
alliance method-a construction delivery
process where the builder, architect and *
Left page:
Michel Santry’s ‘Arcturus’ light sculpture.
Existing foyer stairway.
This page:
The Coles-Myer Stalls Foyer, with some of
Sidney Nolan’s ‘Paradise Gardens’ paintings
visible in the background.
A Melba gown on display in the former
Performing Arts Museum.
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Queen’s Birthday Honours—2010

project manager(s) work together, sharing

are familiar with the vast archives of the

this period, therefore, items from the

risk and reward equally. The alliance has

Performing Arts Collection, which have

collection will be available for study at

an agreed set of goals, including budget

been housed since 1988 in a dedicated

temporary offices in the nearby Australian

and completion time.

storage area under the Arts Centre Lawn

Ballet Centre.

What happens to the
Performing Arts
Collection?
Many Theatre Heritage Australia members

As usual it will be necessary to make an

accessible via Hamer Hall’s Stage Door on
Southgate Avenue.

appointment before any planned visit.

be relocated while the Hall is refurbished,

Co-ordinator, on 9281 8446, email patricia.

public access will not be possible. During

convery@theartscentre.com.au

n

You must remember this

Here is a list of some of the original

W

W

The Performing Arts Museum
(designed by Anne Fraser).

W

W

W

The EQ Restaurant (NMBW Architects).

W

The central lower bar located in the stalls

The Alfred Brash Sound House
(relocated to the Ballet Centre).

(Casavant Frères).

features of Hamer Hall that have
already disappeared:

The Concert Hall Grand Organ

W

‘

T

o be honoured by one’s adopted

researcher, and also as an advocate for

country is extremely moving,’ says

Australian music.

Helga Hill, who was awarded the

Contact Patricia Convery, Access

Although the collection will not have to

Australians who have contributed to theatre, cinema or performance who received awards on 14 June 2010.

The future of the BlackBox theatre/
exhibition space is uncertain.

Peggy Dirrmingali Patrick

instruments. She was a foundation member

Community, Western Australia, for service to

of the Early Music Consort of Melbourne

the arts as a performer, artist and storyteller.

and is the researcher, director and costume

(UK) International Summer School, where

W

Some original foyer furniture

she also presented Historic Gesture for
actors and singers and advised on period
stage movements.

Helga Hill

OAM

administration and music in Melbourne.
am,

Greenwich,

NSW for service to arts administration,
particularly the STC, WOMAdelaide,

And here are some of the existing

Melbourne, where she recently inaugurated

the Adelaide Festival and the Adelaide

features that will now disappear:

studies in the Art of Gesture, the first such

Festival Centre.

W

W

tertiary program anywhere. In 2006 she

Important elements of the foyers,
including the décor and the voids

directed and gestured the University’s

( John Truscott).

Opera Project, The Judgment of Paris by John
Eccles (see On Stage, Spring 2006).

The ‘Arcturus’ light sculpture

On behalf of all our members, we

(Michel Santry).
W

Most of the ‘Paradise Garden’
paintings (Sidney Nolan).

performing arts in the Northern Territory.
Elizabeth Jane Douglass am, Double Bay,

performing arts community who were

Australian Ballet.

Harold Charles Mitchell

John Patrick Doyle am, NSW, for service
to the media as a presenter and entertainer
[aka ‘Rampaging Roy Slaven’] and to

cao,

St

community through leadership and
philanthropy in the fields of arts, health
and education.

Officer of the Order of
Australia
Leonard Lyof Amadio

ao,

Rushcutters

Bay, New South Wales, for distinguished
service to the performing arts, particularly
the Australian Youth Orchestra.

Member of the
Order of Australia
Lin Bender

Winter 2010

am,

William Thomas Emmanuel am, Melbourne,
Vic., for service to the music and
entertainment industries as a guitarist.
Dr Jill Mary Forrest

Vic., for service to arts

am,

Peta Sheridan Blyth

Wahroonga, NSW,

oam.

Delungra, NSW,

for service to the performing arts, particularly
to opera.
Sandra Anne Breen

oam,

Durack, Qld, for

service to the performing arts, particularly as
a dance teacher and choreographer.
Victor Crittenden

oam,

Cook, Australian

Capital Territory, for service to the arts as a
researcher, author and publisher.
Walter Henry Eastman

oam,

South

Hobart, Tasmania, for service to the
performing arts.
Sandy Evans

oam,

South Curl Curl, NSW,

for service to contemporary jazz as a
composer and musician.
Judith Clare Gray

charitable organisations.

Andrews, Victoria, for eminent service to the

ON STAGE

Northern Territory, for service to the

NSW, for service to the arts, particularly the

Companion of the
Order of Australia
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Kenneth Arnold Conway am, Fannie Bay,

congratulate Helga, and all members of the
recognised in the 2010 Honours:

NSW for service to

Medal of the Order of
Australia

Dance Ensemble at the University of

Milles)—relocated to Kings Domain.

Warmun

‘H.G. Nelson’] and to charitable organisations.

Robert George Brookman

Helga is responsible for the Renaissance

am,

am,

the media as a presenter and entertainer [aka

Dancers, Melbourne.

The foyer display cases (Truscott).

The ‘Hand of God’ sculpture (Carl

Greig Pickhaver

designer for the Rippon Lea Renaissance

W

W

Sydney, NSW for service to the

wide range of Renaissance and Medieval

Historic Dance Studies at the Dartington

(Truscott).

am,

law and to music as a composer.

Helga, born in Germany, performs on a

Baroque Dance and was in charge of

by John Truscott).

The Green Room (Truscott).

Palmer

service to the performing arts.

In Europe she taught Renaissance and

foyer (Truscott).

The Treble Clef restaurant (designed

W

The Honourable Justice George Alfred

Medal of the Order of Australia for her

oam,

Kurrajong, NSW,

for service to the community through music
and sport.
Joan Hanna

oam,

Kialla, Vic., for service to

music, particularly Sing Australia.

for service to medicine and to music as a

Henry Ernest Harman

composer and recitalist.

for service as a jazz musician and mentor.

Lorna Rosemarie Hempstead am,

Helga Margarete Hill

Magnetic Island, Queensland, for service to

Vic., for service to the performing arts.

theatre, dance and heritage.
Maria Antonia Kenda am, Springfield,
South Australia, for service to the community
as a supporter and benefactor of the arts.
Emeritus Professor David Robert
Lockett

am,

Athelstone, SA, for service to

music as a concert pianist, educator and

George Brook Howe

oam,

oam,

oam,

Kanwal, NSW,

Middle Park,

Hughes, ACT,

for service to the performing arts as a carillonist.
Phyllis Marjorie Pearson

oam,

Nambucca

Heads, NSW, for service to music.
Philip Ivan Rees

oam,

Wyong, NSW, for

service to music through the Central Coast
Philharmonia Choir.

*
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Robert Barton Rogers

oam,

Mosman,

NSW, [Bob Rogers]for service to the media
as a broadcaster .
Elsie Myra Seguss

oam,

Carindale, Qld,

Cheryl Elizabeth Threadgold

oam,

Noel Robert Waters

oam,

Carindale,

Humphries is, of course, one of the most
talented comic artists at work in Australian

What was the theme of our revue? We

Black Rock, Vic., for service to the

Qld, for service to music as an

funny,’ said Noel Ferrier to Barry after one

performing arts, particularly through the

administrator.

performance. Meaning, I suppose, that it was theatre. Two of his sketches in this program

people still saw the archetypical Australian

too real to be funny. Noel had failed to take

are brilliantly illuminated with his own

as a rugged pioneer and in Summer of the

account of an inexorable law of comedy: in

acting. One is a malicious skit on cultural

Seventeenth Doll, Ray Lawler had tackled

numbers there is strength: a mere handful

suburbia in Melbourne, which takes the form that legend. Certainly we wanted to take a

of people scattered in a theatre are not

of a monologue by an earnest middle-brow

confident enough of their own reactions to

advocating an opera house useful for “lovely” the social reality of urban and suburban life.

allow themselves to let loose with a volley

films (“like Carmen Jones”) and the recreational Hardly a revolutionary theme, but still

of laughter.

purpose of “our more reputable ladies’

unexplored territory. Small-mindedness was

guilds”. The other item (updated, I believe,

a target.

Mordialloc Light Opera Company.

for service to the performing arts as a

Lynne Uptin

teacher of dance.

service to arts administration in Tas..

oam,

Middleton, Tas., for

Cecily Mary Wood

oam,

SA, for service

to music and to the Society of Recorder
Players of SA.

n

The making of Edna and Sandy
Noted Australian writer, director and actor Peter O’Shaughnessy concludes his story of the creation
of two of Barry Humphries’ most iconic characters.

E

affronted at intrusion. ‘That stuff just isn’t

Lunch Hour Revue would prove to have
been valuable testing ground. As part of the

from the Olympic Games period) reveals the

trial, I urged Barry to put Sandy Stone

same lady offering her Moonee Ponds house

never consciously formulated it. Many

swipe at The Australian Legend and tackle

Two days before the first night the revue
still lacked a finale. At last, in some

dna had her new lease of life, but

So, on the night I was due to record

new sketch which Barry said he would

before the audience; then, at the last

for the accommodation of migrants, provided desperation, I found myself ready to stake

what of the unborn Sandy Stone?

Ginger Mick, I brought Barry out to Peter’s

write and call ‘Mrs Everage at Home’. In

moment, I got cold feet and told him not to

they are not foreigners!’

Bob Brissenden has written about

studio (his living room in Glen Iris) and

this, Ron Pinnell would play Norm and I

risk it. The audience was too small.

Someone from the New Theatre

everything on Edna. ‘Forget it,’ I said to
Barry. ‘At the end of the last sketch’—which

Barry’s use of Sandy Stone as a nom de plume

Barry ad-libbed Sandy into

approached me and asked

was ‘Mrs Everage at Home’—‘step out of the

for some musings which Bob published, but

the microphone. Peter was

me if I might like to rent

frame and ad lib to the audience. Propose a

Sandy was still a ‘private’ character in search

taken with what he heard

their Flinders Street theatre

new national anthem: “Home Sweet home”.’

of a script. I thought he must be seen and

and said he would go

for a fully developed revue.

So it was.

heard on stage.

ahead and make a record

I did not have the capital

of Sandy.

but decided to give it a burl.

which each day of his Journal would be

When I asked Barry if he

introduced by the pianist playing the tune
of a popular song of the 1930s, evoking

One night at the Chung Wah restaurant
in Little Bourke Street, Melbourne, Barry and

Barry agonised over

I had given Sandy Stone a format in

I ran into Tim Burstall, who would later

‘writing’ but, when

would contribute to the

become one of the pioneers in the resurgence

necessity put him to it, he

funding he declined: to have nostalgia for Sandy’s youth: ‘When I Grow

of the Australian film industry.

would deliver the goods.

the possibility of a financial

Too Old To Dream’, ‘Smoke Gets In Your

(As a postscript to one of

loss hanging over his head

Eyes’, ‘Easter Parade’, ‘Always’, ‘Look For

‘Tim, I think this character has national

his letters from Sydney,

might cramp his style, he

The Silver Lining’, ‘I’ll See You Again’…

significance.’ Tim listened.

which I still have, he had

said. I decided to go ahead

‘No,’ he said. ‘I can’t see it.’

appended a drawing of

on my own. I would employ were there to watch and, ominously, Sandy

As a character to be given flesh and

himself slumped over a

Barry and pay him a salary.

blood in a theatre, Sandy was showing signs

typewriter with long

No figure was settled on: the that on before the public,’ said our dear

of disintegration, in danger of tailing away

strands of cobweb

amount he received would

friend Pauline Ford, who was always at

into a wispy, tremulous caricature. What he

stretching between him

be at my discretion.

hand to help with ‘wardrobe’. ‘It’s not

had to say had begun to be of less account

and the machine. And an

than the way he said it.

open bottle, with an empty

it, revising and adding to the

glass). Within a day or two,

material of the Lunch Hour

hearts sank; but there was one thought to

bizarre was beginning to destroy his beloved

Barry had easily contrived

Revue. Much of the material

brace us: hadn’t people said the same sort

character; Sandy was threatened with being

a script (it was all his own,

I had written for the Lunch

of thing about our beloved Waiting for Godot ?:

subsumed in an Abstract–Expressionist

except, I remember, for

Hour Revue was not good

‘You can’t make an entertainment out of

exercise on the theme of Emasculation and

my textual contribution of

enough and I cut most of it;

characters who are bored and boring.’

Futility. The piping treble would sputter into

two words: ‘Educational

wheezes and gasps as though the grave

too’. And, lo, Sandy had become a public

Sandy Stone, Lunch Hour Revue, Assembly Hall,

The only known photograph of Edna and her

contribution consisted of only three sketches, already in his Edna gear) hoofed and sang

yawned for him. Sandy, I thought, must be

figure. When it was issued, Barry called the

Melbourne, 1958.

mum, Lunch Hour Revue, Assembly Hall,

one of them an adaptation I had made from

its ragged way through the opening chorus.

preserved as a character and kept on the

record Wild Life in Suburbia.

Melbourne, 1958.

Molière’s Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, with Ron

Pity I can’t remember the verses sung by

‘Go on, do Sandy for Tim,’ I urged Barry.

Barry’s taste for Expressionism and the

right side of Naturalism.
I had made a very successful recording
of C.J.Dennis’s The Songs of a Sentimental

‘The Migrant Hostess’ was on the
reverse side of the record.
The projects that artists talk about and

Barry and I got down to

so that, eventually, my script

would be Mrs E’s toothless old mother.

got no laughs from them. ‘You can’t put

funny, it’s just boring.’
Being none too sure of our ground, our

Couldn’t we? The small cast (with Barry

Pinnell as a gullible little man being taught

my wife, Shirley, Bettine Kauffmann or

And I would write two new sketches. My

Impossible to get many laughs. If the piece

by a mountebank speech instructor how to

Rosalind Tong, but this is what I sang:

wife, Shirley, and Bettine Kauffmann

‘died the death’, Barry might be discouraged

iron out his Australian speech habits and

completed the ensemble.

from ever putting it before the public again

‘speak proper’.

Bloke, thus launching Score Recordings for

never carry through can become their

an enterprising German immigrant

purgatorial fires. In June (or was it July?) I

schoolteacher, Peter Mann. I was due to

felt we just had to snap out of our

was hardly a success. Audiences were thin,

follow this up with a recording of selections

threatening torpor and get down to that

and there was no sense of public shock, no

quite a failure either. Edna Everage had

name: it sounds so corny and mainstream,

from Dennis’s The Moods of Ginger Mick. I

REVUE! I decided to revive my Lunch

recognition that the mirror had been held

made some mark. Bruce Grant of The Age,

applicable to just the sort of revue we were

suggested to Peter that he might like to make

Hour Theatre with a Lunch Hour Revue. At

up to nature. The Assembly Hall could be

already alert to the talent of Barry, having

set on avoiding.

a recording of Sandy Stone’s reminiscences,

the heart of it would be the Opera House

grim: the empty seats occupied by the

written a highly appreciative review of his

even though no script existed.

monologue, ‘The Migrant Hostess’, and a

shades of a host of mirthless pastors

performance as the Bunyip, wrote: ‘Mr

Page 6

At the final dress rehearsal a few friends

That revue did not exactly flop but it

ON STAGE

in a ‘live’ performance.
Not a successful venture then, but not

Winter 2010

We agonised over a title and I decided
on The Rock ’n’ Reel Revue. Now I wince at the

A Nice Night’s Entertainment might have
been nearer the mark.

Prior to me coming to Australia,
I conducted the strings at Amsterdam,
But my musical career has been
a failure,
Now I’m conductor of a Bourke
Street tram.
After which, Ron Pinnell as Norm, and
Barry as Edna, sang:

*
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I’m just an ordinary fellow,

friends at the first night party.

I’m just an ordinary housewife.
We’re both getting middle-aged
and mellow,
But between us we’ve lived an extra
  

grouse life,

And the critics? In The Age, Bruce Grant
carped a little: ‘The snobbish attack of an

has a funny line, yet has the audience in fits
of laughter throughout.’
The Herald: ‘Sketches are near the truth:

artist and intellectual’, but relented to say:

Barry Humphries, who is the clear star of

‘It is brilliantly realised.’

the small group Mr O’Shaughnessy has got

The Advocate: ‘The show is unquestionably

together for this intimate revue, works on

a triumph for Barry Humphries, who lives

the principle “The greater the truth the

I go to the office every day,

up to the claim made in the programme: of

greater the libel”. His extraordinarily funny

We both perform a vital social function,

“perhaps the most gifted clown in the

sketches of Melbourne suburban life are

We’re the backbone of the nation, so    

country”.’

wickedly close to straight reporting.’

The Listener In: ‘Pivot of the whole show

Then, stepping forward, Edna launched
herself into the ‘Opera House’ sketch. The
Barry ad libbed until it was almost twice
the original committed to paper.
But we were not yet

The Sun News Pictorial: ‘The trivia of the
domestic scene was a bit hard to take at times

The most remarkable fact is that he scarcely

even though it was all supposed to be good,
clean fun. The authors were trying to be smart

Writer’s block: a sketch by Barry Humphries.
All illustrations courtesy of
Peter O’Shaughnessy.

at the expense of suburban dullness—it often
remained dull instead of funny.’
The Bulletin: ‘Some tightening

home and dry. We need not

of the general production is

have worried. During Sandy

necessary, however, for better

Stone, the audience hit the

effect. A revue needs to move

roof. If Sandy was bored,

smartly, but here it is held up

the audience were in fits.

by the leisurely length of Barry

‘Mrs Everage at Home’ kept

Humphries’s monologues.
themselves, it should be

epilogue made them hit the

remembered that economy is

roof again.

the essence of art and that the
more succinct act… Still,

me across the babble of

don’t miss it.’

previously co-authored the dark and sombre
upbeat song-cycle about the beginning and
end of several hetero and homo relationships.
light of day in 2008, but this album comes
from a 2009 production at the Seymour
Centre, Sydney, with Amelia Cormack,
David Harris, Sophia Ragavelas and
librettist James Millar. The numbers are all
‘story songs’ and cover a wide range of

n

A first Australian

Bran Nue Dae (Sony 88697643642) is
Australia’s first stage-to-film musical (that’s if
we’re not counting Strictly Ballroom (1992) or

Stockade (1971), neither of which had original

profile cast. Ernie Dingo recreates his

music) and, like the stage show, it’s a feel-

acclaimed original stage performance as

good soundtrack. Jimmy Chi and Kuckles’

Uncle Tadpole on several tracks (‘Long Way

infectious score is well serviced by a high-

Away From My Country’, ‘Is You Mah
Baby’, and ‘Listen To The News’) and duets
with Missy Higgins on ‘Feel Like Going

Warwick Allsopp and Sam Ludeman, Bryant
and Frank’s score is powerful and searing
(‘The Shearing Shed’), hymn-like (‘The
Leaves in Summer’) and comedic (‘We Like
It That Way’). Accompaniment by a threepiece group is led by the composer on
piano. A cover version of ‘All Roads Lead
To Home’ by Andrew Kroenert is a nice
added bonus track.

music—most effective on ‘Book Group
1984’—and at others musically like other
composers. Rutherford’s score cleverly plays
the game of ‘spot-the-tune’. The pain of

Legend)’ and its second-act story wrap-up,
‘When You See Someone’s Sh*t’. The
performances by all couldn’t be bettered on
this two-CD set, with piano-only
accompaniment by Chris Cartner. Neil

from Trevor Ashley’s Sunday night gigs at
Sydney’s Supper Club, which throws the
spotlight on young musical theatre performers.
Mitchell Butel’s endearing original cast

An ambitious piece of music-theatre

essaying the songbook of Frank Sinatra,
Billie Holiday and others, accompanied by
the remarkable Michael Tyack on piano
with Dave Ellis on bass.
Draxl does better on the more
contemporary songs than he does with
Sinatra. There are nice introspective
readings of Leonard Cohen’s ‘Dance Me To
Gonna Make Me Lonesome When You
Go’, plus the rarely recorded Cy Coleman
tune ‘Why Try To Change Me Now?’ He
does two encores; the second, Sylvia Fine’s
title song from The Five Pennies, is one of the
best tracks on the disc.

With On Broadway David Campbell

Black Man’ from The Full Monty. Belinda
Wollaston’s ‘Spring Cleaning’, Shaun
Rennie’s ‘Hallelujah’ and Lucy Maunder’s
‘And I Will Follow’ all register strongly, as
does Marika Aubrey’s ‘Meadowlark’ (The
Baker’s Wife). Cabaret veteran Phil Scott
turns up on the sophomoric ‘I Just Wanna
Dance’ (Jerry Springer—The Opera), and South
African chanteuse Natalie Gamsu dips back
Cy Coleman’s ‘Bad Bad, Bad Woman’.

on 3 September 2009.

back to Sydney, this concert finds Draxl

Back to his roots

Once We Lived Here by Dean Bryant and

premièred at fortyfivedownstairs, Melbourne,

Angeles. Recorded on a whirlwind trip

‘Purpose’, as is Bert Labonte’s raunchy ‘Big

into the cabaret songbook of yesteryear for

cast recording of their newest musical which

young performer who’s now based in Los

performance from Avenue Q is featured on

Reaching for superlatives
Mathew Frank (Prodigal/ Virgins) is an original

(YM1200) is the latest album from this

The End of Love’, Bob Dylan’s ‘You’re

Showqueen Sessions 2 is the second album

Sometimes they sound like dialogue set to

As usual, Trevor Ashley opens the set
with a lively ‘Let’s Hear It For The Boy’
(Footloose), and closes with the Beatles classic
‘Hey Jude’.
Elevating these performances to a

(Columbia 88697675502) gets back to his
roots in an album of classic show tunes
mostly from Broadway’s ‘Golden Era’. With
fresh arrangements by Bill Elliott, and a
large orchestra magnificently conducted by
Rob Fisher, he races through songs from
Company, Les Misérables, Guys and Dolls,
Chicago, Oklahoma! and many more. There’s
even a new song, ‘Goodbye’, from Catch Me
If You Can, which is supposed to land on
Broadway next season. Best track: Bernstein,
Comden and Green’s melancholic ‘Some
Other Time’ from On the Town.

More Moore
Brisbane-based tenor Gregory Moore (The

different level is

Pirates of Penzance, Ten Tenors) has a new

Back Home’. Higgins does a low-key and

Bev Kennedy’s

album, I Dreamed Of You (Ament 0004),

wistful ‘Afterglow’ and Jessica Mauboy lets

brilliant work on

of contemporary and Celtic songs

her voice soar for the gospel-tinged ‘All The

piano. Her

accompanied by the Queensland Pops

Way Jesus’, and in country mode delivers

accompaniment

Orchestra conducted by Sean O’Boyle.

the interpolated ‘Stand By Your Man’.

is musical joy.

The showstopper in the movie—as it was
on stage—is the satirical ‘Nothing I Would
Rather Be (than to be an Aborigine)’, done
in the movie as a full over-the-top tapdancing production number with the whole
cast. It’s the best track.
Ernie Dingo as Uncle Tadpole and Missy
Higgins as Annie share a love for music in the
film Bran Nue Dae.

Image: Roadshow Films.
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Esther Hannaford, Christie Whelan,

break-ups, death and the Mile-High Club.

production and packaging.

Peter Pinne presses ‘Play’ on the latest Australian show CDs.

past and move on. Featuring Sally Bourne,

Spotlight on youth

Gooding is to be congratulated on the classy

Show music thumbnails

family is forced to come to terms with the

romantic situations, marriage, threesomes,

permeates ‘A Plastic Bag (An Urban

show would be improved by a

success,’ Barry shrilled to

Peter Rutherford and James Millar, who

To The Breeze’, and non-PC humour

‘Home Sweet Home’

‘…The sweet smell of

Tim Draxl—Live at the Supper Club

Love Bites (NGP02 0793573 607874).

drought-stricken sheep station where a

losing someone is nicely handled on ‘Give It

‘Good though they are in

the pot on the boil and the

From LA with love

it’s an emotionally confronting tale set on a

A four-hander, the show first saw the

is the wonderful clown Barry Humphries.

audience response was so encouraging that

which had critics reaching for superlatives,

The Hatpin, do a complete switch with this

I do my shopping at The Junction,

they say.

Romance and the Mile-High
Club

ON STAGE
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Songs include ‘Mother Machree’,

Dean Bryant (left)
and Mathew Frank,
writer and
composer of Once
We Lived Here,
receive the Best
New Australian
Musical award at
the Green Room
Awards, 2009.

‘Galway Bay’ and ‘You Raise Me Up’. The

Image: Frank Van Straten

Music. www.middle8.com

album also features three première
recordings: ‘The Water Is Wide’ and ‘Sail
Boat’ which are used in the touring stage
concert Scotland the Brave, and a full,
sweeping version of the big anthemic ballad
‘Making A Difference’ from Suddenly Single.
All CDs are available from Middle Eight
n
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Play it again, Reg

later Ivy Schilling. Fred junior, his wife
Nellie Borthwick (a solo dancer in Pollard’s

After ‘much suffering’, Reginald’s

Stoneham’s other early published pieces
included ‘King Of The Air’ (Paling’s, 1913)

Opera Company and for J.C.Williamson’s)

mother, Ellen, died of uterine cancer in
February 1889, aged 42.11 Her husband lost

and their daughter Maisie left Australia for

no time in remarrying: in August that year

Music Stores in Sydney in 1914, ‘The Tango

Europe in 1914. Fred Leslie and Ivy Schilling

he wed 37-year-old Annie Grace Longden.

Rag’ and the waltz ‘Distant Memories’.

(by then anglicised to Shilling) danced

Again, his paternal particulars are called into

In 1887 he played second cornet in the

successfully in England for some time. In

doubt: the marriage certificate credits him

an avalanche of sentimental and jingoistic

when Reginald Alberto Agrati Stoneham

Centennial Orchestra under Sir Frederick

England Fred worked as Fred A. Leslie,

songs by local composers. Stoneham jumped

passed away.

Cowan. In 1893, in Adelaide, he and Henry

presumably to avoid confusion with English

with having already fathered 10 children,
only four of whom were still living.12

Alex Douglas were reported to have sued

actor Fred Leslie (born 1881), whose father,

actor Walter Bentley for failure to fulfil a

also named Fred Leslie (1855–1892) had

and his father remarried. We have no other

St George’, ‘On The Cocos Coast’ (‘a stirring

Even Jennifer Hill in The Oxford Companion

contract for a two weeks’ tour that included

toured Australia with the London Gaiety

details of his childhood, and none of his

sea song dedicated to the Commander and

to Australian Music starts her brief ‘Stoneham’
entry with ‘Little is known of his life...’1

Broken Hill. A witness claimed that the

Theatre companies in 1888 and 1891.

musical training. He is believed to have

T

Frank Van Straten documents the sad life of a forgotten Australian composer.

here was a time, now long ago,

From 1930 Herbert taught flute privately
in Melbourne.3

when the name Stoneham was
synonymous with music in

Harry became a master of wind instruments.

Melbourne. The tradition died in 1942,

Trying to sort out the Stoneham family
tree has daunted many a music historian.

Reginald was 10 when his mother died

and two pieces published by Champman’s

The outbreak of World War I triggered

on the bandwagon with ‘Fight For The King’,
‘The Attack (On Zeebrugge)’, ‘For God And

Following Shilling’s departure, Fred A.

served with a Light Horse Regiment in the

Crew of HMAS Sydney’), ‘Pride Of The
Nation’ and ‘W.A.A.C’.15 By far the most

Saturday night that he could not articulate

Leslie continued to work in British theatre,

South African War, though his name is not

successful of his war songs was ‘Heroes of

extraordinarily prolific: well over 100 of his

and knocked Shakespeare all over the shop’.

mainly as a choreographer and producer of

in the Australian service records. He spent

the Dardanelles’. It was published by Loebel’s

compositions were published and at least six

Later Harry taught cornet and French horn

reviews, pantomime and musicals, and

some years in Adelaide, where he worked as

around 1915 and recorded by Foster Richardson

were recorded. Many more were copyrighted,

at the Melbourne University Conservatorium,

occasionally as a performer. He returned to

a fireman. His musical abilities were utilised

on Zonophone 3109.

but not published, and a few were issued

and was active in Musicians’ Union affairs.

Australia in the late 1940s.

when, following his father’s example, he

defendant ‘was so drunk in Hamlet on

Yet Reginald Stoneham was

under the pseudonym ‘Alberto Agrati’. He
was a popular broadcaster, acted as a

He worked with J.C.Williamson orchestras
just as happy tootling away in a circus band.

from 1891 until his death in Melbourne in

booker for bands and entertainers, wrote

In 1872 he was bandmaster of the

music and lyrics to order, and ran acting

Melbourne-based Carlton Rifles.

1920. He was survived by his wife, née
Sarah Healey, but had no children.4

schools. Yet his was a life of disappointments.

This was William’s second marriage. By

Fred and his half brother William became

Elsa, three years Reginald’s senior, had a
successful singing career; she, too adopted
‘Leslie’ as her stage surname.7
To further complicate our Stoneham story,
we must acknowledge Harry William Stoneham,

In 1916, an unpublished song by Stoneham,

became bandmaster for the local Metropolitan ‘The King’s Navy’ was included in an allFire Brigade Band. He was also bandmaster

Australian concert at the Melbourne Masonic

of the Adelaide Tramways Band and, later, of Hall, presented in aid of the YMCA.
the Military Band, 4th Battalion, AIF.13
Other composers represented included
In Adelaide, in 1900, Stoneham married

William Morton, Henry Tate, Frederick Hall

He was destined to live in the shadow of the

his first wife, Elizabeth, née Lucas, he had

popular song-and-dance comedians. Billed

far more successful Jack O’Hagan, and he

three sons: Herbert (born 1855), Henry

as the Leslie Brothers, they toured widely in

actor and comedian, who died in Melbourne
on 9 August 1905, leaving a wife and daughter.8

seems to have battled financially virtually all

‘Harry’ William (born 1857) and Frederick

musical comedy and variety. Around 1900

This particular Stoneham was British born,

his life. (See ‘A Track Winding Back’, p.??)

Hamilton (born 1859). Elizabeth died at

they ventured overseas. Their act, Music

and apparently unrelated to ‘our’ William

Geelong the following year. She was 26.

Mad, was well received in the United States,
Great Britain, Germany and France.5

Stoneham and his many descendants,

composition appears to have been a song

churned out ‘Angels Of Peace’, ‘Bells of Peace’,

including, of course, Reginald.

called ‘King Of The Night’. It was published

‘Back Home’, ‘I’m Going Back Home (Down

Reginald Alberto Stoneham (the Agrati
was a later addition) was born at 152 Madeleine

Many of Reginald’s siblings gravitated

Street, in the inner Melbourne suburb of
Carlton, on 24 July 1879.2 His mother was

into careers in music and entertainment.

Geelong-born Ellen, née Wilson. She was

accomplished flautist. The high point in his

Herbert was to become an exceptionally

William died in Sydney in 1913.9 He

Adelaide Minnie Lyons. Their only child, Val and Mabel Down, and Victor L. Trotman
Augusta Elsa, was born in Adelaide in
1904.14
Reginald Stoneham’s first published

recited some of C.J.Dennis’s The Sentimental
Bloke verses.16
As the war drew to a close, Stoneham

by Allan’s in Melbourne in 1910. In 1911

on the Farm)’, ‘Peace And Glory’, ‘The Khaki

death has not been traced.

was 80. His death certificate is confusing, as

P.E.Copp in Adelaide published his ‘Football

Coat’ and ‘While The Band Plays Home

it attributes his first eight children, including

Song’, dedicated to the West Adelaide team.

Sweet Home’. The latter was featured by

Reginald, to his first marriage, none to his

His song ‘The Drover’ was published by

Daisy Rivette in the J. & N. Tait 1917
pantomime Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp.

William died in Sydney in 1930. Fred’s

34. She had already borne four children:

career came during one of Melba’s Melbourne

Fred’s son, Frederick William Daniel
Stoneham, was born in Carlton in 1882.6 He

William (in 1867), Bertha (born 1872), Elsa

opera seasons when her personal flautist,

played small song and dance parts with his

second (which, as we have seen, produced

W.J.Deane and Sons in Sydney in 1912. It

(born 1878), plus another who died in

Fred Griffith, fell ill and Herbert was called

father and uncle for various companies,

Reginald), and three to his third. That makes

was also the first of Stoneham’s compositions

infancy. Reginald’s father was William

on to play the flute obbligato for the Lucia

including Harry Rickards’ Tivoli circuit. He

11 children—yet a 1907 press interview quotes

to be issued on disc.

Stoneham, born in Hobart in 1832. A fine

Mad Scene. Dame Nellie described him as

joined J.C.Williamson’s in 1901, working as

him as boasting of his ‘somewhat unique

flautist, he was bandmaster of the first

‘The best flute I have ever heard’ and

a dancer and choreographer and in character

record’: ‘I am 76 years old, and am hale and

in Australia, records designed for the

Fuller commissioned Stoneham to write for

volunteer band organised in Australia. He

demanded that he continue to play for her

roles until 1914. During this period his main

Australian market were made in Britain and

their 1917 pantomime Robinson Crusoe of

played for operas and concerts, but he was

for the rest of the season.

dance partners were Tilly Woodlock and

hearty. I am a great-grandfather, have been
married three times and have 17 children.’10

then exported.

Rainbow Island. The others were ‘Demon *

Page 10

As there were then no recording facilities

In similar vein, ‘When The Boys In Blue
Come Home Again’ was one of seven
numbers that entrepreneurs Ben and John

But back to Reginald A.A.Stoneham.
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Of The Deep’, ‘Fashions’, The Rainbow
Isle’, ‘Dreamy Eyes’, ‘The Dance Of The

Musicals were immensely popular, but
Australians saw only reproductions of

the Melola machine was ‘as effective as a full
jazz band’.21

that he would listen to no advice’ and he

with the show’s unashamed parochialism:

faked suicide in Port Phillip Bay, only to be

happily put up £2000 to guarantee the
production against loss.23 In return he was

‘There seems to be no adequate reason why

apprehended a week later in New Zealand.

Microbes’ and the oddly titled ‘L.S.D.’,

overseas shows: an all-Australian musical

promoted as ‘a wireless song’—the initials

comedy was unheard of. De Garis claimed

songs in typical contemporary musical comedy

to get 10 per cent of the gross takings. He

much inspiration in Croajingalong as the

plan to drill for oil on Victoria’s Mornington

stood for ‘Love’s Sweet Dream’. Robinson

that the idea resulted from an interview with

idiom. One, ‘Murray Moon’, became particularly

assumed that the profit on the sale of the

Americans have found in Dixie, or why

Peninsula.On 17 August 1926 he asphyxiated

Crusoe opened in Sydney and transferred to

an Adelaide journalist who challenged him

popular. In FFF it was placed in Act One,

Australians should not extol in song the

himself in his home at Mornington. He was 42.

the Bijou in Melbourne in March 1918.

to come up with two ‘dinkum’ songs overnight. where it was sung by the heroine, Flo Hastings.
Next morning De Garis proudly showed It was followed by a comedy novelty number

sheet music would more than cover any loss
on the production.24

virtues of their own country in preference to
the Mississippi.’27 In contrast, The Age was

Continued in the next edition of On Stage

Another panto novelty was 1917’s ‘My

For FFF Stoneham composed around 20

The sheet music was promoted in large

Australian song writers should not find as

He bounced back briefly with a disastrous

Gramophone Girl’, written for Mabel Morgan

him the lyrics for ‘The Aussie Glide’ and

called ‘O-O-Omeo’ and ‘Coo-ee!’ (‘The

Melola press advertisements: ‘This music is

somewhat dismissive: ‘As a production, it

References:

to sing in William Anderson’s production of

‘Coo-ee’. ‘The former,’ said Jack, ‘was frankly

Magic Call’) in which Flo exchanged coo-ees

full of bewitching harmony and has an Aussie

falls short of the musical comedy standard of

1. Jennifer Hill: ‘Reginald A.A. Stoneham’ in

a dance number in opposition to the latest

with three eager young ladies stationed in the

atmosphere. All these songs will find a tender

the present day, although the fault does not

“shimmies” and “jazzes”, and designed to

theatre’s dress circle. The second act included

place in the hearts of Australians at home and

lie with the composer. There is abundant

2. Victorian birth certificate 1879/26804.

appeal to the devotees thereof.’

‘A Garden of Girls’, ‘The Aussie Glide’ and

evidence in the music of Mr Stoneham that

3. Australian Musical News, March 1930,

‘Spotlights’, and a show-stopping comic duet

abroad’. Melola published no fewer than 16
FFF songs.25 ‘The Murray Moon’ and
‘Proposing’ were also published by Chappell’s.

he may do big things.

Jack and the Beanstalk. The Adelaide Advertiser
noted its ‘ear-haunting melody’.17
Stoneham continued to pen dozens of
conventional salon pieces, romantic ballads

De Garis was particularly proud of the

given a better peg on which to hang his art

and novelty numbers. And then he met Jack

‘Coo-ee’ song. With characteristic self-

called ‘Proposing’. The show closed with

De Garis.

confidence he suggested that, ‘it could be

‘The Riddle of the Fs’, a jolly concerted

‘The Murray Moon’ was released on a 78

made into a national song for Australians at
home and abroad.’19

number ‘which contains the three words,

rpm Zonophone disc, recorded in London

words, and for that reason shows the

each beginning with “F”, which form the

by Leonard Hubbard. Other recordings

composer is worthy of a better libretto.’28

title—the correct naming of which wins fifty

followed.

In 1920 Clement John De Garis was 36.
A handsome, mercurial go-getter, he was the
eldest son of Mildura irrigationist Elisha De
Garis, and one of the founders of the Australian
Dried Fruits Association.

De Garis swiftly wrote the book and lyrics
for a show he enigmatically titled FFF, but
he needed a composer. Perhaps he considered

guineas for the successful solutionists’.
To produce FFF, De Garis approached

FFF fizzled out after a couple of weeks; it 6. Victorian birth certificate 1882/30448.
7. Observer (NZ), 15 May 1909, p.6.

contracted Tivoli artistes, which De Garis

tragic: firstly, because it was not a bad show—

8. Victorian death certificate; The Sydney

it was certainly far superior, especially in its

but his energy, imagination and supreme self-

Frederick Hall, for instance, who had written

director of the Tivoli Circuit. At the time

failure: ‘FFF might have met with success

score, to many imported productions;

confidence soon led him to start out on his
own. Virtually single-handedly he launched

hits such as ‘Billo’ (‘Bourke Street On Saturday Mac was overseeing preparations for the
Night’) and ‘Good-Bye Melbourne Town’ or oriental extravaganza Chu Chin Chow. Even

the Murray River dried fruits industry.

Jack O’Hagan: he’d already achieved some

fruits. ‘Sun-Raysed’ was selected: ‘Raisins

p.169.
5. Observer (NZ), 15 May 1909, p.6.

never reached Sydney. Its failure was doubly

later claimed was one of the reasons for its

competition for a brand name for his dried

Australian Musical News, December 1920,

FFF was cast mainly from the pool of

entrepreneur Hugh D. McIntosh, governing

De Garis promoted a nation-wide

pp.16-17.
4. Victorian death certificate 1920/2161;

‘The music of FFF does credit to the

other Melbourne-based popular songsmiths—

Young Jack worked in his father’s business

Oxford Companion to Australian Music, p.532.

Morning Herald, 9 August 1906.

who would have given of their best; but the

9. NSW death certificate 1913/003779.
secondly, because it hardened managements’ 10. Evening Post, 23 November 1907, p.11.
antipathy to Australian shows. It was 14
11. Victorian death certificate 1889/17537;

though FFF, with its Australian setting, its

four leads were English, who made no secret

years before another local musical, Collits’

success, though he would not saunter ‘Along

Coo-ees and its Murray Moons, was a world

of their lack of faith in the play simply

Inn, received a professional production.

The Road To Gundagai’ until 1922.

away from the Eastern excesses of Chu Chin

because it was Australian, and was, for that
reason, foredoomed to failure.’26

Whatever the case, De Garis gave Reg

Chow, Mac decided to produce it, figuring

had it been cast for an Australian company,

FFF had its world première at the Prince

Nevertheless, FFF had provided
Stoneham with one of his most commercially

The Sydney Morning Herald, 22 February 1889.
12. Victorian marriage certificate 1889/56.
13. Program, Four Sons, Capitol, Melbourne,
15 December 1928.

Raised by the Rays of the Southern Sun’. He

Stoneham the job. By this time Stoneham was

that the novelty of a local show, and a

published Sun-Raysed Fairy Stories and Rhymes

advertising his availability to ‘set poems to

relatively cheap one at that, would not be out

of Wales Theatre in Adelaide on 28 August

The sheet music still turns up frequently in

and Sun-Raysed Recipes, Sun-Raysed Girls

music and to fit music with words’.

of place on his production roster. Of course,

1920. Although it went well, it ran so long

second-hand shops. He also had big sales

if it succeeded, it would attract considerable

that the final scene, in which the riddle of

with a waltz called ‘Sleepy Seas’, published

the Fs was being presented, was ruined by

by Melola in 1920. Some writers have

16. The Argus, 29 July 1916.

the clatter of patrons hurrying out to catch

assumed that ‘Sleepy Seas’ was also from

17. The Advertiser, 7 May 1918, p.5.

the last trams, trains and buses.

FFF, though it doesn’t appear in any

18. De Garis: Victories of Failure, pp.275-310.

contemporary references to the show, and the

19. De Garis: Victories of Failure, pp.244-6.

sheet music credits Stoneham with its words

20. Adelaide Register, 30 August 1920, p.6.

as well as its music.

21. The Argus, 13 April 1921, p.20.

visited shops and cafes, and a film about the

According to a contemporary newspaper

wonders of Mildura was screened free in
town halls across the country.18 Then he

prestige for the Tivoli and for himself. More
report, he had ‘already composed 78 songs,
20
importantly, De Garis was willing to bankroll
some of which had found favour overseas’.

decided he needed some music to match it.

He had also established the Melola Phonograph

the production.

Nevertheless, De Garis and Stoneham

He commissioned Reginald Stoneham to

and Publishing Company, issuing music by

write ‘The Sun-Raysed Waltz’, and published

himself and others, and retailing recordings

own stories and a play called, perhaps

and Melola-branded gramophones from the
Melola Salon at 137 Elizabeth Street,

appropriately, Ambition Run Mad, or Whom the
Gods Would Destroy.22 He later admitted that

opened at the King’s Theatre, Melbourne,

Melbourne. Advertisements proclaimed that

‘he was so enamoured of the project [FFF]

on 9 October 1920. The Herald was delighted

it himself.
De Garis next set about writing an
original Australian musical comedy.

De Garis had previously published his

shared the stage for the curtain calls.
After a short season in Perth, FFF

successful numbers, ‘The Murray Moon’.

However Stoneham and De Garis did

22. McCalman: ‘Clement John De Garis’, ADB.
23. De Garis: Victories of Failure, p.361.
24. De Garis: Victories of Failure, p.355; there

and ‘In The Firelight’s

is a full account of the production in the

Glow’ (Loebel’s, 1925).

present author’s ‘The Riddle of FFF’,

After the adventure

published in issue No. 6 of Australian

A Western

Music Research.
25. The Herald (Melbourne) 20 October 1920,
p.10; Pals, 25 September 1920, p.vi

Australian land

26. Victories of Failure, pp.361-62.

development scheme

27. The Herald (Melbourne)d, 11 October

in ran into financial

Winter 2010

Army Corps’.

noo-loo’ (published by Chappell’s in 1924)

fortunes faltered.
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Adelaide: The Advertiser, 14 April 1902, p.4.
15. The initials stand for ‘Women’s Auxiliary

work together again—on the songs ‘Moo-

of FFF, De Garis’s

Page 12

14. On 10 April 1902, at Wright Street,

1920, p.10.

trouble, and a

28. The Age, 11 October 1920, p.8.

Melbourne sub-

All sheet music covers from the author’s own

division collapsed in

collection and that of the National Library

1922. In 1925 he

of Australia.

n
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Only Heaven Knows

Tunnel vision

T

Sydney Opera House set for access upgrade

he Sydney Opera House is set for

W

A new underground scenery platform

chief executive Richard Evans. ‘There have

an upgrade—although the $152

lift to serve the existing Opera Theatre dock,

been 200 reported incidents, many of

million allocated falls far short of

thus simplifying the loading and unloading

which have necessitated ambulances

of large and cumbersome sets.

coming… many of these people are tourists

the nearly $1 billion needed to fund the late
Joern Utzon’s grand plan to make the

W

Additional tunnels that will connect

the new underground loading dock to new

‘It’s really not a great situation.’

the 21st century (see On Stage, Summer

lifts for food and beverage deliveries as well

Construction is scheduled to start in

2007 and Autumn 2008).

as deliveries to the Concert Hall and the

early 2011, with completion planned for

three smaller theatres on the western side of

mid-2013. The work will not disrupt

the building.

performances, guided tours, food and

Last year, former New South Wales Premier
Nathan Rees destroyed any hope of funding
the Utzon project when he challenged the

W

Relocation of the Bennelong Drain—

The announcement came only days

for dollar.

northern section of the Sydney CBD.

after Sydney’s Daily Telegraph reported that

vehicles from the pedestrian area will help

the entire building was facing funding

summarily dismissed his approach, saying:

extend the life of the Northern Broadwalk

pressures, while another revealed stage

in Nottingham in 1977. It was written by

director of the Bloolips Theatre Company, a

Noel Grieg and Drew Griffiths, Harding

drag troupe that toured Europe, Vancouver

movement had its roots in the lunchtime

composed original music. It was in three

and New York. It was during his time with

theatre club ‘Ambience’, held at the Almost

parts—the first in 1896 after the Oscar Wilde

Bloolips that Harding created his alter ego

Free Theatre.

trial, the second in Berlin in the ’30s, and the

drag character ‘Dotty’, and sang the song

third in 1969 when Gay Liberation was
born.s

‘Drag Queen’. He performed with the Bloolips

‘The nation has used and abused the
Opera House since day one, but very few
governments have put their hand up to
contribute to overall maintenance,’ an
unnamed source told the Telegraph.
Though an Opera House spokesman
dismissed reports that the building is

to ‘sell’ small projects to voters than the
vast sum needed to do the job properly.
He told The Australian: ‘There’s a range
of infrastructure requirements for the
Opera House over the next five, 10, 20, 50
years. Certainly in the current economic
climate we thought it was prudent to break
these renovations into smaller phases.’
included the $4.6m refurbishment of the
Utzon Room in 2004; the $6 million
structures by up to 30 years, so minimising

construction of the Western Colonnade in

of the commonwealth dollar.’

costly short term structural repairs.

2006; and the $38 upgrade to the western

The current Premier, Kristina Keneally,

Improved truck access should also save

foyers in 2009.

announced the new upgrade in the latest NSW

the Opera Theatre’s two resident

state budget. Known as VAPS—the Vehicle

companies—Opera Australia and the

being upgraded on the advice of acoustic

Access and Pedestrian Safety Project—the

Australian Ballet—$430 000 a year. It will

specialist Larry Kirkegaard.

scheme comprises:

also avoid the accidents that are said to

W

A tunnel from the bottom of

Macquarie Street to a new underground
loading dock—removing about 1000 heavy

happen almost daily, as sightseeing visitors

vehicles movements a week from the

aware of the multiple incidents that happen

forecourt and improving pedestrian safety.

here on a daily basis,’ said Opera House
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The acoustics of the Concert Hall are

The NSW government has refused to
release the plans for Utzon’s remodelled

dodge the vehicles using the forecourt driveway. Opera Theatre, on the grounds that they
‘Anyone who spends any time here is

are ‘commercial in confidence’.

1984 and one year later became a citizen.

another founding member of Gay Sweatshop.

His first Australian credit was Not Quite Sixty

Told in story and song, Exposure 1 is an

Minutes, a cabaret written and performed by

everyday tale of growing up gay, while

him at the Midnight Shift, Sydney, during

Exposure 2 is a satirical look at Britain’s

the 1985 Gay Mardi Gras. The following

foremost authority on TV and smutty stuff.

year saw him appear in, and contribute to,

Songs included the witty ‘There’s Nothing

Love, Sex and Romance, an umbrella event

Like A Fairy To Make Sure The Party’s

during the Gay Mardi Gras at the same

Gay’, a direct descendent of Coward’s

venue. Songs featured included ‘What’s A

infamous ‘I’ve Been To A Marvellous Party’.

Queen To Do Nowadays?’, ‘Love’ and ‘Safe

The show’s first performance was at the

Sex Song’, in which Harding appeared as

Oval House, London, in 1978.

‘Nuda the Condom’.

n

Text and image: Frank Van Straten
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According to Harding, ‘an incredibly
long monologue preceded the song [written

that was directed by Martin Sherman (Bent).

by Denis Gallagher] and at the end I’d sing

Alex Harding as Dotty with Bloolips in

Songs included ‘Monogamy’ and ‘Boys’ Talk’.

New York, 1981.

The show was recorded live, released on

about the joys of safe sex. It was at the time
of the ‘Rubba-Me’ campaign.12 It was a very

cassette, and sold at gay second-hand

rude song.’13

According to Harding ‘Drew Griffiths,

bookshops. The same year also produced The

who was the backbone and founder of Gay

Dear Love of Comrades, a play by Noel Grieg,

Sweatshop, wanted to form a gay theatre

with music by Harding. It premièred at the
Oval House Theatre, London, in March.10

company where we could present alternatives
to audiences and help break down their
fears and prejudices.
‘What we had from TV and stupid West

Other recent ‘smaller’ work has

Alex Harding migrated to Australia in

collaborated again on Point Blank, a cabaret

equipment is ageing and will need to be
Richard Evans concedes that it is easier

for two seasons.

Exposure, a collaboration with Alan Pope,

The following year Harding and Pope

unsafe, he did acknowledge that some
replaced over time.

In 1980 Harding became a musical

director of Gay Sweatshop Theatre. The

machinery was so old it was unsafe.

‘I’m not a big fan of this one, that’s in terms

As Time Goes By was first produced for the
Campaign for Homosexual Equality Conference

nurtured acting talents like Anthony Sher
and Simon Callow.11

became a founding member and musical

an independent assessment had found that

was not known for his dedication to the arts,

caught.8

Harding’s next project was Double

the stormwater drain that services the
It is estimated that removing heavy

credits appeared in 1975, after he

beverage or retail operations.

federal government to match the state dollar
The then Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd, who

A

lex Harding was born in England
on 15 October 1949. His first

that ended up getting flown home.

37-year-old building a satisfactory venue for

In his series of articles spotlighting important home-grown musicals, Peter Pinne concludes the story
of Australia’s first gay musical and its creator, Alex Harding.

young Michael Cashman, who later played

are screaming queens out there—but at that

Colin, a gay character in East Enders. One of

time it was never balanced. You never

the songs was ‘Is The Outlook Somewhat

actually saw any other images of gay men or

Brighter?’ It was Harding’s first attempt at a

lesbians on the stage to counterbalance the

full-blown musical, and it worked. The play

screaming queen and butch-dyke images like
John Inman in Are You Being Served?’7

told a clever and very amusing story of
conflicting relationships in modern gay life.

When Harding composed the title song

The Guardian reviewer called it: ‘…the only

for Only Heaven Knows in 1986, it was Drew

play I have ever seen that opens with three

Griffiths he was thinking of: ‘His pride and

naked men in one bed…’

Later, four people stabbed Griffiths to

Winter 2010

Opera House, 1995.

season at the ICA (Institute of Contemporary

I don’t have an objection to because there

death in his house. They were never

Program for Only Heaven Knows at the Sydney

Harding and Pope’s final collaboration

Arts) Theatre, London, in 1979. It starred a

members of the company.’

*

was Layers, a musical that had a sell-out

End farces was the stereotyped queen—which

his passion was an inspiration to the original

It was also outrageously funny.

During Harding’s time with Gay Sweatshop,
the company toured the UK, Berlin and
Amsterdam, and performed at the Edinburgh
Festival. In its early years Gay Sweatshop
Page 15

The first play to be produced by the

of the 1991 Gay and Lesbian Arts

goes at a steady beat throughout, working

Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras, Blood

Festival. Written and directed by Rex

up to a fine frenzy in the final chase and

and Honour opened at Belvoir Street Theatre

Lay, a former Harding collaborator

rescue sequence.’ He was the only performer

on 7 February 1990.

from his Bloolips days, and with songs by

to be mentioned.

Bob Evans (SMH, 12 February 1990) said

Harding and Lay, the show is set in a

In 1994 Harding wrote a radio

it ‘is one of those rare works in Australian

public lavatory. Bruce, a bank teller,

adaptation, for ABC Radio National, of

theatre which seeks to explore the links

comes in to change into his beautiful

Romeo and Juliet.

between sexual and racial intolerance in our

drag costume for Mardi Gras, and is

society’. He went on to say: ‘At its core, the

locked in. The show explores the two

commissioned by the Sydney Gay and

play is an intensely personal response to the

characters in one—Bruce and Beauty—

Lesbian Mardi Gras to write and

AIDS pandemic and to the questions which

which are the opposite sides of his
personality.17 Songs included ‘If I Were

workshop a two-hander on the

it poses for our society, pitting compassion
and understanding against repression, guilt

God’, ‘Perfect Stranger’, ‘Draughtsman’s

Beloved, it was based on the death cell

and punitive indifference.’ He said it wasn’t

Contract’ and ‘Fly Away’. The latter has

letters of Captain Scott (Moonlite) and his

an easy night in the theatre and dramatically

lyrics by Harding and was written by

love for another man in the gang. Brett

it was flawed, but ‘its manifest anger is a

him as a tribute to his lover, David E.

reminder these are not easy times’.

Thompson, while ‘Perfect Stranger’ is a

Partidge played Moonlite in a reading of
the piece.20

Rosemary Neill concurred that the play
Only Heaven Knows: The 1996 WAAPA cast backstage (left to right): Nathan Carter (Cliff), Tyran
Parke (Tim), Larissa Gallagher Guinea), Peter Cathie White (Lea Sonia), Matt Dale, Peter Eyers,
Kane McErvale [now Kane Alexander] (Alan).
The same year Harding also contributed

that was at times stream-of-consciousness and

to Acid ’n’ Tonic, another gay cabaret whose

at others with dialogue that cut back and

chief writer was Larry Galbraith. The show

forth between past and present, the play was

reunited Harding with Dennis Scott, one of

a powerful statement about racism, homophobia

the founders of Sydney Gay Theatre

and living with AIDS.

Company, who had just returned to Sydney.

Margaret Davis was back in the director’s

It also featured Rob Dallas and Robin

chair, as were two of the cast from Only

Fellows, with Grant Ovenden on piano.

Heaven Knows, Jacqy Phillips as the feminist

Richard Turner was the director. It opened at Mother, and John Turnbull as her son Colin,
who is HIV positive.
the Paddington Green Hotel, Sydney, in
14
The third member of the play’s triangle
September 1985.
Harding followed Only Heaven Knows with was Anthony Wong, as Michael, Colin’s
the play Blood and Honour. Written in a style Australian-born Asian lover.
Anthony Wong as Michael and John Turnbull as Colin in Blood and Honour, Belvoir Street, 1990.
Photo: Tracy Schramm.

was dramatically weak (The Australian,
13 February 1990). Her criticism hinged on

bushranger Captain Moonlite. Called

touching ballad every bit as good as the

Two of Harding’s one-act plays, The

title song from Only Heaven Knows.

Reunion and Kaleidoscope, were mounted as

‘In this beat there is self-discovery,

part of the Queer Fringe by Lookout

the fact that she thought Harding ‘attempts

vignettes of delicious and camp delight,

Theatre, in a program of four plays

too vast a narrative and thematic territory:

and music that ranges from the bitingly

commencing on 5 February 1996. The

he raises a multiplicity of issues and gives

funny “If I Were God” through to soft

insufficient attention to all of them’.

and tender ballads like “Perfect Stranger”…

Of his work in Blood and Honour Harding

Jacqy Phillips as the Mother in Blood and Honour,
Belvoir Street, 1990.

There are gags and glitter in glorious

other two, Shudder and Swellings, were by
Alana Valentine.

Photo Tracy Schramm

In The Reunion, a man, grieving over his

says: ‘I had a lot of anger to get out in that

abundance in this public toilet’ (Sydney Star

play, because I hated the Liberal party. The

Observer, 22 February 1991). There was an
opening night hiccup when 10 seconds into

Comedy of Ill Manners. It remains
unproduced.18 Sydney Theatre Company

him to get on with his life. Dominic Chang

person I was actually going for in that play
was John Howard, but midway through they

the script Harding forgot his lines, so he

commissioned Harding to write the play

lover. Stephen Dunne (SMH, 9 February

changed to Andrew Peacock. And also, the

went home, much to the dismay of the

Three. It was given a full-day workshop and

1996) said: ‘It’s a simple, affecting piece,

play was paralleling what I was going

director and the audience. Later it was

an evening open reading under the auspices

emotionally poignant, wryly humorous,

through in my own life. My lover at the time

revealed there had not been enough time for a

of STC’s research and development wing,

performed with coherency and depth. It’s also

was dying. People called it an AIDS play,

technical run or dress rehearsal in the

New Stages, at the Wharf Studio, on 13 May

the best playlet of the night.’

but it isn’t just about AIDS. It’s about racism.

theatre. It was subsequently re-scheduled and 1993. The director was Michael Gow,

It’s about a political party that would not
give a shit.’15

opened a few days later. It ran from 5 to 24

assistant director Lex Biolos, and Hugo

of short monologues and two-handers from

February 1991.

Weaving, Judi Farr and Les Wilson were the

his play Three. ‘Unfortunately Harding has

It is well-known that Harding’s lover of

In 1992 Harding was commissioned by

dead lover, is visited by said lover who tells
played the man, and Anthony Cogin the

In Kaleidoscope Harding took a selection

three-hander cast. The story had Walter, an

15 years, David E. Thompson, died of AIDS

Playbox Theatre Company, Melbourne, to

five months after the première of Blood and

write The Life and Times of Hanky Bannister, a

taken out the material connecting the various
elderly transvestite who lives in Darlinghurst, characters, leaving a whole lot of people who
commentating on what was going on around
don’t seem to know each other and have no

Honour. The play was written for him and is

futuristic piece about an eccentric theatre

him in his neighbourhood. He spoke of

reason for sharing a stage,’ said Stephen

dedicated to him.

troupe living and performing in an eerie

shopping at the deli, Betty’s soup kitchen and

Dunne (SMH, 9 February 1996).

In early drafts, the play was titled Two-

desert. It featured dwarfs, ballerinas and lion- so on—real places, real times
In the same year, the show also had a

Harding premièred his one-man cabaret

Legged Pricks Down Under. Later, when

taming strong men, all led by a mad genius

Harding heard of a British neo-Nazi rock

called Hanky who would send Porky (a

reading at the Lookout Theatre, Woollahra,

Theatre, Sydney, on 18 February 1996. In

group called Blood and Honor, he decided

dwarf dressed as a general with a huge

directed by Diana Denley. In early drafts it

The Sydney Morning Herald, Stephen Dunne

to go with that because it fitted in with one of
the themes of the play.16

pompadour wig) out into the real world and

called him a ‘legend’ and went on to say:

have him come back with reports of what

was called Surry Hills 2010. It has never had
a full production.19

corruption and thug trickery was going in

In 1993 Harding also worked as the

Gay Sweatshop to his hit musical Only Heaven

pianist with a group called Body Tales in a

Knows, are wonderful, and Harding performs

piece called The Will. According to Leonard

them, accompanying himself on piano, with
superb phrasing, humour and passion.

Despite the play’s critics and a soft box
office, it went on to win the 1990 UN
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity

government and elsewhere.
Harding got the idea for Hanky’s name

Commission Award for Drama. It was

when he went to Liquorland and saw cheap

Radic (The Age, 21 May 1993): ‘It is an

published by Currency Press in 1996.

Scotch whisky labelled Hanky Bannister.

amalgam of mime, music, dance and shadow

Harding was back at Belvoir Street
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In the mid-’90s Harding was

‘I liked the name,’ he said, ‘and the play

Theatre the following year in a one-man

was written on a lot of that cheap Scotch.’ In

musical, Beauty and the Beat, which was part

early drafts it was titled Earthly Possessions: A

ON STAGE

Winter 2010

Just One More and Then I’ll Go at the Stables

‘The songs, ranging from work for London’s

His remarks were echoed by other reviewers:

play in which the performers exploit and

‘Highly recommended’ (Sydney Star Observer)
satirise the techniques and conventions of the and ‘The atmosphere is cabaretesque, the
silent movie… The pianist Alex Harding
music enchanting, and Harding’s humour ’*
Page 17

shifts from martini dry to fairly camp in

was to have starred as the wife and Gary

Reardon, Rick Scarfone, Judith Seeff (STC

nature’ (Beat).

Scale as the husband, with direction by Dean

Archives), Alana Valentine, Frank Van Straten—

Carey. There was to be a search to find the
‘star’ boy.22 Several songs from the show

and, especially, to Alex Harding himself.

played until 10 March 1996, and was
restaged for a benefit performance at the

appear on Jason Stephenson’s CD Found

Luncheon Club on 17 April 1996. Harding

(2000): ‘Dreams Do Come True’ (also done

The show, directed by Diana Denley,

recorded a CD (AH 196 CD) of the material; as a dance mix), ‘Whispered Words,
it features songs from Double Exposure, Love,
Forgotten Dreams’, ‘New York ’69’, ‘Where
Sex and Romance, Beauty and the Beat, Point

Is Home?’ and the title tune. The CD also

Blank, Not Quite Sixty Minutes, Bloolips, Layers

includes two songs, ‘Draughtsman’s Contract’

and Only Heaven Knows. Composers almost

and ‘Fly Away’, from Beauty and the Beat.

always perform their own material better
than anyone else, and Harding is no
exception. This is really a ‘best of’
collection and there’s no shortage of wit or
melody.
Later in the year Harding teamed with
Mary Haire for a series of Sunday
afternoon cabaret shows at the Tilbury
Hotel. They played on 3, 10, 17 and 24

‘There’s nothing that
would bore me to tears
more than to write for an
exclusive heterosexual
audience…’
Harding returned to the UK in late 2000;

November 1996, and earned a return season

since then he has fallen off the theatrical radar.

at Hugh and Phillips’ Vegetarian Café,

He currently works as an activities co-ordinator

Sydney, in January 1997. He followed this

in an aged care facility outside of London.

with Harding in the Soup, a Sunday night gig
playing piano at Betty’s Soup Kitchen.
In 1999 Harding’s Family Secrets, Sheltered

Prior to living in Australia Harding had
only ever written music and lyrics. As a
dramatist he was a late starter, but he certainly

Worlds, was included along with No Secrets

made up for lost time, writing eight plays over

(Malcolm Frawley/Tony Harvey) and The

a 10 year period, two of them award winners.

Saturday Night Club (Linden Wilkinson) in a

Alex Harding lived his life as an out and
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In the 19th century, mostly

tourism is more lucrative than

during Carnival seasons, the theatre

trawling, the tiny Adriatic town of

Hvar in the Croatian Dalmatian islands

staged concerts, dramatic

has reinvented itself as something of a

performances and cavalchine

centre of local culture—a renaissance

(masked balls). It was host to many

largely inspired by the fact that the

local amateur musical ensembles,

town has what locals claim is the

visiting actors and musicians, orchestras

world’s oldest community theatre.

and opera groups.
In 1921, when the Theatrical

Of course, a lot depends on how
you define ‘community theatre’, and

Society disbanded, the theatre came

Italians will remind you of theatres in

under municipal administration. In

Vicenza, Sabbioneta and Parma that

spite of poor maintenance, it

are older than Hvar’s, but none has its

remained an important performance

unpretentious charm.

venue until about 20 years ago, when
the entire Arsenal building was

Hvar’s theatrical history dates back

deemed structurally unsafe.

to 1612, during the reign of the astute

Now a vast—and expensive—

Venetian governor, Duke Petar

restoration project restoration is

Semitecolo. Under his direction, the

19. Ibid.

tiny theatre was cleverly fitted into the

20. Ibid.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
24. Liner notes, op cit., Bayview compact
disk reissue.

underway, and the theatre is once
again able to welcome audiences, though

the upper level of the Arsenal, the large

monumental 13th century Arsenal building.

building in the centre of the picture.

the work is far from complete and the

Visitors listening to an audio presentation on

use.

One of the most important maritime

23. Phillip Bilton-Smith, op cit.

The Hvar waterfront. The theatre is housed in

eastern half of the upper floor of the town’s

buildings on the Mediterranean, the Arsenal
was designed as a repair shop for galleons,
and as storage facility for seafaring

the history of the theatre. Note the
unrestored trompe l’oeil ceiling.

upper level boxes are still too dangerous to
Two of the theatre’s treasures remain in
storage. These are remarkably well-

season of three short one-act plays at the

proud gay man. It didn’t worry him that he

The Age, The Australian, The Bulletin, The

Stables Theatre under the title of Hungry. A

was labelled a ‘gay’ or ‘queer’ writer. ‘There’s

Guardian (UK). The Mercury (Hobart), The

Playpen Theatre production, the plays were

nothing that would bore me to tears more than

Sydney Morning Herald, Sydney Star Observer,

all performed by Angela Kennedy, Deborah

maestro Petar Galasso

to write for an exclusive heterosexual audience,’

entered from Belvedere

CD liner notes, theatre programs, playscripts. 

Jones and Brett Partridge, with direction by

Fontika terrace, a wide

during preparations for a

he says. ‘I write for a gay audience because

Frawley. Family Secrets, Sheltered Worlds

Carnival season; the other,

I’m gay. I’m coming from a gay experience,
my experience.’23

first floor promenade on
the north side of the

representing the Duke’s

Arsenal. An inscription

palace, was painted by

over the entrance door

Nikola Marchi around

reads: Anno Secvndo

1900.

brought together two sisters and their
brother at the funeral wake of their father, a

Since Only Heaven Knows there have been

Reverend, who we learn was anything but a

many gay or gay-themed Australian musicals,

loving Christian —sexual abuse of the son, the

but Only Heaven Knows was the first. It was

beatings of an adopted daughter, and neglect

groundbreaking, it broke down the barriers,

of the other one, all done in the guise of holy
righteousness.21 The Sun-Herald (7 February

and it put gay life centre stage. What’s more

1999) called it ‘the meat in the sandwich’ of

For that we have to thank Alex Harding, an

the three plays, and said, ‘It’s shocking and

Englishman who considered himself an

it did it with honesty, compassion and love.

over the top and makes the director lift his

‘outsider looking in’. He gave us an
game.’ The season played for 16 performances, Australian classic.24
from 4 to 28 February 1999.
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equipment.
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preserved backcloths: one, dating from
1819, was painted by the

The Hvar Theatre is

It has now been

Pacis MDCXII—
indicating the year 1612

restored and mounted on

[check1662???] as the

sliding panels.
With its moderate stage

second year of peace
among dissenting

dimensions, intimate

sections of the Hvar

boxes, and the especially

community.

close contact between
stage and audience, the

By building the
theatre, Semitecolo gave

little Hvar Theatre has an

all social strata a venue

exceptionally human
dimension. This is the

for cultural and social

main reason why many

events—which was a

floors of boxes, date from 1803, when the

dramatically democratic gesture for the time.

Theatrical Society, a group of benevolent

actors and musicians enjoy performing on

citizens, completely refurbished the interior,

its stage, and why it is a monument of the

documentation of the theatre’s early years.

which had been devastated by military

highest national significance for the

Although the exterior is virtually unchanged,

personnel. Restored and renewed, Hvar

Republic of Croatia, and for the world.

the stage and the auditorium with its two

Theatre took its place among the oldest

Sadly, there is little surviving

Winter 2010
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Melbourne stage-by-stage

A

near nine-feet-high gilded statue
of Apollo—Greek god of the
arts, medicine, beauty,

eloquence and prophecy—once stood at the
apex of a wide, handsome neoclassical
facade on Bourke Street. The Argus of 9 June
1862 thought this gilded Apollo ‘most

were then projected, with their

the entrance fee is 2s; while the other is less

The
Apollo
Music Hall

commodious and only half as expensive.
There is also a gallery for those who prefer
such a location… smoking and drinking are
freely permitted…’
The decorative scheme was carried out
by the esteemed scenic artist John Hennings

striking in its appearance, as it glitters in the

and included walls painted to imitate

sunlight. It is hard to suppose that the

marble, large gilt-framed mirrors, three large

attitude was not designed to show the

crystal chandeliers and casts of statuary from

intended rivalry with the establishment

Coppin’s Cremorne Gardens. In the centre

over the way, for Apollo so extends his arm

of the first floor Bourke Street façade, a

as to be apparently shaking his fist at the

large stained glass window featured a full

Theatre Royal.’

length portrait of Shakespeare.

This façade formed the entrance to a

Of the opening night’s entertainment The

complex of buildings comprising a hotel

Argus also enthused: ‘Madame Carandini

and shops on the ground floor and the

and Mr Sherwin both sang better than was

Apollo Music Hall above. Behind these was

their wont, and the former has rarely been

an open courtyard, on the far side of which
stood the complex’s main attraction: The
Royal Haymarket Theatre. This unusual
but, as it turned out, unlucky enterprise,
was the brainchild of the indefatigable
actor-entrepreneur, George Coppin. It was
created because of Coppin’s need for a large,
up-to-date playhouse, and other attractions
to compete with his rivals after the Theatre
Royal had been taken from his control.
Coppin’s cachet and persuasive powers
were such that the share list financing the
venture was filled soon after a prospectus
was issued. Coppin’s plans were realised by
the architect Peter Thomas Conlon and
construction began in April 1862.

131–135 Bourke Street,
Melbourne—site of Citadine’s
Melbourne on Bourke Hotel, now
under construction.
Coppin’s Apollo Music Hall/
Apollo Hall/Apollo Skating Rink/
Skating Rink/Anthropological
Museum/Heller’s Wonders/New
Apollo Music Hall/Bijou Theatre/
Kitt’s Music Hall/Empire Coffee
Music Hall/Empire Music Hall/
Apollo Athletic Club.
Ralph Marsden
begins the story of a forgotten
Bourke Street music hall.

Just over four months later (and over

in finer voice… and that very old favourite,
the Barlow, once the delight of Vauxhall and
Cremorne of London…was, perhaps, the
hero of the evening, and at one time it
appeared as though the audience could
never sufficiently express their delight with
the song of what Melbourne was ten years
ago, and the “Blue-tailed Fly”.
‘Altogether the Apollo Music Hall
promises to be very popular.’
The promise was not long fulfilled, however:
by mid-August the concert performers were
joined by a minstrel company—the Court
Minstrels. These seem to have endured
(aided by a reduction in admission prices),
until about 16 October 1862, after which all
mention of the hall disappears from the

three months before the Royal Haymarket

amusement columns of the daily press.

Theatre was completed) the Apollo was

The Apollo seems to have remained

ready for business.

dark until 19 May 1863 when it housed a

Advertised as ‘Coppin’s Apollo Music

‘GRAND FANCY and MASQUERADE

Hall’, it opened on Saturday 5 July 1862

BALL’ to celebrate the marriage of the

with a series of classical and popular music

Prince of Wales. Another ‘GRAND PLAIN

concerts. Singers Maria Carandini, Walter

and FANCY DRESS BALL’ followed on

Sherwin and Robert Barlow—a very

26 May, this time to honour the birthday of

versatile minstrel performer and a great

Queen Victoria.

local favourite—were among the featured

Thereafter, darkness descended again

artists. The Argus of 7 July 1862 described

until 11 December 1865, when the hall

the hall itself as ‘…two rooms joined at

housed a novelty holiday attraction, a

right angles, at which point the stage is

forerunner of movies called ‘Dissolving

situated, so that performers are equally

Views’. This was an elaboration of the

visible in both directions… the whole area

‘magic lantern’, in which two or three

of the room, beside the stage, is divided

lanterns were mounted one on top of the

into two portions—one furnished with a

George Coppin, the entrepreneur who built

other with their limelight beams aligned

prodigious number of arm-chairs, to which

the Apollo Hall.

onto a screen. Hand painted glass slides
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novelty to recommend it; and it seems

images cross fading or

ON STAGE

plain that a considerable interval

dissolving into each other—

must elapse before the

thus giving an illusion of

amusement can be

movement.

renewed on a general

This particular

level’, The Argus of

collection ‘included

5 November

imitations of many

commented.

of the most

Encouraged by a

celebrated paintings

core of diehard

in existence,

enthusiasts, however,

illustrative of Our

the rink reopened for

Saviour’s life upon

a second season on 6

Earth, together with

May 1867 under the

views representing

management of

the tragedies which

G.W.Tipper, the lessee of

occurred during the

the Haymarket Hotel.

Indian Mutiny.

The Argus of 7 May

‘Although some of the

reported: ‘…there were about 300

pictures are rather coarsely executed, the

Tenor Walter Sherwin and soprano Maria

persons present during the evening, including

collection as a whole is good and is worth a

Carandini, the first stars of the Apollo Hall.

a large number of ladies…

visit’, The Argus of 12 December opined.

The rink will be open every Monday,

The show continued until 3 January 1866,

Thursday and Saturday to the public, and on the

after which the Apollo went dark again, but

welcomed on his return to Victoria. About

Coppin had finally hit upon what he hoped

500 ladies and gentlemen were present,’ The

other nights of the week to private subscribers.’

visit to the USA he had bought the Australasian

Although announced as open for a fiveHerald of 8 May 1866 recorded. ‘The Apollo- month season, the rink closed a month early
hall makes a splendid ballroom, and the new on 7 September 1867.

rights to market a brand of roller skates he

flooring is as well adapted for dancing as for

was a profitable use for the hall: while on a

advertised as ‘Coppin’s Patent Roller Skates’. skating. The ball was greatly diversified by

A new tenant had been found, however,
and from 25 September an

the performance of Mr Fuller, following

‘ANTHROPOLOGICAL MUSEUM at the

arrived from New York aboard the ship

whose example several amateurs essayed the

Gallery of Illustration’ was advertised at the

Abbotsford, ‘so that the Skating Club will soon

skates with more or less success.’

address. This offered ‘for Gentlemen only,

Two hundred pairs of these had just

be formed at Apollo Hall’, to quote The Herald

A ‘Grand Opening Night’ for the general

from 10am till 10pm THE WONDERS of

public followed on the evening of 8 May

the WORLD and BEAUTIES of NATURE

and, if not quite the wildfire sensation

Hitherto Hidden, now Revealed. Wonders of

Coppin had hoped for, the rink seems to

the Brain and Pons-veralli, where the seat of

a ‘champion skater of the world’, Mr W.H.Fuller, have been moderately successful at first.

mind, or soul, is supposed to be. Wonders of

of 24 April 1866.
In order to demonstrate and properly
exploit the craze, Coppin had also imported
who would be ‘constantly in attendance’ at

By late June 1866, however, the

the hall—subsequently advertised as ‘Skating

admission had been reduced to 1/- and

taste, and touch. Extraordinary Freaks of

Rink’—where for a guinea he would ‘teach

Coppin was selling his rights to another

Nature, together with wonders from Paris,

skating in six lessons’.

company. By early July, Fuller was taking his Florence, Munich, and England. Wonders of
‘complimentary benefit’ and bidding adieu
Life—Actually showing hidden life within life.

The rink—the first in Australia—was to be
open to the public on Tuesday, Thursday

to the venture.

the Five Senses—Seeing, hearing, smelling,

Admission, 2s 6d.’

A ‘closing night of the season’ was given

The ‘Anthropological Museum’ saw out

admission of 2/6 plus 1/- for hire of skates.

on 31 October 1866 with a ‘grand exhibition

what seems to have been its year-long lease

Both Victorian and Melbourne skating clubs

of skating’ and a pair of skates presented to

up to 26 September 1868, after which it was

were to be formed (subscription 10/- per

the best skater in the rink.

removed to Alfred Hall in Ballarat for a month.

and Saturday evenings at 7pm, with an

month, payable in advance, hire of skates

Just three nights later, however, the rink

The skating rink was unexpectedly

admitted free on public nights and could

was reopened under a different management: reinstalled for a few weeks from 3 October,
‘Mr A.F.Spiller’s attempt on Saturday night
but the museum returned by the end of that

avail themselves of ‘practice days’ every

to revive the skating rink at the Apollo Hall

month and stayed for ten more months

Tuesday and Saturday afternoon.

was anything but successful.

before its final closure here on 28 August 1869.

1/- per night extra) but members would be

‘The “Skating Rink” was inaugurated last

The weather is not the most favourable

night by a ball given by Mr Coppin, in

for the pursuit of such a vigorous exercise,

return for the dinner with which he was

which, moreover, has not now the charm of

Winter 2010

Continued in the next issue of On Stage  n
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The Old Dolphin

enough money left after paying

legendary warden Josh

for the seating, for enough blue

Reynolds, was prolific in

For almost two decades the University of Western Australia’s first dedicated theatre hosted cutting-edge
productions and launched many careers in the performing and creative arts.

velvet, but it was no mean feat.

staging plays. Then there was

A

unique ceremony took

Crawley. The hut was divided

place on

by a structural wall down the

30 June 2010, on the

centre, so one half became a

site of a former dairy and theatre:

foyer and exhibition space with

the 50th anniversary of The

stairs giving access to the rear of

Dolphin Theatre.

the steeply raked auditorium on
the other side. There was also a

This ‘phantom’ theatre is listed
in the register of pre-1905 theatre

platform for minor productions

buildings, even though it didn’t

and readings which could be

host a performance until 1960; its

curtained off from the foyer and

half centenary is being celebrated,

served a double purpose of

despite its being demolished in

providing seating for the two

early 1980.

boxes let into the side wall
when the playhouse was in use.

The name ‘The Dolphin
Theatre’ has been perpetuated in a

The Old Dolphin Theatre and surrounding area.

new theatre on-campus at the University of
Western Australia, at Matilda Bay, Crawley.
Among the original Dolphin’s many

A group of highly qualified enthusiasts is
compiling a history of theatre on campus for

Under the auditorium there was
useful space for costumes and so forth. All
that was done by university carpenters, who
put in a good amount of free time.

distinctions was a mural painted by the

the forthcoming UWA centenary celebrations.

prominent Australian artist Guy Grey-Smith;

Records of all performances are at present

marvellously by Guy Grey-Smith who pasted

this went with the demolition to become a

being uploaded to the Flinders University’s

them over with hessian, rubbed fresh plaster

‘phantom’ mural.

‘AusStage’ site (http://www.ausstage.edu.au/

The original theatre’s location on Matilda

The shabby walls were transformed

on to it and painted them in fresco with

ausstage). UWATCH (UWA Theatre Campus Australian motifs. I still blush to think how

Bay was somewhat reminiscent of the position

History Committee) is creating the project

of Shakespeare’s The Globe on Bankside,

with the participation of Geoffrey Bolton,

London, in that it was far enough from the

Katharine Brisbane, Rita Clark, Wendy

£20 000 that had to be spent to soundproof

city not to offend Perth’s upright citizens, and

Dundas, Bill Dunstone, Derryn Hammond,

the next door building where the Psychology

far enough away from the vice-chancellor’s

Juliet Ludbrook, Collin O’Brien, Joan Pope

Department’s experimental rats were housed.

office not to offend the university’s senators.

and Faith Richardson.

The old Shenton dairy, next door, served as

Like Chekov’s Three Sisters, who would

For the celebration, an exhibition was

little we were able to pay him for it.
The real cost to the university was the

a dressing room and was re-furbished by

now be living in the place they yearned to be—

mounted at the site of the former theatre and Kathy Brisbane and Philip Parsons. The

Moscow—the site of The (old) Dolphin is now

a commemorative meal shared in the Guild

in the centre of the university, part of the Guild

Village Café, which is located near the site of that we separate the men from the women

health regulations in those days demanded

the theatre. Timed to coincide was the

by a curtain down the middle of the room. It

publication of a small booklet, The First

proved a terrible nuisance and I doubt we

Bradley, then lecturer in English at UWA,

Dolphin Theatre, describing the history, uses

ever used it.

and now emeritus professor of English at

and some of its personalities.

buildings of student societies and administration.
The Dolphin was the inspiration of David

Monash University and first director of the
Alexander Theatre there.

We publish two extracts by kind permission strictly to ourselves, since no-one would have
of UWATCH. If readers have any memorabilia,

Building the theatre became a unique

memories or anecdotes please forward them

collaboration between staff and students and

to UWATCH, 178 Palmerston Street, North

I, as president of the (Undergraduate)

Perth, WA 6006.

University Dramatic Society at the time, was
able to help facilitate this. The task was to
convert an old Engineering hut and a nearby
former dairy building into the first dedicated
indoor theatre on campus with the most

The stage end, however, Eugene and I kept
approved of it in advance. Indeed, we scarcely
knew how to do it ourselves. But it worked.
We floored it with jarrah, got some dodgy
friends to weld a ladder and a cat-walk for a

W

Creating the Theatre
by David Bradley
(email: bradrhyl@waterfront.net.au)

sound and lighting perch, dismembered a
huge old radiogram given us by the
university, that had outlived its use-by date
in Winthrop Hall, fixed the big speakers
under the stage, where no one else believed

modest of resources and much enthusiasm,

The building had been a recruiting hut in

they would work, and built rollers to hold

sweat and muscle power.

Barrack Street at the time of the Boer War

the stage-cloths.

The Dolphin is now the focus of a
theatre history project.
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and was moved out to the Shenton Estate

The proscenium was the remaining

when the university took over the site at

problem. We wanted a curtain and had just

ON STAGE

The stage was, as I recall, 26

the annual Revue. In its

feet (8m) wide and about 10 feet

Winthrop Hall incarnation it

(3m) high. It was going to need

was an extravaganza of

a team of seamstresses. Jeana

Bollywood proportions. In the

refused to have anything to do

Dolphin, we were promised, it

with it and thought the whole

would be our own Beyond The

scheme quite lunatic, though I

Fringe, then known and

believe in more recent times she

admired by we cognoscenti.

claimed most of the credit for it.

And there were the

But there came to the rescue,

language departments of

the blessed Ada McDermott, an

French and German. So, UDS

elderly mature-age student whose

three plays, GDS one or two;

friends came out of the woodwork

St George’s College, one; St

with batteries of sewing machines

Catherine’s, one; Currie Hall,

and got the whole thing done in

one; French, one; German,

two or three days.

one; Revue, one; English

So we had a forestage, and

department play-readings etc etc,

some overhead lights to light

plus rehearsals—that was over

both it and the curtain, but there

30 weeks already! How had we

was a need for something to

ever done without a theatre!

make a classy looking ceiling

An important lever for the

arch and to mask the workings

senate was the freeing up of

of the stage machinery.

Winthrop Hall for more dignified

Necessity knowing no law I

events than mere plays and

found something that I thought
might do and stole it.
Our neighbours spent their time up north
driving from one station to another and
rarely came to Perth.
They had intended to fix one of those

revues. Student recklessness,
Top: The Old Dolphin auditorium, with Guy
Grey-Smith’s mural, 15 December 1965.
The Old Dolphin stage, 15 December 1965.
All images courtesy of the
University of Western Australia Archives.

extensible aluminium blinds over their deck

generally making unreasonable demands as
to hours of access and the need for scenery
and costume storage and all that. Not to
mention any frolicking and shenanigans by

and for some years it had been sitting in its
wooden crate against the side wall of the

wanting to put nails in floors
and walls, accidentally damaging the reredos,

W

‘libertarian’ theatricals.
The Dolphin would provide solutions to

house, where it was very much in the way. I

Getting it Together

all these problems. No purpose built theatre

thought they may have forgotten all about it

by Eugene Schlusser

had ever existed on campus of UWA. Even

and that its sections if placed end to end
would fill exactly the space we needed. And
so, rather stylishly, it did.
I burnt the crate down in the garden by
the beach, where no one ever went, but alas,
not well enough. They did return and they
did remember. They saw the label on the
half-burnt timbers and realised their blind
had been stolen.
I was not yet a suspect until they came to
the first night of my production of Uncle
Vanya. They commented on the proscenium
and I’m sure must have recognised their
blind, but, being very decent and friendly
people, they apparently regarded it as a
contribution to a good cause.

(email: eugenesc@netspace.net.au)
David Bradley needed ammunition to
support his crusade to convert an old hut
and the old Shenton Dairy into a theatre.
Who would use it? the senate asked.
Well, the Undergraduate Dramatic Society
gave immediate support to the project, even
allocating a modest amount from its
membership fees to converting the building.
I’d been elected president of the UDS in
March 1960, my immediate predecessor
being Ted Mouritz.
The Graduate Dramatic Society, after
some argy-bargy (are they a part of the
university or aren’t they, was one mischievous
question), became supporters, and of course
‘The Colleges’. St George’s College, under

Winter 2010

the town had had only one purpose built
building, completed in 1956, and that was the
first in 60 years. David’s persistence paid off;
the senate agreed; £2000 was allocated to
convert the former Electrical Engineering hut
into a theatre, with a foyer and a mezzanine
floor. Clearly the money was inadequate. But
David’s ingenuity and skill made it happen.
We all helped as much as we could.
Mostly we spent weekends and part of the long
Christmas vacation carrying and sawing things.
The big challenge was backstage. Because
of the structure of the building there was no
space on the o.p. side so all scenery had to
be taken out prompt side—i.e. out into the open.
We dreamed of a fly tower but it was never
to be. Slowly the rake in the auditorium came
into being. Two cute little boxes were built,*
Page 23

as much for possible performing spaces as

And so, bit-by-bit, the Dolphin surfaced

proved highly adaptable and marked a coming-

for audience members, as the sight lines

by the river over that long, warm, idyllic

of-age for theatre in Perth. One way or

were decidedly dicky.

summer of 1960. I don’t recall an opening

another our little old Dolphin was a gem and

night, though I am sure there must have

remains such in the history books and in the

installed, much of it improvised, Guy Grey-

been one. Such an event can’t have been

minds of the people lucky enough to have

Smith arrived to paint his famous murals,

held without speeches, surely.

attended a performance there. A few of us had

While the ‘stage machinery’ was being

now, alas lost to posterity.
I think it was Hal Nicholson who did
much of the electrics in the theatre; he had

Thereafter the theatre became a very

the honour and pleasure of assisting her creation.

busy place.
Contrary to some naysayers, audiences

The 18-page booklet The First Dolphin Theatre
can be obtained free of charge from Joan

been a mainstay in staging and lighting

found their way along Crawley Bay to the

UDS shows.

theatre, and loved the experience. The Dolphin Pope at popejoan@westnet.com.au

n

No protection for The Palace

H

Bourke Street’s last remaining theatre misses out on Heritage protection

Meanwhile, will the Palais’ lights go out?

T

A bitter dispute threatens the iconic theatre reports Frank Van Straten.

heatre Heritage Australia has

walls, are too small to accommodate the

joined with a number of

new wiring, and they probably do not

community leaders in an appeal to

comply with current standards. And of

the Brumby government to ‘rescue’ the

course this will be costly and the theatre

Palais Theatre’s original light fittings.

may need to close while these works are

Under a Heritage Victoria court ruling,

carried out.’

the historic Bedford light fittings are the

THA’s submission points out that the

property of Tymbook Pty Ltd, the former

lights were selected and installed at the time

lessees of the theatre. The state government

the building was originally constructed, and

has been ordered to hand over the lights to

so relate very strongly to the heritage place,

Tymbook, which has already removed the

its intactness and authenticity. As an

theatre’s 138-candle, one-tonne auditorium

essential part of the original design they
make a major contribution to the

eritage Victoria has announced

decoration has been destroyed during the

protection. Then we could make some new

chandelier, and has it in storage, along with

that it will not be recommending

period the Department of Planning and

applications, hopefully acting before they

four ‘basket lights’, two ‘bucket lights’, four

atmosphere and character of the place.

are threatened, rather than afterwards.’

candelabras, 20 trident-shaped wall lights

Further, they are rare examples of the

and a sconce.

craftsmanship that relates thematically and

that the Heritage Council include

the near-century-old Palace Theatre in Bourke
Street on the state’s Heritage Register.
Instead it has been referred to the
relevant planning authority for protection
under the Melbourne City planning scheme
for the Bourke Hill Precinct.

Community Development was considering
our original application, which we made
over three years ago.

Although Henry White was responsible

On Stage detailed the eventful history of

stylistically to this building and its period.

the Palace in three early issues (Spring

for the overall design of the Palais, the

of all the historic theatres in Victoria (and

2000, Summer and Autumn 2001), and

internal decorative scheme

has urged the government

later Australia) and see which ones are not

published an important follow up in our

was mainly the work of

to compensate Tymbook

Winter 2007 issue.

the Melbourne firm

so that the lights can

‘Instead, maybe we should make a list

heritage listed and are in need of

n

Unchain St Kilda president Peter Holland

A.E.Higgins, and is

remain in the building. He

‘does not demonstrate sufficient cultural

substantially intact. The

told Melbourne Weekly’s

heritage significance to be added to the

lighting was either part of

Benjamin Preiss: ‘They

Victorian Heritage Register’.

the Higgins decorative

are an important part of

Heritage Victoria says that the theatre

Its determination continues: ‘Though

scheme or part of a suite

Victoria’s heritage and an

opened in 1912, the building is not an intact

of light fittings specially

important part of the

example of a Federation era theatre, as it has

made by William Bedford

Palais, and should

been altered continuously since its construction.

Pty Ltd, Victoria’s pre-

remain there.’

There is currently little remaining from the

eminent manufacturer of

early internal decorative scheme, with seating

lighting and hardware.

Martin Foley agreed:

removed and the stage altered for the building’s

The lights are estimated now

‘These iconic lights’

function as a live music venue.

to be worth $2 million.

rightful home is in St

Albert Park MLA

The Bedford lights

‘Likewise, the original façade has been

Kilda. It is time for the

rendered over with a plain exterior dating

were installed some weeks

former lease holder to end

from the 1950s.

after the Palais opened in

the stand-off and negotiate

1927 and were paid for by

with the government.’

‘Given the number of historically and
architecturally significant theatres currently

its then manager. Tymbook

listed, the Palace Theatre should not be

argued that, as the new manager, it owned

added to the Victorian Heritage Register.

the lights.
Victorian Civil and Administrative

‘The current Bourke Hill Precinct
heritage overlay (HO500) is considered the

Tribunal agreed, and determined that the

appropriate level of protection.’

lights were chattels, not fixtures (see On
Stage, Summer and Winter 2008).

THA president Peter Johnson reluctantly

‘The VCAT ruling confirms our entitlement

agrees: ‘Unfortunately it is very hard to

to our light fittings and other objects, some

argue against this assessment.

of which remain with the theatre,’ said

‘The rot really set in after the Palace

Tymbook spokesman David Armstrong.

became a night club. By a continuous series

According to THA president Peter Johnson:

of seemingly minor alterations the building
has been left nothing but a shell. To make
matters worse, most of the 1950s awning

Text and image: Frank Van Straten

‘The loss of these original fittings will seriously
affect the heritage character of the building,
its intactness and therefore its significance.’
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The dispute has been

Top: Some of the eight Bedford light fittings in

simmering since 2008, when a VCAT order

the lower foyer.
Left: One of the two Bedford lights above the
foyer stairs.
.

Images: Peter Johnson

Right: One of the light fittings in storage. 
Image: Heritage Victoria.

Peter went on to explain the further
ramifications of the ruling: ‘As the wiring was
not earthed, considerable rewiring will need
to be carried out before replacement fittings
can be installed. This will be a major
challenge because the old metal conduits,
which are cast in the concrete slabs and

determined that the lights belonged to
Tymbook, but their removal was delayed
when the government obtained a number of
interim protection orders.
The lights are included in the Victorian
Heritage Register and Heritage Victoria
must sanction their removal.
The Palais is owned by the State of
Victoria, which has leased it to the present
operators, Palais Theatre Management.
The City of Port Phillip oversees
management of the property on behalf of
the government.

n
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D

friends embarking on car journeys to areas

contained within albums compiled by Mona

Wartime at J.C.Williamson Ltd

such as Healesville, Warrandyte and

News from Margaret Marshall Curator, Theatre—Performing Arts Collection

was interrupted by the war, a striking group

Ferguson and are in particularly good condition

Ferntree Gully outside Melbourne, and

photo shows him in pierrot costume as part

professional partnership with Cyril

espite the impact of World War I

The majority of the photographs are

(1914–18), audiences in Australia
and New Zealand during this time

These designs are among many acquired

Although Paul’s time with J.C.Williamson Ltd

continued to be entertained by light-hearted

for their age. Mona’s neat annotations often

posing at scenic places in Katoomba in the

of a wartime concert party at an Australian

musical comedies staged by J.C.Williamson

helpfully provide dates and the names of

by J.C.Williamson Ltd as part of securing the

Ritchard. Together they became Australia’s

Blue Mountains of New South Wales.

hospital in England. After the war, he and

people and places depicted.

Australasian performing rights of productions

glamorous leading dance couple during the

Carefree summer days were shared by the

Mona travelled by rail across Canada and to

and were imported for reference in restaging

1920s to 1940s. Signed portraits of Madge

performers wearing woollen bathing suits as

Boston in 1920–21, apparently as part of a

Elliott and Cyril Ritchard are among

Ltd. An important collection of photographs
recently given to the Arts Centre’s

Among the musicals represented are

Performing Arts Collection, provides a rich

Come Over Here, High Jinks, Canary Cottage

shows. Serendipitously, two of Comelli’s

they enjoyed the sand and surf at Sydney’s

touring production of The Maid of the Mountains.

insight into musical theatre and society of

and So Long, Letty. Photographs include

striking designs can be matched to costumes

individual photographs in the collection,

Bilgola Beach or swam at the Clifton Baths

Paul then returned to work for Williamson’s,

production shots of remarkable clarity and

in Mona Ferguson’s photographs.

and the young Madge is featured in many

near Wollongong.

later appearing in the 1925 musical Kid Boots.

the period.
Donated by Miss Patricia Plunket, the
images relate to the careers of her parents
Paul Plunket and Mona Ferguson. Paul

informal images of performers posing in
costume, often at the rear of a theatre.
Of particular significance are images of

The Ferguson sisters were among a group
of chorus girls promoted as The Exquisite
Eight. The other members were Madge

of the wartime images of the Williamson
group enjoying time offstage.
While touring productions around
Australia and New Zealand, company

In 1916 Madge Elliott’s birthday was

The photographs in this collection bring

celebrated with afternoon tea in the

to life the World War I era, both on and off

Melbourne Botanic Gardens and, after Paul

stage. As well as being important in

Plunket performed character roles in

the 1916 musical Tonight’s the Night, for which

Elliott, Lucy Frith, Ida Lacy, Eva Myers,

Plunket joined the Australian Imperial

documenting early 20th century musical

J.C.Williamson musicals and Mona, along

the Performing Arts Collection holds

Dolly Nepean and Winnie Tate. Mona and

members had the opportunity to take day

Forces in 1917, his leave included visits to

theatre, they also provide a rare and

with her sister Beryl Ferguson, sang and

original costume designs by London-based

Beryl were close friends of Madge Elliott,

trips to popular tourist destinations.

Sydney’s Taronga Zoo and picnics at Bondi

evocative glimpse into the people, fashions,

danced in the chorus.

designer Attilio Comelli.

who went on to form a personal and

Photographs show Paul, Mona, Beryl and

Beach and Tamarama Bay.

places and leisure activities of the time. 

n

Far left: Mona Ferguson (fourth from right) and other
chorus members in Tonight’s the Night, Melbourne, 1916.
Left: Costume designs by Attilio Comelli for Tonight’s the
Night, c.1915.
Above: Paul Plunket and Mona Ferguson at Bondi Beach,
June 1917.
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Starring John Barrymore,
Gregory Peck—and Roland Hogue

G

Peter Burgis discovers a forgotten Australian who shared the spotlight with the world’s best.

ilbert and Sullivan’s comic

singer. In mid-May 1906 J.Rowland

opera Utopia, Limited did not

[sic] Hogue (‘Singer’) turns up in

reach the Australian stage

Adelaide at the Theatre Royal with one
of William Anderson’s Comic Opera

until some 12 years after its London
première. J.C.Williamson introduced it

Companies, playing nine nights of

to Melbourne audiences at the

Offenbach’s La Fille de Tambour Major.

Professional début

Princess Theatre on 20 January 1906.

It was with the powerful J.C.Williamson

The role of Captain Sir Edward
Corcoran, an officer of the Royal

organisation, however, that the young

Navy, was played by Howard Hall but,

singer made his mark. On their payroll

by the time the show reached Adelaide

from 1906 to 1910, he travelled the

in November 1906, a newcomer

length and breadth of Australia,

popular musical play The Dollar Princess. The

with J.C.Williamson, appearing as a baritone

and provincial productions. In one of the

program listed him simply as J.R.Hogue.

in the following operas and musical

first he was in the supporting cast of the

Off to the US

comedies: The Yeomen of the Guard, The Little

Heuberger operetta The Opera Ball which

A hundred years ago the acting profession

Michus, Véronique, Utopia, Limited, The

opened in New York in December 1912.

was not viewed by all as the height of

Cingalee, The Orchid, The Belle of New York,

He turns up at the Chicago Opera House in

respectability. It was unpredictable and often

The Blue Moon, Lady Madcap, The Prince of

January 1913 in a Viennese operetta, Little

provided poor rewards. Shady characters and Pilsen, The Red Mill, Havana, The King of
temptations existed. If Roland’s high-profile
Cadonia and The Dollar Princess.

Boy Blue. By March 1920 he was singing in

parents had any misgivings about his career

Washington, D.C.

choice, they never publicly expressed them.
Nevertheless their friends must have had
some reservations about the lifestyle Roland

‘Mr Hogue’s voice is truly baritone,’ the
supplement continued, ‘though some of its

reported that 20-year-old Gwendolyn Ethel

robust tenor, while the fullness of the middle

Austin of Brooklyn was now engaged to J.

had chosen. I suspect that some eyebrows would and lower registers savours of basso
have been raised when this parliamentarian’s cantante. The quality is beautifully rich and

Roland Hogue of Sydney, Australia.

son announced at the end of 1910 that he was

has a phenomenally wonderful carrying

Roland’s 34th birthday. Because the bride’s

off to try his luck in America.

power. A voice for all seasons!’

mother was ill, it was a small, quiet service.

The United States was a difficult market

Local release

named Roland Hogue was wearing

sometimes by horse-drawn coach,

Captain Corcoran’s uniform.

sometimes by steam train, gaining

listed in the local ‘New Releases’ supplement
Undeterred, in early 1911 Roland settled in for June 1912 with the comment: ‘In making
the New York area and set about seeking work. his initial record, Mr Hogue has enunciated

invaluable experience for his future
career. In 1907 The Sydney Mail

Roland would eventually star on the
American stage with the likes of John

reported that: ‘Lately Mr Hogue has

Barrymore and Gregory Peck.

been hard at work for the training of

In Australia, Hogue’s Edison cylinder was

kind of impression.

One of the first things he did was to offer
his services to record companies. He would

every word distinctly’.
The Roland Hogue Edison cylinder can

Here is his story…

his voice, and has learned stage

have been quite familiar with the cylinder

John Roland Hogue was born in

business under Henry Bracy’. Welsh-

Unfortunately, Roland was allocated a
sung at a concert which included a demonstration pleasant but mundane ballad which had
of an Edison Grand Concert phonograph—
been recorded more than four months earlier

Sydney on 3 March 1882. His dad was

born Bracy was principal tenor in many

James Alexander Hogue, born in

Gilbert and Sullivan productions.
It was he who, in 1906, directed the

Clarence Town, New South Wales, in
1846. A highly regarded journalist, he

first Australian production of Utopia,

married Jessie Robards in 1878. She

Limited, which is no doubt where his

was reputed to be the first woman to

tutoring of Roland Hogue began.
During 1907-08 Roland played in

conquer Mount Kosciusko on

Adelaide and Hobart in Williamson’s

horseback, perhaps making her The
Woman from Snowy River. The union

At the outset Roland was a promising

produced four daughters and six sons, some

amateur. When he was 17 he gained second

of whom will be discussed later.

prize at the Sydney Literary and Debating

production of The Blue Moon, a musical
comedy set in Burma.
A Tasmanian newspaper reported that

Society Union Annual Competition. His

Alma Barber, a Hobartian, received ‘warm

in 1894. He was Colonial Secretary (1904–07)

offering was ‘The Song My Mother Sang To

greetings’ and that J.Roland Hogue, ‘as Miss

and Minister for Education (1908–10). Among

Me’. He appeared at a Sydney Town Hall

Barber’s lover, is good’.

his pet projects were the expansion of the

Organ Recital in April 1903 and at the

Public Library of NSW and the construction

Parramatta District Music Festival in July 1905.

Blue Moon with Lady Madcap and The Little

of the Mitchell Library.

He was a supporting artist in concerts by

Michus. In October 1909 Roland was in the

prominent professional vocalists such as

Sydney revival of The Belle of New York.

and youth, except that his singing teacher

Muriel Foster, Maud Fitz-Stubbs, Florence

More good roles followed in 1910: he was

was Italian born Roberto Hazon (1854–1920),

Menkmeyer, and mezzo-soprano Mrs Woodford.

Lieutenant Jules in Williamson’s New Opera

The year 1906 was pivotal for the young

Company production of The King of Cadonia,

James was elected to the NSW parliament

Little is known of Roland Hogue’s childhood

who came to Australia in 1886 and lived in

Williamson’s Tassie team followed The

Sydney until his return to Milan in 1907. It

baritone. In February he was singing Don

garnering excellent reviews in Sydney,

seems likely that Roland attended Miss Madge

José arias from Carmen with the Sydney

Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth.

Corcoran’s school of elocution. He could well

Muffs Club. (Founded in 1903, the Muffs

have been a member of the Glebe Musical

was an innovative group that performed

been headed by another Roland—Tasmanian

Society, which was founded in 1896 with his

plays and musicals for charitable causes,

vocalist Roland Cunningham, who had

father as vice-president. The Society gave half-

with directors such as Stanley McKay and

journeyed to London in 1894 for a career in

a-dozen major concerts a year, some at the

Colonel D’Orsay Ogden.)

comic opera.

Glebe Town Hall and some on the steamer

Around this time Roland Hogue seems to

Lady Hampden, cruising Sydney Harbour.

have taken the plunge to become a full-time

Page 28

The West End production, in 1908, had

From August to October 1910 Roland
Hogue was in Adelaide playing Dick in the

ON STAGE

The American press, on 26 June 1915,

high notes ring out with a suggestion of

where few Australian entertainers had made any

Little did anyone know that young

the musical comedy Little Miss Charity in

be heard on the internet (Mp3-Codes.com).

phonograph, as back in May 1901 he had

’The Wonder of the Age’.

They were married on 3 March 1916,

A singing and dancing ingénue, Gwendolyn
worked in musical comedy under the name
‘Gwendolyn Roland’. Her best known roles
were in Angel Face and Little Miss Charity.
The couple set up home at Flushing, in Queens.
Sadly, because of indifferent health,
Gwendolyn was forced to retire from the
stage in the mid-1920s. On 29 September
1931 the press announced her death, after
an illness of five years. She was 36.
Roland, at age 49, was a widower.

by John Young and issued by Victor as a

A few years later Roland remarried. His

10-inch 78rpm disc. Young, also known as
was raised, was located the studio and pressing Harry Anthony, was a well-known
plant of Australia’s first phonograph cylinder
American tenor. His version was in the

second wife was Frances, whose surname is

company. Between 1904 and 1910 it published shops well ahead of Roland’s. Neither
more than 100 titles by local artists.)
recording sold well. Edison did not ask

Jersey. Travel documents suggest this second

(Co-incidentally, in Glebe, where Roland

The Victor Talking Machine Company in

Roland to make further recordings. This

Camden, New Jersey, invited Roland to make chapter of his life closed without glory.
a test recording. The title is unknown, but it
Around this time Roland Hogue worked
was cut on 22 June 1911. It was never issued,
and Victor did not invite him back.
Hogue had better luck with Edison’s
National Phonograph Company in Orange,

in a variety of off-Broadway, out-of-town

not yet known. The couple had a son,
James. They lived at Morristown, New
marriage took place by 1934. These papers
also provide a physical description from
Roland’s passport:
White race
5 feet, 8 inches tall

*

Left: James Alexander Hogue, Roland’s father, a journalist and a member of the NSW state
parliament. Right: Roberto Hazon, Roland Hogue’s singing teacher.

New Jersey. In June–July 1911 they had him
record ‘You’re The Queen In The Kingdom
Of My Heart’. It was released as a four-minute
wax Amberol cylinder (No. 850) and was
listed in Edison’s monthly supplement for
October 1911.
The supplement included a photograph
of Roland and a potted biography which
stated: ‘Mr Hogue (a baritone) hails from
Sydney, Australia. He studied under Signer
Roberto Hazon, a Milan musician of great
prominence. Before taking to the boards in a
professional way, he occupied a foremost
position in the Australian concert world. For
the past five years he has been associated
Winter 2010
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Blue eyes

Rawlings and Alastair Sim, with Hogue as

Weight 160 Ibs

Consini. It lasted just over a week.

Hair gray

●

Winging it

Prelude to Exile (1936): A play by

William McNally set in Richard Wagner’s

Complexion light.

study, with Leo G. Carroll and Lucile
Between 1917 and 1943 Roland Hogue

Watson, and Hogue as Adolph–thankfully

appeared on Broadway in about 20

not the Adolph!

comedies, dramas and a musical. While,

●

My Dear Children (1940): A farce set in

like most actors, his Broadway career was a

the Swiss Alps, directed by Otto Preminger

mixture of successes and disasters it allowed

and starring the virtually undirectable John

him to tread the boards with many of the

Barrymore, who played a parody of his

world’s finest actors and actresses, as the

stage self. This was Barrymore’s Broadway

following examples list shows:

farewell—he died two years later. Incidentally,

●

The Barton Mystery (1917): In his

Broadway debut (at age 35), Roland Hogue

1882. Interestingly, in 1939 radio interview,

played Harry Maitland in this melodrama

available on Youtube, a well-lubricated

by Walter Hackett. The English stars were

Barrymore promotes the arrival of this play

A.E.Anson and Charlotte Granville.

at Omaha, Nebraska, on its pre-Broadway

●

Bridges (1921): A one-act play with a

●

tour, where his leading lady was to be a
local gal named Dorothy McGuire.

Sky High (1925): A Robert Stolz

●

Romantic Mr Dickens (1940): A play

musical with Willie Howard as the

with Robert Keith as Charles Dickens and

headliner. Some special tunes were written

the sadly not-so-great 19 year old Diana

by Sydneysider Hal Dyson. In his only

Barrymore, daughter of John, as Caroline

Broadway musical, Hogue doubled as the

Bronson. Hogue was Mr Twilling, the vicar.

Duke of Dulchester and Montague Lush.

The play closed after eight performances.

The show ran a healthy 217 performances.
●

●

The Wrecker (1928): An English railway

Cue For Passion (1940): Another play

starring George Coulouris and Gale

Chester Kyle.

Sondergaard. Hogue stood out as the Maître
d’Hôtel.

1899 play based on Thackeray’s Vanity Fair.

●

This Rock (1943): A comedy with Billie

Mary Ellis was the star. Hogue played Max

Burke and Zachary Scott; Roland Hogue’s

and also Lord Cheshire of Cherrington.

last Broadway role.

The play ran only eight nights.
●

theatre was built for him by Charles

Carlotta Addison (Ruth Rolt) and Rose

Wilmot of the Grand Theatre, Islington.

Norreys (Lavender).

Wilmot granted Terry a 21-year lease and
naming rights for the theatre.1

Pinero’s first real success, and the play that

London, and absolutely fireproof’, with
seating for 888 patrons.2 Located in the

a ‘pot-boiler’, but in Terry’s capable hands

Strand on the site of the old Cole Hole

career’, reportedly earning Terry £60 000
and Pinero £12 000.5

been purpose-designed by architect

for a phenomenal 684 consecutive

responsible for the design of the Globe

performances, closing on 25 January 1890.

Theatre (1870), the old Royal Court

During the course of the season many of

Theatre (1871), and new Royal Court

the principal players changed, with Edith

Theatre (1888).

Chester and Blanche Horlock replacing
extended holiday, Terry returned to

Terry’s Theatre what the Strand Theatre

London and from the 4 October 1890,

was in the days of John Clarke and

Sweet Lavender was performed a further 54

His first season commenced on Monday
17 October 1887 with a revival of the comedy
The Churchwarden with Terry as Daniel Chuffy.
The following year saw the production of
especially written for Terry by A.W.Pinero.
Unlike the previous plays Pinero wrote
new piece is not a ‘one-part’ play. Terry’s

as Tudor.

I wish to thank Alan Heinecke, Jennifer

Venice with a cast including Margaret

S

dominate the action as in the earlier pieces.

Hobart, 1908.

and encouragement with this article.

n

the strictly farcical lines he has followed in

Promoted as ‘the biggest and most

some of his most notable successes, and

expensive book production of the 20th

Veneto: a massive volume of the

century’, this 35 kilogram 470-page tome was

works of master photographer Helmut Newton.

published by Taschen in Germany in 1999 in

Born Helmut Neustäder, Newton started

a limited edition of 10 000 copies, numbered

productions and personalities.

This copy can be yours for a mere €9000

(see On Stage, Autumn 2005).

although the new domestic drama is for the
most part laughable, there are scenes where
the laughter is hushed, where smiles give
way to tears, and where mirth is merged in

It sold out.

for his erotic nude studies. He died in 2004

expectation was not disappointed, for,

and signed by Newton.

his name photographing local theatre
Later he became internationally famous

heartfelt sympathy. Mr Pinero has shown his
wanted skill in construction and characterisation,

($A14 000)—and that includes the specially
designed supporting frame.

described as a three-act ‘domestic drama’:
that Mr Pinero would depart somewhat from

a plush bookshop in Rome’s Via

his long career in Melbourne, where he made

This new piece, Sweet Lavender, was
‘In Sweet Lavender we were led to expect

Big book—big bucks

potted in the window of Arion,

Page 30

character, although important, does not

Heinecke and Frank Van Straten for help

and his dialogue is so replete with happy
n
Image: Frank Van Straten
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Rose Norreys as Lavender. After an

the actor-manager’s wish was ‘to make

Thank you
Poster for The Blue Moon, Theatre Royal,

Sweet Lavender held the stage at Terry’s

Walter Emden, who had also been

and New Yorker Florence Nash, and Hogue
The Venetian (1931): A drama set in

it proved the ‘biggest money maker of his

Public House, Terry’s new theatre had

for Terry—The Rocket and In Chancery—the

●

secured his position as a dramatist. Years
later he was to dismiss it as little more than

On Stage.

London, with British actress Nora Swinburne

Sweet Lavender is considered to be

‘one of the prettiest little theatres in

several new works, including a play

To be concluded in the next edition of

Lady Clara (1930): A comedy set in

(Mrs Gilfillian), Maude Millett (Minnie),

James Rogers—a place in which to spend
a jolly evening.’3

directed by Otto Preminger, this time

Becky Sharp (1929): A revival of an

T.C.Valentine (Mr Bulger), Miss M.A.Victor

Terry opened Terry’s Theatre. The

With the opening of his new theatre,

thriller by Arnold Ridley. Hogue played
●

n October 1887, comedian Edward

Terry’s Theatre was described as

Barrymore and Hogue were both born in

cast of three. Hogue played Wallie Breen.

I

In Sweet Lavender, Arthur Wing Pinero created a play where ‘mirth is merged in heartfelt sympathy’,
reports Elisabeth Kumm in Part 12 of her account of Pinero in Australia.

illustration and pleasant wit that hilarity can
scarce keep pace with it.’4
Winter 2010

Rose Norreys as Sweet Lavender.

times. With the exception of Terry, the
principal roles had changed, with Eleanore

Dick Phenyl, a ‘brandy drinking barrister
with the soft heart’, shares his Temple Court
chambers with Clement Hale, a young man
studying for the bar. Their domestic needs
are looked after by Ruth Rolt and her
daughter Lavender.
Clement is in love with Lavender and
hopes to marry her, but Mrs Rolt is not
comfortable with her daughter marrying a
gentleman and is against the marriage. She
has another reason for opposing the union,
however. Although she claims to be a widow,
she is in fact unmarried. Lavender’s father is
Geoffrey Wedderburn, a solicitor, who also
happens to be Clement’s adopted father.
As a result of Dick Phenyl’s actions, Ruth
and Wedderburn are reunited, Minnie (who
was to have married Wedderburn) meets a
rich American, and the marriage of Clement
and Lavender receives everybody’s blessing.
The cast for the first production, which

Leyshon now as Lavender.
Between 31 December 1888 and 5
November 1891, it was performed in the
provinces, T.W.Robertson (son of the
playwright) having obtained the provincial
rights to the play. His company (which
included Robertson as Phenyl, Emilie
Grattan as Lavender, and T.W.Lovell as
Clement Hale) performed the piece 697
times during this period. Since then other
companies in the provinces performed the
play many hundreds of times.6
English theatre critic and playwright,
Clement Scott, declared:
‘The best praise that can be given to Sweet
Lavender is, that it is one of those rare and
exceptional plays of which, when the curtain
has fallen, we somehow feel so little weary,
that we should like to see it all over again.’7

New York
When Daniel Frohman staged Sweet Lavender

opened at Terry’s Theatre on 21 March 1888, in New York in November 1888, playgoers
comprised Brandon Thomas (Geoffrey

were somewhat distressed by the notion that

Wedderburn), Bernard Gould (Clement

Lavender was ‘illegitimate’. This negative

Hale), Alfred Bishop (Dr Delaney), Edward

reaction prompted Frohman to contact

Terry (Dick Phenyl), Frederick Kerr (Horace

Pinero, asking permission to alter the

Bream), Mr Sant Matthews (Mr Maw),

circumstances of Lavender’s parentage! 

*
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Pinero reluctantly consented to the change
and ‘as a result…the play ran a season’.8
The cast at the Lyceum included W.J.Le
Moyne as Dick Phenyl with Louise Dillon as

Sweet Lavender played for 18 performances Brenda Gibson revived her original role of
in Sydney, though it could have run longer.

Lavender for the last time, prior to her

Due to the destruction of the Bijou Theatre

departure for England.

in Melbourne (it had been destroyed by fire

Lavender. When the play was revived in 1893 on 21 April 1889), the Criterion Theatre was
with Le Moyne in his original role, Frohman’s required by the core contingency of the B&B
changes were discarded in favour of Pinero’s
original text.9

Company, which saw Thornton’s eight-week
season reduced to six. Thus, Sweet Lavender
and the comedy Mamma were performed for

In Australia, the Brough–Boucicault

Comedy Company, as the sole representative only three weeks each.
From June 1889 Thornton visited Bathurst,

of A.W.Pinero in Australia, held the acting

Brisbane, Maitland, Adelaide, Hobart and New

rights to Sweet Lavender.

The first Australian production took place Zealand, his repertoire comprising Sweet
in Melbourne at the Bijou Theatre on 2 February Lavender, Mamma and The Private Secretary.
1889. Although produced by the B&Bs, the

Of Thornton’s performance, a reviewer

role of Dick Phenyl was not played by Brough in The Otago Witness observed: ‘Dick Phenyl,
or Boucicault, but rather by Frank Thornton.
Thornton was an English actor who was

the prematurely-aged and irritable bachelor
lawyer, is a character with more of human

best known in England for his work
with Gilbert and Sullivan, having
created the roles of ‘the oldest
inhabitant’ in The Sorcerer (1877) and
Major Murgatroyd in Patience (1881).
Thornton visited Australia many times.
During his first visit in 1885 he

In 1893, Edward Terry came to Australia
under contract to Williamson, Garner and
Musgrove, bringing with him The Churchwarden,
Liberty Hall and In Chancery. He chose to
begin his Antipodean tour with arguably his
most popular character, Dick Phenyl. He
opened at the Lyceum Theatre, Sydney, on
1 July 1893, supported by Hilda Spong as
Lavender. Of Terry’s performance, The Sydney
Morning Herald remarked: ‘In Australia our
playgoers will always, we venture to say,
regard Mr Terry affectionately for his acting
in Dick Phenyl, just as they remember Mr
Toole for his Caleb Plummer, and Mr Anson
for his Eccles.’13 Interestingly, at the

Spalding in the comedy The Private Secretary,

nature about him than is often seen on the

and also played John Wellington Wells in the

stage. Mr Thornton presents him as a man

first Australian production of The Sorcerer.

whose nerves have been shattered, and
whose kind and unselfish nature has been

Thornton’s second Australian tour. His association warped and clouded by his propensity to
with The Private Secretary was so entrenched

drink… It is an artistic impersonation, of

that many felt him to be a one-part actor.

which no words can convey a sufficient idea,

Harwood (Ruth Rolt), and Brenda Gibson
(Lavender). At the Bijou, Sweet Lavender
played for 30 consecutive performances.
On 14 April 1889, Frank Thornton

In July, Thornton played a return season
in Adelaide, after which he returned to England.
On subsequent trips to Australia, Thornton
revived the play again. In 1897 he was

renewed his acquaintance with Sydneysiders

supported by Bessie Rignold (in Sydney and

after an absence of three years, opening at

Brisbane) and Clare Manifield (in the other

the Criterion Theatre with the first Sydney

capital cities) as Lavender. In 1903, when he

production of Sweet Lavender. Brenda Gibson

conducted his last Australian tour, he was

repeated her Melbourne success as the ‘simple, supported by Pearl Hellmrich as Lavender,
except for the Adelaide performances when
loving, fragile’ Lavender.11
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version with Henry Ainley, J. Bryant, Alma
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The Sydney Morning Herald

Taylor, Chrissie White and Stewart Rome in
the principal roles.15
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Too good to refuse!

Dramatic Company, which presented the

A

Conference, which will be held in Melbourne

play for the first time in Fremantle in

and so on. The Museum has been closed for

in September 2010.

renovation, and will be re-opening shortly

the play to various companies, including
Robert Courtneidge, who performed the role
in Ballarat during 1893, and the Silver King

and those who can admire really good acting
December 1894, supported by ex-B&B
ought to see it for themselves.’12
just as successful as his Spalding, so that the
actress Emma Bronton.
Thornton returned to Australia in April 1890,
two roles vied with each other as to which
The appeal of Sweet Lavender was immense.
with a return season in Sydney at the Gaiety
one was his best. The Argus called it an
In addition to being performed throughout
Theatre from 26 April with Sweet Lavender.
‘exceedingly clever performance, [which]
the United Kingdom and Australia, it was
A six-week Melbourne season followed,
proves Mr Thornton to be something more
produced in the United States, South Africa,
when from 14 June 1890, Sweet Lavender was
than a one-part actor’.10
the West Indies and India. It was also
Thornton was supported by members of the performed for six nights at the Alexandra
translated into German, Italian and Russian.
B&B Company, including A.T.Hilton (Geoffrey Theatre. Thornton’s season at the Alex was
It was revived in London in 1896 with
Wedderburn), Cecil Ward (Clement Hale), Frank one of his rare failures, due to the theatre’s
Dennis Eadie and Edith Stewart, and in 1899,
habitual audience favouring ‘blood and
Cates (Horace Bream), Annie Taylor (Mrs
Edward Terry was supported by Nina Boucicault.
thunder’ melodramas.
Gilfillian), Lilian Gillmore (Minnie), Lucia
His Dick Phenyl, however, proved to be

6 April 1912, p.4.
3. The Era, 20 August 1887, p.11.

of the Brough Comedy Company in 1908.’
17

Later the same month, on 26 July,

introduced the character of Reverend

Sweet Lavender was produced during

In 1915 Cyril Hepworth directed a film

Edward Terry

‘It is an artistic impersonation, of
which no words can convey a
sufficient idea, and those who can
admire really good acting ought to
see it for themselves.’

and in 1932 at the Lyric Hammersmith, with
Nigel Playfair.14

Sweet Lavender in the
20th century

During the 20th century the play was most
notably revived in 1922 at London’s

ll Theatre Heritage Australia

museum, it contains over 100 000 diverse

members have an invitation to

items relating to his career: ethnomusicology,

attend this year’s PASIG

experimental music, art, furniture, costumes

PASIG, the ‘Performing Arts Special

before the meeting. PASIG thanks curators

Interest Group’, is a lively subset of Museums

Astrid Krautschneider and Brian Allison for

Australia that provides an annual focus for

their co-operation.

people working in museums, archives and

The conference dinner is planned for the

libraries associated with the performing arts-

evening of Monday, 27 September, at a

and, indeed, anyone else with a similar interest.

venue to be confirmed. ‘We need to have an

PASIG Chairman Richard Stone says:

early indication of numbers, ’ Richard Stone

‘In the true PASIG tradition, we are meeting

stresses. ‘I would urge you to let us know as

in two superb theatrical locations where the

soon as possible what PASIG events you will

usual range of engaging papers and

be attending.’

presentations will take place. Presentations

Costs:

on the venues and their rich history, and

Attending both days: $80; Museums           

tours of the buildings will be included.’

Australia members $70

Monday 27 September: venue is the

Attending Day 1 only: $45; MA members $40

Betty Pounder Room in Her Majesty’s

the beloved dancer and choreographer who

Ambassador’s Theatre, where it played for two

Theatre. The Maj is one of Melbourne’s

worked with JCW for many years. PASIG is

months with E. Holman Clarke as Dick Phenyl,

theatrical heritage jewels, the flagship of

Lilian Braithwaite as Ruth Rolt, Ada Ferrar as

J.C.Williamson Ltd for many years. In recent

Mrs Gilfillian and Ann Trevor as Lavender.

years under the stewardship of Mike Walsh

There were further productions in 1919 at

it has been beautifully restored and

the Chiswick Empire, in 1924 at the Regent

refurbished in all its art deco glory. The

Theatre, London with Frank Forbes Robertson,

Betty Pounder Room is named in honour of

ON STAGE
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Attending Day 2 only: $35;MA members $30

Registration and payment for the
grateful to hosts Mike Walsh and Mary Murphy, conference can be made at the meeting. The
the theatre’s honorary archivist (above).
conference dinner will be an additional amount.
Tuesday 28 September: Meeting in the

Further details from PASIG chairman

Grainger Museum in the grounds of the

Richard Stone (email: randj@webone.com.au)
University of Melbourne. Conceived by Percy or Margaret Marshall (phone: (03) 9281 8327;
Grainger himself as an autobiographical
email: margaret.marshall@theartscentre.com.au)n
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All the world’s a stage
Australia: Albury

glass slides.

financial crisis. Two staff have been axed,
including one long-serving member. Their work
has been outsourced to an accounting firm.
General manager Chris Pidd said the
move followed a significant fall in income. ‘A
lack of operational funding has hit us hard,
financial crisis. Also funding we were hoping
He said government assistance, especially
from New South Wales, had failed to keep

architectural significance,’ Daryl Jackson

frank and funny drama

says. ‘They were destinations for those who

is much more, above

lived on properties out of town; a place for

all a wrenchingly

courting couples and a democratic meeting

moving love story I

place for the broader community. They were

defy anyone with a

places where people gathered to dream

pulse not to relate to.’
Michael Billington

collectively. Their conservation for

and ticket sales were hurt by the global
for didn’t actually eventuate.’

rating, ‘but this fresh,

‘These cinemas are of historical and

Fruit Fly Circus is experiencing a severe

‘Avalon’, the grand William Pitt mansion
awaiting demolition.

Must the show go on?

Londoners who saw The Pearl-Fishers at the
Mountford, who gave it Coliseum on 12 June were left wondering
a four-out-of-five-star
whether the £90 ($A160) they paid for stalls

equipment, and holds a rare collection of

The acclaimed Albury–Wodonga based Flying

England: London

said the Evening
Standard’s critic, Fiona

its original 1950s projection and sound

Fruit Flies have wings clipped

brass-tacks description,’

continuing cinema or community use is

The grand foyer of the Regent, Brisbane,

significant and this registration recognises

during the ‘Final Farewell’ on 6 June 2010.

in The Guardian said:
‘It’s all teenage kicks initially, as the larks of
the puppyishly smitten pair are reflected in

their worth.’
Mr Debritz said the Regent’s four

playful scenes that bound energetically

pace with inflation and the needs of the

Australia: Victoria

cinemas would be replaced by three smaller

organisation. ‘Sadly, the circus is not protected

Heritage listing for rural cinemas

rooms which could be used as boutique

Murphy, director David Berthold and the

from what happens in the financial world.’

Daryl Jackson, chairman of the Heritage

cinemas, but two would have only 60 seats.

superb four-strong supporting ensemble,

Fortunately, the new $4.86 million Fruit

rural cinemas have been added to the

completion, it was funded by a $3.75 million

Victorian Heritage Register.

grant from the federal government, plus

The cinemas are:

money from the Victorian and New South

W

the most intact example of a rural

On Stage, Winter 2009.)

Victorian cinema.
W

The Midland Theatre, Ararat—one of the

W

The Globe Theatre, Winchelsea—a small
intact example of a Victorian country

Melbourne is about to loose a significant
a once-grand Edwardian mansion in Queens
Road. It is to make way for a 12-storey

theatre, built in 1927 by the father of the

architecturally significant as an
outstanding example of the work of

The house is a rare surviving example of

it was built for the artist Louis Abrahams—
but he never lived in it. He committed
suicide on 2 December 1903.
His widow retained the property until
1920, after which it was converted from a
boarding house into apartments. More
recently it has been a hostel, but over the last
few years it has been left to deteriorate.
In addition to his many civic projects,
such as the Rialto and Olderfleet buildings,
St Kilda Town Hall and Gordon House,
William Pitt’s worked on many theatres in
Australia and New Zealand—most notably his
crowning achievement, the Princess Theatre
in Spring Street.
Page 34

as it did with Her Majesty’s Theatre, the
Wintergarden, the Bellevue, Cloudland,

links with soprano Marjorie Lawrence.

Australia: Brisbane

The 80-year-old Queen Street theatre

W

The Memorial Hall, Koroit—which retains

The building will be demolished to make

autobiographical gay love story covering the
15-year relationship of the author, Tim

John McMurray told the audience that the
big attraction, tenor Alfie Boe, was too ill to
sing. Amid the inevitable chorus of groans,
McMurray added that Boe’s understudy,
Christopher Steele, was also ill, and so was
the lead soprano, Hanan Alattar.
Nevertheless, said McMurray, Steele and
Alattar had agreed to ‘battle through’. And
so they did, with Steele forlornly clutching a
bottle of water all through Act One. After
interval McMurray re-appeared to announce
that Steele would no longer sing the role
though, bizarrely, he would act it.
A chorus member, David Newman, was
recruited to sing for him from the side of the
stage, with Steele miming as he ‘went

through the motions’ with the increasinglyConigrave, with John Caleo, the football captain ailing Alattar. Newman had to sing from a
at their school, Xavier College, Melbourne.
score because, though he had sung the role

by Tommy Murphy. Despite its grim portrayal

The Man holds the West End
It opened on 23 April for a 10-week season
at the Trafalgar Studios (formerly the Whitehall)

has been lost.

Holding the Man is essentially an

Before the curtain rose on the lush English
National Opera production, casting director

Festival Hall and many other historic buildings.’ Ironically, Tim Conigrave died on 18 October
before, it had been in French rather than the
See also On Stage, Winter 2009 and
1994, just prior to his book’s publication.
English translation used by the ENO.
Summer 2009.
Later, the book was adapted for the stage
The bemused critic of The Independent,

England: London

Bohringer, Taylor and Johnson, important closed on 6 June with a ‘Final Farewell’, the
and prolific cinema architects.
climax of a two-week film festival.

the domestic work of the great William Pitt,
notable buildings. Originally named ‘Boolac’,

its reputation as a city that destroys its past,

great Australian soprano Marjorie Lawrence. Final curtain
W The Horsham Theatre, Horsham—which is The battle to save Brisbane’s Regent Theatre

apartment tower.

architect of some of Melbourne’s most

‘Once again, Brisbane will have earned

largest purpose-built rural Victorian cinemas. The Globe Theatre, Winchelsea, which has

Australia: Melbourne

piece of its architectural heritage: ‘Avalon’,

a red carpet to nowhere,’ he said.

The Warracknabeal Town Hall—possibly

Wales governments and Albury Council. (See

It’s the Pitts

‘Assuming the foyer survives the demolition including Kath and Kim’s Jane Turner, fare
and construction work, what we will have is just as well in the bad times as the good.’

Council of Victoria, has announced that five

Fly training centre is unaffected. Nearing

through the years. Fortunately [playwright]

seats was money well spent.

and the opening night’s ovation for Holding
the Man continued throughout the season.
There are many Australians in both cast
and crew, including Simon Burke, Guy

of AIDS, the play is a comedy–drama. Locally
well-received, it was seen in Melbourne,
Sydney, Brisbane and San Francisco in 2008
and Auckland in 2009. Murphy has received

Alice Jones, summed up: ‘Scenes of high
passion took on a bizarre ventriloquist
quality as Nadir embraced Leila while
apparently throwing his voice from

somewhere over by the ice-cream seller.
the NSW Premier’s Award in successive years, Nadir began to take on a whole new meaning.
for Strangers in Between and also for Holding
‘At the end, there was applause, tinged
the Man. This year Neil Armfield will direct the with relief.’
première of his new play, Gwen in Purgatory,
at Belvoir Street Theatre in Sydney.

UK: London

way for a high-rise office tower. This will

Edmonds and Matt Zeremes, but it’s Jane

The Horsham Theatre, Horsham, designed by

incorporate the heritage-listed grand foyer,

Turner who has the star billing. Like the rest

architects Bohringer, Taylor and Johnson

but not the ornate bar area, the red-brick

of the cast, she plays multiple roles,

Elizabeth Street facade and former stage-

including both

Gardner says it’s time for theatre to embrace

door entrance, or any of the four cinemas,

Tim’s and

the digital age.

including the palatial Showcase cinema.

John’s mothers.

‘The Showcase is the last reminder in

The play was

Guy Edmonds, Jane Turner, Matt Zeremes and

Facing Facebook
Simon Burke, cast members of Holding the Man. In a recent issue of The Guardian, Lyn

Gardner points out that research by the
Society of London Theatre shows that

Brisbane of the Hollywood-style picture palaces

produced by

Facebook, Twitter and blogs are increasingly

that were once commonplace throughout

Mike Walsh and

driving ticket sales, rather than reviews or

Australia,’ Brett Debritz, who runs the

Daniel Sparrow.

traditional forms of advertising. Sixty-five per

website savetheregent.com says.

‘A portrait

cent of respondents said social media helped

of a gay

them decide whether to go to the theatre,

beautifully restored and is a thriving live

relationship in

and which show to see. And they’re more

theatre, the owners of the Brisbane Regent

Australia from

likely than ever to book online.

have not had the foresight, or the government

the 1970s to the

and council support, to do the same thing.’

1990s is the

‘While the Melbourne Regent has been
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Now 41 per cent of UK theatregoers are
Facebook users; in two years Facebook has*
Page 35

achieved the same coverage that took radio
38 years and TV 13.
Evidence suggests that booking tickets
weeks in advance is becoming outdated. In

grandfather in 1860.
Mrs Millband-Codman, 67, runs the

a profitable period for the theatre, which

it will take some time to understand what

which expects a deficit of up to $US4 million

cabaret, rather than a glamorous nightspot.

would have compounded the losses. That’s

happened with Banana Shpeel in New York.’

for the season just ended.

Sonia Friedman, who produced A Little Night

show with her son Jason, 41, three times a

what has led the board to take the unpalatable

day, delighting crowds on the pier at

decision to close.’

spite of this, large portions of marketing budgets Llandudno in North Wales. She says that

A special task force is being set up to

The show appeared to suffer from

Making such permanent, costly renovations Music and La Cage, said that while the tough

competing creative impulses. Cirque usually

shows the degree to which the Met has bet

economy had made investors more cautious,

employs an improvisational, free-form

on the technologically adventurous vision of

it had not wiped out all musical spectaculars—

engage with promoters in a bid to attract

creative process, preferring to experiment

Mr Lepage, who has directed stage, Cirque

it just called for some productions to use

outlets—a method that is far less effective as it comedy—cutting the duration by half due to

quality acts, and a finance committee is

with clown or circus acts rather than to work

du Soleil and opera productions, including a

greater imagination when working within

once was, but much more expensive.

parents’ attention spans—but it remains true

reviewing all aspects of the operation,

with a script. Banana Shpeel, however, used a

Damnation of Faust by Berlioz at the Met in 2008. financial limits.

to the traditional plot.

including ticket prices.

conventional plot, with music and dancing,

are still spent on advertising in traditional

The answer, says Gardner, is for theatres
to embrace social media in all its forms, and
use their natural creativity to do it well.
‘That doesn’t simply mean a website on
which theatregoers can see what’s playing

over the years she has tweaked the slapstick

The 35-minute show still uses the original
solid oak puppets that were carved from
driftwood more than 150 years ago.
‘Some young mums have told us it’s too

and buy tickets, or maybe read a blog, nor

violent for the kids, but it’s been going for so

does it mean tweeting nice things about your

long we’re not going to change it,’ Mrs

own show,’ he says. ‘It means creating sites

Millband-Codman said.

that are as lively, reciprocal and outward-

as well as actual characters.
Paul Binder, the artistic director of Big

USA: New York
Cirque slips on Banana Shpeel
Banana Shpeel—the latest high-budget, highprofile show from Cirque du Soleil—has
closed after only six weeks in New York (see

‘Punch and Judy will always be as popular

Mr Gelb said the beams, as well as other

‘I feel that intimate stagings of musicals

measures taken to strengthen the stage, would like La Cage are a smart, efficient economic
make no difference to how the house operates. model. I don’t necessarily think they are the

Apple Circus, with which Cirque has been

‘We’ll have a stronger stage as a result. We

way things will always be done now or in the

competing in New York in recent years,

can add elephants to Zeffirelli productions.’

future. There is room for both.’

said: ‘People have very specific expectations

He added: ‘The first and foremost

Another major revival, Dreamgirls, had the

with Cirque shows, and Banana Shpeel

success of any Ring cycle is based on the

advantage of a collaboration with producers

turned out to be neither fish nor fowl—

music and the intimate scenes that comprise

in South Korea, where the show was created

neither circus act nor theatrical vaudeville

most of the interaction between the characters. at a fraction of the $US14 million ($A16.79

looking as any other forms of social media,

as it was back in the day my great-

entertainment. I think it was difficult to get a

This production is meant to be true to the story.’ million) it would have cost in New York.

that draw people in and make them want to

grandfather started it. We want to keep that

large audience excited about a show when

stay and poke about. And it means creating a family tradition going. It could go on for
relationship with audiences: allowing them
to understand what you are trying to do, and

many didn’t really understand what it was.’

another 150 years—and so it should.’

An MSG Entertainment spokesman said

Mrs Millband-Codman’s grandfather,

that regardless of the Banana Shpeel débâcle,

being transparent enough for them to

Richard Codman, set up his ‘Professor

his company would continue to work with

comment both favourably and unfavourably.

Codman’s Wooden Headed Follies’ show in

Cirque, including a major production scheduled

1860 after his ancestors, a Romany family of

for Radio City Music Hall in 2011.

‘In this way, theatres can genuinely share
thinking, promote discussion and look beyond

travelling actors, arrived in the UK from

the boundaries of the individual organisation.’

Hungary. It passed to his son, Bert, then his

may eventually have a run in Toronto,

grandson, John took over. He ran it until

where Cirque was hopeful that it would

1980 when Mrs Millband-Codman and her

finally find an audience.

UK: Wales
The way to do it!
The world’s longest-running Punch and Judy
show has notched up 150 years.
Passed down through three generations,

According to Mr Lemarre, Banana Shpeel

husband Morris inherited it.
As Mrs Millband-Codman says, ‘That’s

USA: New York

the way to do it!’

the show is run by Jacqueline Millband-

Ireland: Cork

Codman. It was started by her great-

Cork floored
One of Ireland’s largest theatres, the
1000-seat Cork Opera House, will close
for three months as part of a cost-cutting
survival plan.
Its 31 full-time staff are facing pay
cuts and redundancies.
The announcement comes a year
after a €2 million ($A2.92 million)

Banana Shpeel—slipping on Broadway.
On Stage, Summer 2010).
The $US25 million ($A29.9 million)
production was created by a team led by

USA: New York
Broadway slims down
Regular New York theatregoers are lamenting
the loss of the traditional Broadway ‘wow’
factor—the big budget scenic coup like the
helicopter in Miss Saigon, the chandelier in
Phantom or the staircase in Sunset Boulevard.
Instead, musicals are becoming increasingly
cost-conscious, and with mixed results.
This season’s four major revivals—Bye Bye

it more appealing to investors and producers.
When I directed the original Follies and A
Little Night Music, I didn’t really worry about
recouping costs, and no one put pressure on
me to worry about it.
‘That’s not as true today,’ he continued,
‘and I’m not sure the environment exists
now to mount huge works with the calmness
and confidence that we did decades ago.’

Birdie, Finian’s Rainbow, Ragtime and A Little

Though Wagner’s Ring cycle concludes with

Night Music—were criticised for designs that

USA: Boston

the flaming destruction of Valhalla, structural

seemed thinly conceived or even flimsy.

Sentenced to Shakespeare

collapse is definitely not the fate you want

Even recent commercially successful

An innovative program in Boston has young

for your actual theatre—although at the

productions like Billy Elliot: The Musical, Hair

offenders sentenced to perform in Shakespeare.

Metropolitan Opera House, that was a

and West Side Story, are stripped-down, partly

distinct possibility.

to highlight the choreography and plot.

recognised initiative now celebrating its 10th

Engineers determined that the set,

‘Shakespeare in the Courts’ is a nationally

Nevertheless Hair recouped its $US5.8

year. Perpetrators of adolescent crimes such

David Shiner, the renowned clown and

conceived by Canadian director Robert Lepage,

million ($A6.94 million) capitalisation in five

as destroying property, fighting, drinking *

co-creator of the hit 1993 Broadway show Fool

would be so heavy—roughly 40 tonnes—that

months, while producers of Spiderman: Turn

Moon.

the floor under the stage might not hold.

off the Dark had to delay its previews because

Banana Shpeel was designed to blend

Now three 20 metre girders have been

raising its

Department of Arts, Cork City Council

elements of vaudeville, dance and musical

work yet to prepare for a new Met production.

estimated $US50

and fund-raising, which included new

theatre. It played at the Beacon Theater in

seating, improved acoustics and

Manhattan, reopened by MSG Entertainment

declined to discuss the cost of the reinforcement,

revamped foyer and bars.

in 2009 after a $16 million ($A19.1 million)

saying only that it was in the six figures. He

restoration (see On Stage, Spring 2008).

also declined to reveal the total cost of this

of La Cage aux

Ring, although he admitted that each instalment

Folles, while not

was at the high end of the amount typically

short on wigs,

spent for a new Met production—up to $US

beads and heels

Daniel Lamarre, Cirque’s president and
chief executive, said: ‘We tried something

situation. The summer is traditionally not very new and very different for Cirque, which

Peter Gelb, the Met’s general manager,

million ($A59.8
million) budget.
The revival

is what we love doing—tackling new creative
Mrs Millband-Codman and her son, Jason,

$4 million ($A4.79 million). Mr Gelb’s

for its drag

challenges—but obviously this was a difficult

with their Llandudno Punch and Judy.

ambitious plans have added tens of millions

queens, was

and somewhat surprising process for us. I think

of dollars to the budget of the company,

reset in a small
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Sentenced to Shakespeare: Henry V in performance.

of problems

installed under the stage—the most extensive

measures are essential to address the

out loud about how to make it small to make

Not-so-rosy Ring

signature Cirque acrobatics and clowns with

The theatre’s interim chief executive

Veteran director Hal Prince laments:
‘The smaller scale of musicals is all about
money, I believe, and I hear people thinking

revamp, financed through the

Padraic Liston said: ‘Cost-saving

Page 36

The first of the cycle, Das Rheingold, will
open the Met season on 27 September.
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The magic of George Miller’s Music Halls

and stealing are not sentenced to lockup or

community service.’ And it has helped her

2487 seats (slightly more than Covent

conventional community service, but to four

learn how to ‘be around other people that I

Garden) plus standing room for 1000. The

afternoons a week of acting exercises,

might not like but I kind of have to deal with.’

stage is 20m wide, 15m high and 20m deep.

rehearsal and Shakespearean study,

‘You don’t fix these kids,’ Coleman

The acoustics are said to be perfect.

In Part One of his definitive history of Australia’s first theatre restaurants,
Peter Pinne raises the curtain on Melbourne’s Bowl Music Hall.

Shakespeare troupe’s education director,

former judge Paul Perachi said: ‘You got family

2006 for a full refurbishment focused on

O

started the program. There are now three

members, parents, siblings, grandparents,

returning the theatre—a palace of French

streams with a combined annual budget of

friends. A lot of these kids invite their

stained glass and Italian pink marble

he know he was creating a new musical

about $US63 000 ($A75 408)—which, says

teachers, of all people, to come in. And their

stairwells—to its glory days. The makeover

Coleman, is a lot cheaper than

lawyers. And the relatives and the teachers

included restoration of the theatre’s exterior,

imprisonment. The program has garnered a

and all are proud of these kids. So

and its original floors and chandeliers, and

national Coming Up Taller Award for youth

everybody’s got big smiles and flowers for

the installation of air-conditioning.

programs and receives a state grant.

the kids and little gifts.’

culminating in a staged performance.
More than 200 young people have
participated since Kevin Coleman, the

reiterated, ‘but this is so hard and so scary—
and it’s so much about them—that they change.’
Surveying the audience for Henry V,

In recent years, the political and

n 1 June 1960, when George

economic circumstances of Argentina took
their toll on the Colón. It closed in October

It also involved re-upholstering the
new work affected the legendary acoustics.

Horses’ tails save the day

It transpired that the originals had been

get back in trouble? Yes, they do. But maybe

The Teatro Colón, considered one of the

stuffed with padding made from horses’

less often and maybe not as deep. This

best five opera houses in the world, has

tails—so horses’ tails it had to be.

extreme experience starts to change them.’

reopened after four years of refurbishment.

Probation officer Nancy Macauley

The theatre, named for Christopher

agrees: ‘It makes a difference in their self-

Columbus, replaced an earlier theatre of the

esteem, in their willingness to try something

same name. It was designed by Francesco

new, in their willingness to be up front,

Tamburini and his pupil, Vittorio Meano.

Bohème and a gala concert. Crowds outside

onstage, and to read Shakespeare. And the

The cornerstone was laid in 1889, but

saw key moments and performances in the

beauty of the program is that learning the

construction was delayed by financial

theatre’s history projected in 3D on a side

words, and learning the meaning of the

difficulties, arguments regarding the location,

of the building.

words, is something that they’ll have forever.

the death of Tamburini, the murder of Meano,

Nothing can take it away from them, which

and the death of Angelo Ferrari, the Italian

cultural icon,’ said Buenos Aires Mayor

unfortunately is not always the case in life.’

businessman who was financing the project.

Mauricio Macri. ‘Today the Colon is

‘This does not fix them,’ he says. ‘Do they

‘At first, I didn’t want to do it,’ says
Kaitlyn, 17. ‘But it’s better than actual

The building was finally completed in

Teatro Colón finally reopened on 24 May
2010, the eve of its 102nd birthday and the
Argentina Bicentennial.
The festivities included Swan Lake, La

reopening with all its splendour.’

Popular throughout the 1800s and up to

theatre genre-—the ubiquitous theatre

the 1920s, melodramas made something of a

restaurant which still operates in some form

comeback in the 1950s as end-of-year

or other today.

entertainments by the small repertory theatre
companies. The Little Theatre (at the Arrow

sandwiches with coffee or tea—The Age called

Theatre, Middle Park), had presented Only an

it a ‘café-theatre’ (2 June 1960)—it was the

Orphan Girl (1950), the Union Theatre

beginning of a trend that saw theatre

Repertory Company (later MTC) had staged

restaurants spring up in all states, providing

The Ghost Train (1959) and Sweeney Todd

audiences with three-course meals and a

(1960), Sydney’s Ensemble Theatre presented

fully mounted play, farce or musical.

The Drunkard (1960) and ABC–TV screened a

The heritage Capitol Theatre, a cinema

fortnightly series called Gaslight Music Hall

housed within an 11-storey office block in

(December 1959), with Michael Cole, June

Swanston Street, had been designed in 1924

Salter, Delore Whiteman, Henry Gilbert,

by famed American architect Walter Burley

John Bluthal and veteran musical comedy

Griffin (1876–1937). With its geometrically

star Minnie Love. More importantly, East

modelled ceiling illuminated by concealed

Lynne had just had a very successful revival at

lighting, it was the most talked of and

the Arts Theatre, Richmond. English actor
Heath Joyce (who had come to Australia for
Garnet H. Carroll to direct Witness for the

Music Hall occupied, had once been the

Prosecution) played the role of Sir Frances

Ambassador restaurant and nightclub; later

Levison, and co-directed the piece with Joy

it became the Commodore, and throughout

Mudge.

World War II it was known to Allied

Compiled with thanks to Robert Morrison,
Robert Salmon, Rohan Storey, Paul and
n

Gus
Goss

Miller approached portly English actor

servicemen and women as The Dugout.2

Philip Stainton to direct his production of

The actual street address was 15 Howey

East Lynne. Stainton had come to Australia to

Place, Collins Street.

star in Witness for the Prosecution, and had

In partnership with businessman

stayed on to appear in Hippo Dancing. He had

Rupert Shannon, who was co-owner of

opened an Actors’ Studio at the Arrow

the venue, George Miller completely

Theatre in Middle Park, and became familiar

rebuilt and refurnished the space as a

on TV as the headmaster in Crawford’s

restaurant by day and a music hall by

afternoon schoolroom comedy, Take That

night. It was Miller’s intention to recapture
the magic of a gas-lit Edwardian night out.
Music halls had their origin in the small

(1957) on HSV–7. He also had directed or
arranged and edited musical scores for Ballet appeared in a series of plays at the Arts
Rambert. At one time he was musical
Theatre, Richmond: The Male Animal, A Day

taverns of early 18th century London. Out

director and conductor of the orchestra at

in the Life Of, The Typewriter and The Greatest

of these grew the ‘musick-houses’ such as

the Palais de Danse, St. Kilda, and for five

Man Alive. His London stage credits included

Sadler’s Wells, to whose programs of song,

years he did the same job at the State

The Seagull, The School Mistress, Home at Seven,

dancing and acrobats were added pageant

Theatre, Flinders Street, when it presented
live shows between films.4

Point of Departure and Charley’s Aunt, and on

An exciting whisper from London! I hear

and pantomime. Some of the better known

that the West End season of the Mike

halls were the Alhambra, the Coliseum, the

Walsh–Daniel Sparrow production of

Empire, and the Eagle. People went to enjoy

Holding the Man was so successful that the

themselves—to laugh, talk, drink and smoke

last two nights were filmed and will be

at their ease, and to enjoy the frequently
honest vulgarity up on stage.3

melodrame’, which was coined by Ottavio

novel in 1861. It was first adapted as a playin

Runucci toward the end of the 16th century

America by Clifton W. Tayleure and

George Miller, a violinist, had toured

from the Greek words ‘melos’ and ‘drama’.

performed at a matinée in 1862. The first

coming soon to a cinema near you.
- Gus, the theatre cat

Australia with Chico Marx in 1948, and had
Page 38

A Tale of Mystery.

The basement area, which the Bowl

‘We have recovered our country’s

Loretta Sutherland, and Ian Williams.

adapted a French manuscript which he called

celebrated building of Griffin’s career.1

1908. The horseshoe-shaped auditorium has

Restoration under way at the Teatro Colón, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Music Hall under the Capitol

Although initially the Bowl served only

Argentina: Buenos Aires

Shakespeare can and cannot do.

began in 1802, when Thomas Holcroft

Theatre in the heart of Melbourne, little did

auditorium’s seats, but something in the

Coleman is realistic about what

The history of melodrama in England

Miller (right) opened his Bowl

ON STAGE
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film he had been in The Lady Killers, The Quiet

Miller decided to open the Bowl with the Man, Mogambo, Innocents in Paris and Passport
famous Victorian melodrama East Lynne. The to Pimlico, among others.5
word ‘melodrama’ comes from the French ‘le
Mrs Henry Wood wrote East Lynne as a

In that period its use related entirely to opera. English version was by W.J.Archer; it was *
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Later it was held to be one of the indirect

sold and placed on a Mississippi river boat

The role of Uncle Tom went to the

causes of the American Civil War. First

where he befriends a young white girl, Eva.

famous Aboriginal tenor, Harold Blair. It

Robert Schroeder, who played the dual roles

or, The Cottage on the Cliff. The first Australian laughing too much’ (Herald, 2 June 1960); ‘It

dramatised in 1852 by George L. Aiken, it

When Eva falls overboard, Tom saves her,

was Ken Warne’s idea to cast Blair. Warne at

of Phineas Van Trompe and the Auctioneer,

production was at the Haymarket, Melbourne, is all good old-fashioned melodramatic fun’
on 2 September 1873).6 Prior to the Bowl
(The Sun News-Pictorial, 2 June 1960)’ ‘The

has a long stage history, being played as

and in gratitude her father, Augustine St

the time was publicity officer for the Bowl,

and redirected the piece based on William P.

rousing slave-abolition propaganda, as a

Clare, buys Tom and takes him with them to

and he convinced Miller and director

Carr’s original. A.Vincent Jones was musical

production the last professional performance

tear-jerker, a comedy, a musical, an animal

their home in New Orleans. Later, Eva is ill,

William P. Carr that Blair was right for the

director, with art direction by Kenneth Lord.

role—he could sing, was a name-and it

performance was characterised by the warm

produced at the Britannia, London on 12

The critics raved: ‘I am sure there wasn’t

November 1864 under the title Marriage Bells, a dry eye in the house—everyone had been

celebrated tear-jerker East Lynne is presented

Gould, Suzanne Harper, Graeme Ewer and

of the play in Australia was at the Princess

by an expert cast, and gaily produced by

show, a scenic spectacle, and as a burlesque.

and on her death-bed has a vision of

Theatre in 1928—with the noted American
actress, Muriel Starr.7

Philip Stainton. It was very funny’ (The

It was also used as the basis of a ballet, The

heaven. This has a profound effect on the St

Advocate, 9 June 1960). Diana Bell, Anne

Small House of Uncle Thomas, in Rodgers and

Clare family, who vow to change their ways.

helped, of course, that his skin was the right
colour.11 Blair, originally from Queensland,

Hammerstein’s The King and I.

Augustine St Clare dies of a stabbing and his

had moved to Melbourne when he was 21 to

by famous Aboriginal tenor, Harold Blair.’

wife forgets her vow and sells Tom at

pursue serious musical studies. He later

The first night was marred when two pieces

productions by early entrepreneurs George

auction to a brutal plantation owner, Simon

of scenery toppled over but, according to the

Coppin, Bland Holt and William Anderson.

Legree. Legree takes Tom to Louisiana

toured the world and became internationally
known as a concert artist.12

The plot has Lady Isabel Carlyle, a beautiful Harvey and Mort Hall were singled out for
and refined young woman, leaving her hard-

individual praise, but it was overwhelmingly

working but neglectful lawyer/husband and

acknowledged that Philip Stainton set the

her infant children to elope with an aristocratic tone of the evening as the ‘grandly droll’

Its Australian pedigree is vast, with

suitor. After he deserts her and she bears their Music Hall Master.
illegitimate child, Lady Isabel disguises herself

Blair had recently signed a deal with
Ampol and had become a partner in the

One of the highlights of the performance

The Courier Mail (6 July 1965) said: ‘The
and understanding portrayal of Uncle Tom

reviewer, the stage crew ‘unobtrusively
rectified the trouble’. The last four
performances played to capacity, with some

and takes the position of governess in the

was Diana Bell singing ‘I’ve Got My Eye On

Blackburn (Melbourne) Auto Service Station. audiences bussed in from Ipswich. The cast

household of her former husband and his

You’, and pointing at the audience with an

He would have to fit rehearsals and his

spent 10 days in Brisbane, billeted with

new wife.

umbrella. Other songs included ‘Close The

nightly performances around running the

private families, organised by Babette Stevens

Shutters, Willy’s Dead’, ‘In The Gloaming’ and

petrol station. The performances were not a

‘When Other Lips’ from The Bohemian Girl.

problem, but the daily rehearsals were. When

on behalf of OPAL (Original People’s Australian
League), producer of the venture.14

According to Stainton, on reading the
original script unearthed by George Miller,
‘I found that the traditional business and lines

he missed several rehearsals, there was ‘a

The following year, a short Queensland

which had crept in during the years, such as

at 8.30pm, with an extra 5pm performance

significant nodding of heads and a general

regional tour of the show was again produced

‘Dead, dead and never called me mother,’

on the Saturday.

feeling of ‘typical unreliable Aboriginal’
amongst his fellow cast members.13

by OPAL. It played Rockhampton, Townsville

were missing, so I (with apologies to Mrs. H.W.)
carefully revised the play on the lines of
many productions I remembered as a lad.’ 8
But Stainton not only rewrote the script,

The show played Mondays to Saturdays

During the 425th performance, on

Other cast members were Marie Furlong

1 August 1961, one year and one month after it

and Bundaberg. The cast, again headed by
Harold Blair, included Marion Becroft, Molly

opened, tragedy struck: Philip Stainton had a

(Aunt Chloe), Ken Olyken ( Mr Shelby/

Gage Woods, Robert Schroeder, Robert

massive heart attack after coming off stage. He

Auctioneer), Molly Gage Woods (Mrs

Butterfield, George Harris, Robyn Cadwallader,

he also added songs to create what was to

died in the wings in the arms of his wife. He

Shelby/Cassy), Peter Drake (George Harris/

Donuil Cowell, Marie Furlong, Alven Powell,

become the trademark style of every show

was 53. Stainton was Bailey’s second husband.

Thompson), Gheda Pusey (Eliza Harris/

Pat Allen and John Cadwallader. Bruce Sherar

presented at the Bowl and later at Sydney’s

After Stainton died, Charles Norman,

Ophelia), Ken Warne (Simon Legree),

provided direction and musical direction.

Neutral Bay Music Hall.

and later Ken Warne, played the Lord

Charles Norman (Augustine St Clare/

The cast chosen by Stainton included

Mount Severn role. Molly Gage Woods

Phineas Van Trompe), Nola Finn (Topsy),

Blair played the role straight, which was at

Diana Bell (Miss Cornelia, a spinster), Mort

(Lady Isabelle), Laurence Beck (Richard

Barbara Russell (Little Eva), Arthur Fletcher

odds with the style of performance by the

Hall (Archibald Carlisle, a lawyer), Anne

Hare), Gheda Pusey (Barbara Hare), Nola

(Sambo) and Jan Sullivan (Rachel). Musical

rest of the cast, but Marion Becroft, as Little

Harvey (Lady Isabelle, his wife), John

Finn (Little Willie), Ray Angell (Mr Dill),

direction on piano was by A.Vincent Jones.

Eva shone. ‘When Little Eva finally departed

Norman (Richard Hare, a fugitive), Bette

Christine Calcutt (Miss Cornelia) and Marion

Bailey (Barbara Hare, his sister), Jon

Becroft ( Joyce), were other replacements

Blair, proved himself a sincere and able

starts—there was a genuine sense of regret; it

Finlayson (Francis Levison, a cad), Caryl

during almost two-year run. The season

actor in the part of Uncle Tom,’ said The Sun

meant that there would be no more superb

Perry (Suzanne, a maid), Philip Stainton

closed on 23 April 1962.

News-Pictorial (3 May 1962), with The

hamming from Marion Becroft, who handled

Clockwise from top left: Philip Stainton as

Advocate endorsing the claim: ‘Harold Blair’s

the role to perfection.’ Townsville’s Daily Bulletin

Lord Mount Severn in East Lynne.

Uncle Tom is real, dignified and human, and

(13 August 1966) said Blair’s ‘renditions of

Bette Bailey as Barbara Hare in East Lynne.

his fine singing of negro spirituals is very

“Nobody Knows The Trouble I’ve Seen” and

(Lord Mount Severn), Gordon Goulding (Mr.

‘That great Australian tenor, Harold

The show was awarded the ‘Outstanding

Dill, a clerk), Robert Peel (P.C. 49 Earp), and Theatrical Achievement Trophy for 1960’ by

A Rockhampton reviewer reported that

this vale of tears—after quite a few false

Paul Thompson as Little Willy. A. Vincent

the Theatre Appreciation Group. It was also

(‘Vinnie’) Jones was musical director on

recorded live during a performance and

A.Vincent Jones adapted the script from a

Marion Becroft as Joyce the Maid in East Lynne.

winning’ (10 May 1962). Any preconceptions other favourites of the Deep South were at

piano, and Wendy Moran doubled as Joyce

released as an LP on Score POL026. The

travelling company manuscript which was

Evie Hayes as Mata Hari.

the cast had had about Blair’s ability to play

once touching and entertaining’, and that

(a faithful servant) and stage manager.

cast on the recording includes Philip

once the property of the ‘Queen of

the role were unanimously swept aside by

Molly Gage Woods as Ophelia, the maiden

Stainton, Bette Bailey, Mort Hall, Molly

Melodrama’, Eugenie Duggan, Anderson’s

the critical accolades.

aunt, ‘sang a hilarious between-scenes song in

Gage Woods, Christine Calcutt, Marie
Furlong and Laurence Beck.9

wife. The part of a bloodhound in one early

Diana Bell, a Phillip Street Theatre
alumnus, had recently appeared in the Little
Theatre Revue A Little More (1958), Anne
Harvey had been noticed in The Ballad of

The second production at the Bowl was

Angel’s Alley (1959) and Jon Finlayson had For the anti-slavery work Uncle Tom’s Cabin by

production was played by the founder of
‘The Firm’, J.C.Williamson.10
When Eliza overhears her master and

Amusement Only and Bells are Ringing credits.

preacher Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811–1896).

mistress discussing plans to keep their farm

Bette Bailey had worked with Stainton

Set on a Kentucky cotton plantation on the

debt-free by selling their slaves, Uncle Tom

before, when he directed her as Ellen Turner

banks of the Ohio River, the story first

and Harry (her son), she takes Harry and

in The Male Animal (Arts Theatre, 1958).

appeared as a series of articles in 1851 in the

together they flee across a river of ice and

They were later married.

anti-slavery newspaper The National Era.

eventually make it to Canada. Uncle Tom is
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where he meets Cassy, also in bondage,
and Legree’s wench. When Tom refuses to
beat his fellow slaves, Legree beats him,
determined to crush his faith in God. Tom
encourages Cassy to escape, and when he
won’t reveal her whereabouts, Legree
orders him killed. As Tom lies dying he
forgives his killer. Humbled by Tom’s
forgiveness, Legree becomes Christian. Later
Cassy discovers Eliza is her long-lost child,
who was sold at birth.
Winter 2010

The show played seven performances

which she “tossed her heart” at a male patron

per week for a six-month season, closing on

in the front row.’ Bundaberg’s News-Mail (19

10 November 1962. Four years later the

August 1966) also liked Blair’s ‘stirring’ singing

production played eight performances at

of ‘Nobody Knows The Trouble I’ve Seen’ and

Brisbane’s Rialto Theatre, West End, during

‘Old Black Joe’ and said Marion Becroft, as Little

National Aborigines Week. The cast

Eva, ‘had the audience in fits of laughter.’

included Harold Blair, Marie Furlong,

Following Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the next show to

Gheda Pusey, Molly Gage Woods, Nola

play the Bowl was The Face at the Window,

Finn, Robert Butterfield, Alven Powell, John

which opened on 22 November 1962.

*
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Set in Paris in the 1890s, its villain is a
serial killer named Le Loup, who precedes
his killings with a loud wolf-howl
He is pursued by the master detective
Paul Gouffet.

piece was designed as a vehicle for American

a touch for it. This time I think he will be

musical comedy star Evie Hayes.

busy for a long time.’

Seattle-born Hayes had originally come

I

Hayes’ entrance in the show was to the

to Australia with her husband, vaudeville

‘Dance of the Seven Veils’. In an Australian

great Will Mahoney, to play the Tivoli

Women’s Weekly interview she admitted to

Tracks winding back

n the Spring 2007 edition of On

many important local singers including

Stage, Peter Pinne highlighted the

Joy Nichols, Johnny McMahon, Robert

long-forgotten Australian musical

Nicholson, Annette Klooger, Bob

Written by F.Brooke Warren, its first

‘practicing the disrobing technique in the

Australian productions were at the Lyceum
Theatre, Sydney, in 1904 and, later that

kitchen, using tea towels instead of getting
on with the washing up.’17

year, at the Theatre Royal, Melbourne.

The show played the Bowl’s standard

William Anderson presented it at the King’s

Now, thanks to the enterprise of

seven performances per week (Monday to

Theatre, Melbourne, in 1910, in a production
that starred his wife, Eugenie Duggan.15

music historian Geoffery Orr, 42 vintage

been issued before, include the title song

Saturday at 8.30pm; Saturdays also at

recordings of Jack O’Hagan’s engaging

from Flame of Desire.

5.30pm) and ran for four months. When the

compositions have been expertly

curtain came down on 28 September 1963, it

of old Bowl Music Hall hands: Gheda Pusey,

restored and issued as a two-CD set on

commercially but, thanks to Geoff,

was the end of the Bowl Music Hall’s three-

Charles Norman, Peter Drake, Ray Angell,

the Lyric label, with the co-operation of

Theatre Heritage members can

year existence in Melbourne. Miller had

Arthur Fletcher, Christine Calcutt and Ren

the O’Hagan family.

purchase it for the special price of only

tried, but Victoria’s liquor licensing laws

Olykan, plus newcomers Bruce Barry and

were tough in the ’60s, hard to circumvent,

Elaine Cusick. William P. Carr sat in the

achievements of the first man to prove

to Lyric CDs, 8 Otira Road, Caulfield

and not conducive to late-night entertainment.

director’s chair, with musical direction and

that Australians could create and enjoy

North, Vic. 3161. The price includes

Six-o’clock closing of hotels was still

script adaptation by A.Vincent Jones. This

their own popular music. As well as a

packing and postage to anywhere in

operating in Victoria (it wasn’t abolished

time, apart from using old time music hall

number of recordings of O’Hagan

Australia. And please mention Theatre

until 1966), and Melbourne, for all its

favourites and traditional French airs, Jones

himself, there are contributions from

sophistication, still had an air of ‘wowserism’

also composed some original music.

about it. It was easier to close-up shop and

The cast at the Bowl included a collection

In The Advocate (29 November 1962)
Frank Murphy described the cast as ‘perfect’

Sydney, where the liquor laws were more

and called it a ‘flawless show’ and ‘indescribably

relaxed. Melbourne’s loss was Sydney’s gain.
Circuit. She starred in Annie Get Your Gun

rock the house, the imprisoned heroine’s

(1948) throughout Australia and New Zealand

impassioned bursting into the “Marseillaise”

for 1147 performances. She later played Sally

at the crucial moment in a duel to the death

Adams in Call Me Madam (1954), Kate in Kiss

between villain and hero on the rooftops of

Me, Kate and Ado Annie in Oklahoma!.

Paris, so that all spring patriotically to attention
(the audience should rise, too, here), is the

On TV she had her own afternoon show,
Thursday at One (GTV–9), The Evie Hayes Show

most comical climax imaginable.’ He thought (ABC–TV), and made guest appearances on
it was a better production than East Lynne,
and that it should have a record run.
It didn’t. It closed four months later on
23 March 1963.
Miller immediately followed The Face at

Graham Kennedy’s In Melbourne Tonight.
Apart from Evie Hayes, the cast of seven

Barbara James and Charles Skase

hit, ‘Along The Road To Gundagai’.

(Christopher’s father).

T

billboard for Mary Poppins on the

Queensland, Frank Van Straten.

Exhibition Street frontage uncovered an

References:

old backing board which appeared to
hide something interesting.

1. Australian Dictionary of Biography—

It was carefully removed to reveal a

Online Edition.
2. East Lynne centenary program.

display window dating from 1934, when
following the devastating fire of 1929.

5. East Lynne centenary program.

Rex Calder (Freddie), Kurt Ludescher (Erik

6. Eric Irvin: Dictionary of the Australian

Everything in the old display case
was still (mostly) intact, including the
original glass, and large posters

Theatre, Hale & Iremonger, 1985, p.95.
7. East Lynne centenary program.

advertising a season of Gilbert and

8. ibid.

Sullivan, in particular The Gondoliers.

headlined his review ‘Melodrama easy for

written by A. Vincent Jones, was billed as ‘A

Evie Hayes,’ and went on to say: ‘Her voice

sparkling musical farce of the Far East’ and

was never so throaty, her movements never

10. Uncle Tom’s Cabin program.

Richard Watson, Evelyn Gardiner, Max

used interpolated songs of World War I.

so alluring. She makes fun of all the old

11. Kenneth Harrison: Dark Man, White

Oldaker, Gregory Stroud and Viola

movie sirens, pats her hair, strokes her hips,

These date from the 1942 season that

9. Peter Pinne: Australian Performers,

starred Ivan Menzies, Bernard Manning,

Australian Performances, PAM, 1987.

World, Novalit, Cheltenham, 1975, pp.216–

Wilson, who had become Mrs Frank Tait

227.

the year before.

studied piano at Trinity College, London. His

grimaces, and chews at an enormous cigarette-

adaptations of Uncle Tom’s Cabin and The Face

holder. She grows funnier as the show

12. ibid.

at the Window were based on existing scripts,

progresses.’ In the sing-along Hayes had the

13. ibid.

archivist, Mary Murphy, there is a

whereas Mata Hari was entirely original in

audience enthusiastically shouting ‘It’s A

14. OPAL Report.

possibility the the display window will be

concept. According to Jones, his ‘Mata’

Long Way To Tipperary’ and ‘Keep The

15. Mata Hari program.

restored to how it originally looked way

‘possessed the identity of the World War I

Home Fires Burning’. Jones, as the author

16. ibid.

back in 1934.

According the theatre’s honorary

adventuress-dancer, the exterior of Theda
and ‘essential man-at-the-piano’, was also
17. John Crampton: Evie Hayes: I Loves Ya
16
Bara, with a Mae West outlook on life.’ The praised: ‘He has done this before and developed
Back, A&R, Pymble, 1992, p.218.
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n

The recent installation of a new

University Library, State Library of

Flame of Istanbul on 29 May 1963. Mata Hari,

Prior to working at the Bowl, Jones had

Heritage Australia when you write.

reminders of the building’s rich past.

Marion Becroft, Jon Finlayson, Queensland

Cartwright), Gheda Pusey (Enid Cartwright),

In The Age (31 May 1963) Geoffrey Hutton

Jack O’Hagan at his drawing room piano, 1978.

Theatre keeps turning up potent

Special thanks to: Bette Bailey-Stainton,

the theatre reopened after reconstruction

Charles Haggith (Chum).

$25. Just send a cheque or money order

Melbourne’s Her Majesty’s

4. ibid.

the ever reliable East Lynne (28 March–18

This two-CD set is not available

he continuing work to upgrade

3. East Lynne program (Sydney).

Von Gerhardt), Irah Adam (Pepe) and

The Skase tracks, which have never

Her Majesty’s treasure

included Bill Bennett (Colonel ‘Bubbles’

the Window with a short four-week season of
May 1963), before opening Mata Hari–the

Horsfall, Max Blake, Geoff Brooke,

Jack O’Hagan, best known for his 1922

The collection celebrates the

concentrate on his operation in Neutral Bay,

funny’. ‘Among the unexpected things which

Flame of Desire, and its composer, the prolific

n

Images courtesy of Her Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne.

n
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In the limelight
Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where on the theatre scene.

Clockwise from top:

Melba Recordings’ presentation of Richard

Clockwise from top left: Vicki Fairfax with

CD and DVD business

Gerald Taylor, following Vicki’s ‘Spotlight’

continues on line: www.

Malcolm C. Cooke pays tribute to his late

lecture on the history of Hamer Hall, the Arts

middle8.com

at Hamer Hall, on 3 July 2010, before the

Blair Edgar directs soprano Diipti Firmstone

venue undergoes major rebuilding.

Stuart Maunder imparts G&S tradition to

Bonynge and Michael Shmith in conversation at

partner at the Celebration of William May’s life

Centre, 17 June 2010.

soprano Amy Spruce at a workshop for Opera

the Opera Centre, Melbourne, 13 May 2010.

at Her Majesty’s Theatre, 13 April 2010.

Max Peterson at the counter of South Yarra

at Opera School Melbourne’s Richmond

School Melbourne’s Gilbert and Sullivan

show music store Middle Eight Music. The

studios, 15 June 2010.

Project, at the Opera Centre, Southbank.

store closed in April but the unique specialist

Fireworks mark the end of the final concert
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Images: Terry Lane (for Melba Recordings)
Opera School Melbourne, and Frank Van Straten.
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Curtain rises on New Musicals Australia

N

ew Musicals Australia, dedicated

extract of the musical in concert, alongside

to the production of original

other new works, allowing the creative

Australian music theatre, was

team to receive professional feedback and

launched in Sydney in mid-July through the

gauge a general audience response. The

support of the Australia Council Music

Developmental Reading sees a new work

Board and Century Venues.

rehearsed and performed in concert, and

Founded to provide creators of new

musical to be rehearsed and performed

workshopping opportunities, New Musicals

book-down with staging and some

Australia will enable their work to be

production elements.

developed and publicly presented. This
model mirrors similar successful processes

variety of other initiatives targeted at developing

in the US and UK.

new works, establishing networks and
providing support throughout the country

opportunity to have their scripts and songs

for independent writers.

workshopped and presented to high level

Bronwyn Lowden (ed.):

Together Alone: The Story of The Finn Brothers

New Musicals Australia also supports a

It will give writers and composers the

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
Band of brothers
Houses of history
Jeff Apter:

the Workshop Presentation allows a

musicals with a series of professional

First reading

New Musicals Australia accepts

Mechanics’ Institutes, Schools of Arts,

This dual biography of the brilliant musician

   Athenaeums, Etc.: An Australian Checklist

brothers Neil and Tim Finn covers their

The third edition of an invaluable guide to

triumphant Split Enz years, the unhappy

these important community institutions,

moment when Tim was sacked from Neil’s

many of which have made significant

band Crowded House, and their subsequent

contributions to local performing arts.

happy reconciliation.

Lowden Publishing, 2010. 132 pp. RRP

William Heinemann, 2010. 336 pp. RRP

$30 + $7 post (available from Lowden at

$34.95.

29 Lisbeth Avenue, Donvale, Vic. 3111).

Building for the arts

Speak the speech...

ARM:

Troy Mackinder:

2010-A-MRC+MTC

Practically Speaking: A Practical Guide to

industry peers, creative industry leaders and

submissions year round, but with deadlines

Australian audiences.

for individual presentation seasons. The

A magazine-style collection of essays on the

theatre event, where he presented more than

deadline for the upcoming presentation

Melbourne Recital Centre and the MTC

Troy Mackinder is a Michigan-born actor

is something that is of critical importance to

130 musicals and developed shows such as

season is August 31, and submissions are

Theatre, published by architects Ashton

and accent coach who has been working and

me, and many working in the theatre

Altar Boyz and the 2010 Pulitzer Prize

read by an evaluation team that includes

Raggatt McDougall (ARM). Contributors

industry,’ said the director of New Musicals

winning Next to Normal. Stewart was one the

NMA’s director, its artistic advisers and

include Howard Raggatt, Ian McDougall,

Australia, Kris Stewart (pictured). ‘I think it’s

Broadway producers of the Tony-nominated

members of the Australia Council’s Music

Peter Corrigan, Richard Mills and Simon

clear that there has been a number of

and Obie and Drama Desk award winning

Board; all decisions are made by

Phillips, with a foreword by Peter Batchelor,

structural gaps and issues in the sector of

[title of show tba], He currently serves as resident

representatives of this group.

plus photographs by Peter Bennetts, Earl

new music theatre development in

director of the musical Wicked in Australia

New Musicals Australia is a project of

Australia, and this is a chance to throw

for the Gordon–Frost Organisation, and as

Century Venues with the assistance of the

talent and resources at getting more

festival director for the inaugural Sydney

Australian Government though the

musicals off the ground.’

Fringe, which opens in September 2010.

Australia Council, its arts founding and

‘The future of Australian musical theatre

Kris Stewart was the founding director

New Musicals Australia has three key

of the New York Musical Theatre Festival

workshop initiatives. They are The Musical

(NYMF), the world’s largest annual musical

Snapshot, which presents a 20 to 40 minute

Gus
goss

Is there something a bit

actor Reg Evans and Reg’s partner, Angela,

racked up a personal success in her musical

who both perished in the 2009 Black

version of The Secret Garden in 1995.

Saturday bushfires in Victoria.

‘I haven’t been this excited about a show in

Be (Than Be An Aborigine)’

a long time. It’s all the more special because

from that great show Bran

it’s been written for me. We can absolutely

Neu Dae? It had me humming it for days

say this has come from Australia and will be

after I attended the opening performance.

proudly Australian.’
Funny. Didn’t this show get an ‘on its way to
Broadway’ run at the La Jolla Playhouse in

Stolz from a1940 Deanna Durbin confection

California in May 2006, but never made it? And

Spring Parade. To Deanna it was ‘It’s Foolish

wasn’t a ‘world première’ announced for

But It’s Fun’ with lyrics by Gus Kahn and it

London in October 2008, but never happened?

was on the hit parade for weeks in 1940.

producing the ‘world première’ of a new
musical version of Dr Zhivago, scheduled to
open at the Capitol in Sydney in February
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n

tailoring the score for David Hobson, who

‘Nothing I Would Rather

John Frost and Anita Waxman are co-

For more information on New Musicals

documentary about his dear friend and fellow

Warlow told The Herald Sun, Melbourne:

enough, there it was: melody by Robert

Recital Centre and Architext bookshop).

2011. Composer Lucy Simon is said to be

familiar about the tune of

So I checked my cat-a-logue and sure

ARM, 2010. 16pp. Free (at Melbourne

advisory body.
Australia: www.newmusicals.com.au 

Actor Richard Moir, familiar from dozens of
roles on film and TV, and occasionally on
stage, is now concentrating on writing and
producing. His current project, Fireball, is a

Carter and John Gollings.

I hear, too, that casting is under way for Mrs
Vincent Price, a new play by British playwright
Peter Quilter.
The play depicts an evening in the life of
Melbourne-born actress Coral Browne and
her husband, the inimitable Vincent Price, as
they prepare for a last moment of glory
together as special guests at the 1989 Academy
Award presentation. Quilter has drawn on the
research done by Rose Collis for her biography
of Browne, This Effing Lady, published in 2007.
Mrs Vincent Price is set to have its world
première at Carlton Court House, Melbourne
on 9 February 2011.

The dancing years

Carrie Moore, Australia’s first Merry Widow,

teaching in Australia for more than a decade.

the subject of Leann Richards’ new biography.

His approach to teaching the American
accent is designed to put actors at ease,

War fare
Jeff Brownrigg:
Anzac Cove to Hollywood—The Story of Tom
     Skeyhill, Master of Deception
Was he blinded at Gallipoli or was he not?
Jeff Brownrigg unravels the extraordinary story
of the Terang-born ‘Soldier Poet’ who appeared

making the task much less daunting. The
book comes with a CD and DVD containing
demonstrations and practical exercises.
RAH Creations, 2010. 125 pp. RRP
$59.95. From: www.practicallyspeaking.com.au

Leading lady

Alan Brissenden & Keith Glennon:

at the Tivoli, sold thousands of books of often

Australia Dances: Creating Australian Dance,

inelegant verse, and spent his later years in the

The First Merry Widow: The Life of

US where, after his death, his biography of

Carrie Moore

  1945-1965

Leann Richards:

This lavish book covers the astonishingly

Alvin C. York was the basis for the great Gary

Born near the Geelong docks, Carrie Moore

creative period 1945 to 1965, when dancers

Cooper WWI epic Sergeant York. No index.

became a star who shone as brightly in

from the Ballets Russes and European

Anchor Books, 2010. 258 pp. RRP $36.95.

migrants were teaching, performing and
developing companies—culminating in the
formation of the Borovansky Ballet, the
National Theatre Ballet Company, the
Victorian Ballet Guild and, eventually, the
Australian Ballet, as well as smaller
companies in every Australian state. The
book includes sections on Aboriginal
theatrical dance, the various teaching codes,
and summaries of key works from each
company, plus a wealth of superbly
reproduced photographs and set and
costume designs.
Wakefield Press, 2010. 269 pp. RRP $70.

As the Crowe flies
Martin Howden:
Russell Crowe: The Biography
Now one of Hollywood’s hottest properties,
Russell Crowe spent his early years touring
with his parents’ film catering business. After
stage success in The Rocky Horror Show, then
Grease and Blood Brothers, came more challenging
roles and his screen breakthrough in Romper
Stomper. His highly acclaimed, demanding and
character-driven roles in pictures such as LA
Confidential, A Beautiful Mind and Gladiator
have made his reputation as a true professional.
$29.95.

Winter 2010

London as she did in Australia, where she
had the distinction of being the first in a long

Wilkinson Publishing, 2010. 238 pp. RRP

- Gus, the theatre cat

ON STAGE

Learning the American Accent

line of local Merry Widows. In this concise
biography THA member Leann Richards
recounts Carrie’s colourful stage career and
her equally colourful private life, which
ended in penury in Sydney in 1956.
Proceeds will be directed to Geelong
non-professional theatre activities.
Ginninderra Press, 2010. 74 pp. RRP $18.50.

His ghost may be heard...
Matthew Richardson:
Once a Jolly Swagman—The Ballad of
     Waltzing Matilda
A valuable addition to the growing number
of studies of the history and context of our*
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most enduring and endearing unofficial

The performing arts are well represented:

Cave’s career. The essays generate new

national anthem. Audio CD included.

you’ll meet Melba, Gladys Moncrieff, Nellie

ways of understanding Cave’s contributions

Stewart, Nellie Bramley, Gertrude Johnson

to contemporary culture; topics include

and many more. This free edition is limited

Cave and the Presley myth; the ‘aberrant

to 2000 copies.

masculinity’ projected by The Birthday

Melbourne University Press, 2006. 230 pp.
RRP $27.95.

Digging up the past
Alan R. Ruston:
My Ancestor Worked in The Theatre
Though primarily aimed at British researchers,

National Trust (Vic), 2010. 96 pp. Free.

Party; the post-colonial Australianness of

Available only from the National Trust, Tasma

his humour; his interventions in film and

Terrace, 6 Parliament Place, East Melbourne.

his ‘erotics of the sacred’.
Ashgate, UK, 2009. 216 pp. RRP $121.

this will be a useful guide for anyone seeking

Man of Steel

genealogical and biographical information on

Anthony Steel:

‘theatrical artistes’ of the past. There’s a brief

Painful in Daily Doses

Icon analysed
Ken Woolley:

Cavell Armstrong Poli

Reviewing The Performance: The Design of

history of British theatre, a list of relevant

In 1973 Steel became the inaugural general

libraries and record repositories, and

manager/artistic director of the Adelaide

     The Sydney Opera House

examples of how Victorian showmen were

Festival Centre; concurrently he was artistic

This is the first calm and careful analysis of

successfully traced and researched. Topics

director of five Adelaide Festivals. In this

all aspects of this remarkable building— in

include newspapers, playbills, biographies,

engaging ‘anecdotal memoir’ he recalls,

particular the problems of the brief, the

fairs and circuses, music hall, sources in

often with deadpan humour, his artistic

difficulties of matching the design to the

Ireland and Scotland, and specialist archives

challenges, his world-wide travels and his

site, and the challenges encountered during

and collections.

encounters with a who’s who of the world’s

construction. There are startling revelations

greatest performing artists.

about seating and acoustic volumes, an

Society of Genealogists, London, 2005.
82 pp. RRP $A22.50. www.gould.com.au

Ladies please!

Exeunt

Wakefield Press, 2010. 400 pp. RRP

architecture, and a discussion on how a

Studying the Cave man

building may become an artistic

Karen Welberry & Tania Dalziell (eds):

Women’s Melbourne

Cultural Seeds: Essays on the Work of

Compiled by the National Trust’s senior

     Nick Cave

historian, this is an extraordinarily detailed,

Cultural Seeds brings together international

illustrated guide to hundreds of Melbourne

scholars and practitioners, each uniquely

locations associated with notable women.

placed to comment on an aspect of Nick

Dame Pat Evison

Georgia Lee

OBE

examination of ethics and aesthetics in

$39.95.

Celestina Sagazio:

Tedd Dunn

Sir Charles Mackerras AC

Pamela Ruskin

Clark Sinclair

BEM

masterpiece yet never excel in its primary
function. Includes detailed drawings by the
author and superb photographs by the late
Max Dupain.
Watermark Press, 2010 204 pp.
RRP $60.00. 

n

Letters to the Editor
More on the
Alexander Technique

morally.’ With that kind of endorsement I

Thank you for publishing my appeal for

enrol in a course immediately!

Joanie Thomas

for my part am willing to forgive a lot and

Cavell Armstrong Poli

- Eugene Schlusser,

information on F.M.Alexander as part of
published books (On Stage Autumn 2010).
contacting us. Unfortunately our email
address came out slightly incorrectly. If
anyone has any information or stories about

What a wonderful surprise to see in On

Alexander, his technique and the teaching

Stage for Autumn 2010 the article on

of the Technique, please contact us on

Sorlies written by me!

eugenesc@netspace.net.au
One endorsement of the Technique to

MacRobertson Girls’ High School,

Born in Newport, Victoria, and named after

Melbourne High, University High,

two famous nurses, Edith Cavell and Florence

Lioness).

Genazzano College, Kew, and the University

small correction. In it I stated that that the

In 1960 Cavell married the distinguished

Cavell Armstrong won the prestigious Sun

baritone Afro Poli. Their daughter, Eliana,

Aria in 1954.

later appeared on stage with them in Madame

1955 Italian Grand Opera Company, Cavell

and formed the choir at the Melton Christian

left for Italy in 1956 to take up her Sun Aria-

appeared with her husband in opera houses

Spiritualist ‘House of Light’ Church.

awarded scholarship.

throughout Italy, and in Bulgaria, Belgium

She studied at the Conservatorio di

Tunisia and Turkey; they sang on radio and

from Maria Huxley, the first wife of Aldous

Santa Cecilia in Rome then won a further

television as well. Sadly her memorabilia was

the Bankstown RSL—but, as Gracie Le

lost in the devastating 1967 floods in

who, after taking lessons from Alexander,

scholarship to study with Maestro Giorgio
Favaretto at the Opera di Roma. Another

Florence. In 2004, on the 50th anniversary

out this program from the Civic Theatre at

George Motor Boat Club at San Souci, on

the Haymarket in Sydney in August 1935,

letter to his publisher, Maria writes that

Wednesday 1 July 1981.

when ‘the greatest of all living Oriental

Alexander had made ‘a new and
unrecognisable person of Aldous, not only
physically, but mentally and therefore
Page 48

Reading Margaret Marshall’s interesting
piece on the collection of magician Wong
Toy Sun’s memorabilia prompted me to dig

conjurers’ was the featured act.
- Denis Melksham,
Maryborough, Qld. n
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In her later years, Cavell served on the
committee of the Victorian Music Library

ex-employees of Sorlies had a reunion at
Brun has pointed out, it was in fact at the St

several masterclasses and also taught privately.

Vittorio de Sica’s 1963 comedy Il Boom. She

which our attention was drawn was a quote

changed significantly for the better. In a

of Melbourne Conservatorium. She gave

Butterfly. Cavell had a featured role in

After touring with the J.C.Williamson

However, I would like to make one

retirement two years later, Cavell taught at

Italian press dubbed her ‘La Leonessa’ (The

Nightingale, mezzo-soprano Edith Florence

More on Sorlies and
Wong Toy Sun

Acknowledging her outstanding
performances as Azucena in Il Trovatore, the

11.9.1932–22.5.2010

Carlton, Vic.

my review of Jeroen Staring’s recently
Special thanks to those who persisted in

Leslie White

W

Tedd Dunn
29.10.1937–13.6.2010

scholarship resulted in a Diploma di

of her Sun Aria win, a replica trophy was

The man behind—or rather, inside—Fredd

Perfezionamento e L’Avviamento and

presented to her at Hamer Hall.

Bear, beloved to several generations of young

further study at La Fenice in Venice. In

Cavell and her husband settled in

Europe Cavell adopted the professional

Australia in 1972. Poli, who joined the

name Gloria Cervi.
Winter 2010

Australian Opera, died in 1988. Until her

TV viewers, has died of cancer.
A former fashion designer, Tedd Dunn
was wardrobe manager at the newly 

*
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established Melbourne channel ATV–0

She was in Juno and The Paycock for the

when the station was looking for ideas for a

MTC at the Athenaeum (1977) and Ring

children’s show. On a $200 budget he

Round The Moon for the State Theatre

created the costume for Fredd Bear (the

Company of South Australia (1989). In

double D was taken from his own name)

Sydney she appeared in her one-person

and subsequently ended up wearing it, as he

show An Evening With Katherine Mansfield

made it so large that only he could fit into it.

(1975), Home (1975) and Last Day in

The non-speaking Fredd Bear made his
début in August 1964 on The Children’s

Woolloomooloo (1987).
Her services to the theatre were

Show, which eventually became The Magic

recognised with an OBE in 1980; she was

Circle Club, hosted by Nancy Cato.

made a Dame Commander of the British

After the show was axed, many of the

Empire in 1993.

team moved to the ABC to create Adventure
Island, but Dunn stayed at ATV–0 where
the Fredd Bear character lived on in Fredd
Bear’s Breakfast-A-Go-Go with Judy Banks,
Mike McCarthy and Colin McEwan. A
ratings hit, it ran from 1969 to 1971.
Dunn later became a highly successful
TV producer. His work included Good
Morning Melbourne, The Bert Newton Show,
The Home Show, Gown of the Year and a series
of Frankie Howerd specials.
His work on The Sound of Christmas earned
him a 1975 Logie for Most Outstanding
Creative Effort.
W

W

Georgia Lee

Mackerras directed the Welsh National

W

Sir Charles Mackerras
AC CH CBE

17.11.1925–14.7.2010
Distinguished Australian conductor Alan
Charles Maclaurin Mackerras was a
descendant of the pioneer Australian
composer Isaac Nathan. He was born of
Australian parents in Schenectady, New
York. The family moved to Sydney when
he was two years old.
Mackerras studied oboe, piano and
composition at the New South Wales
Conservatorium and eventually became

1921–23.4.2010

principal oboist of the Sydney Symphony

Georgia Lee, who was crowned Australia’s

Orchestra. He settled in England in 1946.

Queen of Jazz in 1977, has died in a Cairns

A British Council Scholarship enabled him

nursing home. She was 89.

to study conducting with Václav Talich in

Born Dulcie Rama Pitt in Cairns,
Queensland, her father was Jamaican and

Prague, Czechoslovakia.
In 1948 Mackerras began his life-long

her mother of Indian, Aboriginal, Islander

association with Sadler’s Wells, now

and Scottish ancestry. During World War II

English National Opera. In the 1950s he

she and her siblings Sophie and Heather Pitt

focussed on the study and practical

formed the Harmony Sisters, with brother

realisation of period performance

Wally on guitar. They toured Queensland

techniques, culminating in his landmark

entertaining US troops.

1959 recording of Handel’s Royal Fireworks

After the war, adopting the stage name

Pamela Ruskin won two prestigious

Portnoj. She made her professional début in

Opera from 1987 to 1992. He conducted

Walkley ‘Best Story’ Awards: in 1968 for

the chorus of the J.C.Williamson 1955 Italian

the Scottish Chamber Orchestra, the Royal

‘Baldwin Spencer: Arunta Tribesman’, and

Grand Opera Company.

Philharmonic, the San Francisco Opera, the

in 1969 for ‘School for Ballet’, both

Orchestra of St Luke’s, the Philharmonia,

published in Walkabout magazine.

the Czech Philharmonic, the Royal Opera

W

and the Metropolitan Opera in New York.

Clark Sinclair BEM

He was the first Australian chief conductor
of the Sydney Symphony Orchestra.
Despite his long battle with cancer,
Mackerras continued to conduct; he was
scheduled to direct two BBC Proms in July
2010, and Mozart’s Idomeneo at the Edinburgh
Festival in August.
Charles Mackerras became a CBE in
1974 and was knighted in 1979. He was
made a Companion of the Order of Australia
in 1997. In 2003 he was made a Companion
of Honour and in 2005 he was the first
recipient of the Queen’s Medal for Music.
In 1947 Mackerras married Judy Wilkins,
a clarinettist. He was also the uncle of the
Australian conductor Alexander Briger.
W

Pamela Ruskin
8.6.1920–20.5.2010

21.9.1936–4.7.2010
Born in Bendigo, Clark David Sinclair
came to Melbourne as a youngster for
treatment for an eye infection. It left him
with limited sight, but his hospital visits
introduced him to in-house radio programs
transmitted to patients through earphones.
He decided that he could operate a
home-based radio station on a similar basis,
with its signal carried to his neighbours on
overhead wires. Clark was aged 19 when
radio station 3SA St Kilda commenced
transmission on 27 March 1954. The station
now transmits via an underground cable to
a listening area of around 3000 people.
In association with 3SA, Clark ran a
highly successful radio school, preparing
students for careers on air or behind the scenes.
On commercial radio, Clark conducted

Music. He also championed the music of

Pamela June Ruskin, a Walkley Award-

the Factory Favourites session on 3AK,

After this came a succession of
increasingly important engagements. For
Garnet H. Carroll she appeared in Salad
Days, The Sound of Music, Kismet, Bells are
Ringing and The Most Happy Fella, and for
JCW in My Fair Lady, Fiddler on the Roof, The
Pajama Game, Gilbert and Sullivan, and the
1965 Sutherland–Pavarotti opera season.
In 1963 she appeared as Julie in the
National Theatre production of Show Boat at
the Sydney and Melbourne Tivolis. She also
had her own ABC radio series.
In more recent years Joanie sang at an
array of clubs in Sydney and Melbourne and
was a regular member of the Victoria State
Opera chorus. In 1989 she was in the Sydney
Theatre Company’s production of Sumner
Rain at the Sydney Opera House. She
guested in Blue Heelers and played character
roles in the films Quigley (1990) and Till
Human Voices Wake Us (2002).
As Joan said: ‘I’ve sung in every RSL
club in Sydney, done clubs in Melbourne,
asylums, prisons, Government House and
Parliament. Anything you can think of, I’ve

Dame Pat Evison OBE

Georgia Lee, she toured Queensland and

Janácek; he considered this his most

winning writer with a special interest in the

voiced commercials at 3XY, and worked

2.6.1924—30.5.2010

New South Wales with the St Louis Vanities

important legacy to music. He was an

arts, has died of heart failure at the age of 89.

for various country stations. His 3AW

One of New Zealand’s best known actresses,

show. She joined the jazz and blues scene

authority on Mozart operas and Gilbert

Dame Pat Evison, has died after a long

in Sydney and Melbourne, appearing at the

and Sullivan. His Sullivan ballet arrangement

London, Pamela migrated to Melbourne

co-compered with the late Neville Wragg,

illness. She was 85.

Tivoli and broadcasting frequently. She was

Pineapple Poll (1951) continues to be

with her family in 1926.

ran for many years.

a habitué of the bohemian world of artists

popular. He also arranged music by Verdi

Blamires was among the first New Zealand

like Donald Friend and Russell Drysdale,

for the ballet The Lady and The Fool and

Melbourne University, she became a

Nostalgia Unlimited program on community

theatre students to receive an overseas

sang at fashionable Ciro’s nightclub in

arranged a suite from John Ireland’s score

freelance journalist. During the war she

radio 3CR, and contributed to the Saturday

scholarship. She went to London in the 1940s

Melbourne, recorded with Graeme Bell

for the 1946 film The Overlanders.

served in the RAN’s decoding section.

afternoon Steam Radio program.

to study as a director at the Old Vic Theatre

and Bruce Clarke, and had a featured role

Centre. She became an assistant director

in Irene Mitchell’s all-Aboriginal Moomba

Garden début conducting Shostakovich’s

Ruskin, a printer and publisher whose

opening nights. He was usually armed with

after a short illness. White began dancing at

show at the Princess in 1951.

Katerina Izmailova. He also directed the

work led inevitably to Pamela’s regular

a tape recorder, ready to interview stars

age seven. After training at the Royal Ballet

Hamburg State Opera and made his

reviews of ballet, opera and theatre.Her

and producers for the showbiz segments he

School, he joined the Royal Ballet Company,

Geraldo band, appeared at Festival Hall and

Metropolitan Opera début in 1972,

short stories and feature articles were

prepared for country radio and for his

becoming a leading soloist.

broadcast on the BBC, but homesickness

conducting Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice.

published in a wide range of magazines and

regular spot on 3AW’s Overnighters program.

Touring the world with the company, he

papers, and she wrote radio plays with Morris

In 1981 Clark Sinclair was awarded the

came to Australia in 1958 and remained here,

West before he became a best-selling author.

British Empire Medal in recognition of his

opened a school in Adelaide, and taught,

services to broadcasting.

choreographed, and danced twice a week on

Born in Dunedin, Helen June Patricia

with the Young Vic, and then returned to
New Zealand as a freelance director.
Her subsequent acting career encompassed
stage, radio and TV in Australia and New

In London Georgia Lee sang with the

In 1963 Mackerras made his Covent

In 1973 Mackerras conducted the

Zealand. She is best known for her continuing

ended a potential international career. Back

roles as Jessie Windom in Prisoner and

in Australia she toured with Nat King Cole

Sydney Symphony Orchestra for the Opera

Violet Carnegie in The Flying Doctors. She

in 1957 and tackled TV, appearing on IMT,

House’s opening concert.

had guest roles in many other small-screen

Bandstand and in Burst of Summer, the

dramas, and won a Logie for her work in
the 1975 ABC–TV drama Pig in a Poke.

Born Pamela Zimbler at Hampstead in

After completing an arts degree at

In 1940 she met and married Alfred

Pamela interviewed—and knew—

He was guest conductor for the 1975

hundreds of arts notables. For many years

ABC’s 1961 telecast of the Oriel Gray play.

D’Oyly Carte Centenary season and later

she contributed articles to the magazine

‘Georgia Lee Sings the Blues Down

joined the D’Oyly Carte Opera Trust and

Opera Australia (later Opera Opera).

Her Australian films included Tim,

Under’, released in 1962, was the first full-

Caddie, Starstruck and The Clinic. On stage

length studio album to be recorded by an

its board of trustees.

Pamela wrote two books, Karl Duldig:

In 1982 he was the first Australian

Sunday night Remember When program,

More recently Clark presented his

Clark was a familiar figure at Melbourne

W

Joanie Thomas
16.4.1927–30.5.2010

had a go at!’
Behind the scenes, Joanie mentored and
gave financial help to many young artists.
W

Leslie White
10.3.1936–26.12.2009
British born dancer, choreographer and
teacher Leslie White has died in Brisbane

live TV variety shows. He toured South
Australia with his own company, participated
in two Adelaide Festivals and, in 1965, teamed
with Elizabeth Dalman to create what would

His Life and Work (1966), a study of the

Music theatre veteran Joan ( Joanie) Tomas

develop into Australian Dance Theatre. White

she was in early productions at Wellington’s

Indigenous artist. In 2009 it was added to

national to be appointed chief conductor of

Polish-born sculptor, and Invitation to The

has died in Melbourne. Born and raised in

managed and danced in a company touring

Downstage Theatre. Director Bruce Mason

the National Film and Sound Archives

the Sydney Symphony Orchestra. In 1980

Dance (1989), a definitive history of the

Lithgow, NSW, Joan Gwendoline Thomas

for the New South Wales Arts Council. In 1973

‘Sounds of Australia’ registry.

he was the first non-Briton to conduct the

Australian Ballet School.

started her career in local amateur musicals.

he joined Dance Company NSW (now Sydney

On the advice of John Shaw she moved to

Dance Company) and performed with them at

Melbourne to study with Henry and Annie

the opening of the Sydney Opera House. *

described her performance in Beckett’s
Happy Days as ‘the finest event in New
Zealand theatre’.
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Lee’s niece Wilma Reading is a notable
singer and teacher.

BBC Symphony Orchestra at The Last Night
of The Proms.

For many years she was a judge for the
Green Room Awards Association.
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In 1974 he joined Queensland Ballet as a

Geoff established the Brash Foundation. This

dancer, choreographer, rehearsal director

supports the Alfred Brash Soundhouse at the

and assistant to the artistic director.

Arts Centre, the first link in the international

Later White worked as performer,

chain formed by the Soundhouse Music Alliance.

choreographer and artistic director with

Compiled with thanks to John Bowles, Paul

Ballet Theatre of Queensland. He was a
guest teacher at several schools and for 20
years taught and choreographed classical
ballet at The Dance Works, Brisbane, as well

Dellit, Eliana Darmanin, Blair Edgar OAM,
Lewis Fiander, Rev. Gordon McKenzie, Max
Johnston, Julian Ruskin QC, Owen White.

as guest teaching and choreographing

Gus
goss

throughout Queensland and northern New
South Wales.

W

On Stage also pays tribute to:

Q: Guess who's busy

Actress Lynn Redgrave (8.3.1943–2.5.2010)

researching for a

presented her one-person play Shakespeare for

biography of the late,

My Father for the 1994 Melbourne Festival of

lamented pianist

the Arts. During her visit she researched her

Geoffrey Tozer, who

father’s and grandfather’s Australian tours at

died so tragically in

the Arts Centre’s Performing Arts Museum.
Adriana Xenides, glamorous hostess of long-

n

August 2009.
A: None other than Jana Wendt. Jana's
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For Hamer Hall as we know it,
the final chord has sounded..........1

been off the small screen since her

You must remember this...................4

unfortunate tangle with Eddie McGuire in

Queen’s Birthday Honours—2010....5

2006—but that hasn't stopped her writing

The making of Edna and Sandy.......6

two books, A Matter of Principle in 2007 and

Show music thumbnails....................8

managing director of Brash’s music retailing

Nice Work in 2010. Both books draw on her

Play it again, Reg.............................10
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